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Marin father-son share Golf course
in Super Bowl history measure’s
1969, 1994 NFL SEASONS

SAN GERONIMO

meaning
disputed

Pair received rings for their respective roles with SF, Chiefs
By Danny Schmidt
dschmidt@marinij.com
@TheRealDSchmidt on Twitter

Brett Carolan’s father, Reggie,
died in Marin when Brett was just
11 years old. Despite growing up
largely without him, Brett said,
Reggie influenced his life in countless ways — nowhere more than in
the sports world.
Reggie, who was drafted in 1961,
played two seasons
with the San Diego Chargers and
five with the Kansas City Chiefs.
He earned a Super Bowl ring in
the 1969-70 season
— the last time the
Reggie
Chiefs won a chamCarolan
pionship — despite
being sidelined for
the big game with a knee injury.
A Drake High graduate and former teacher at Tam High, Reggie
played football, basketball and ran
track at the University of Idaho.
He was selected an AFL all-star
as a rookie with the Chargers and
helped the Chiefs capture the 1966
AFL title. He played in Super Bowl
I, a loss to the Green Bay Packers.
“He drove me to say, ‘What can
I achieve if I work extremely hard
and have some luck along the
way?’” said Brett Carolan, 48, who
went on to play tight end, like his
father.
It turned out Brett could achieve
quite a bit. After catching passes
from future NFL player and coach
Mike McCoy at San Marin, Brett
played college football for Washington State University. He went
undrafted out of Pullman and
signed with the San Francisco
49ers ahead of the 1994 season.
That year, the 49ers — led by the
likes of Steve Young, Jerry Rice,
Deion Sanders, Brent Jones and
Ricky Watters — went on to finish the regular season 13-3 and win
Super Bowl XXVIII with a 49-26
victory over the San Diego Chargers in Miami. Brett was not on
the active roster during the Super
Bowl, but he still received the hardware.
Members of the last Super
Bowl-winning Chiefs and 49ers
rosters included Reggie and Brett
Carolan, respectively.
On Sunday, the two teams
square off in Super Bowl LIV in
Miami.

Factions differ on what will
happen if voters approve it
By Richard Halstead
rhalstead@marinij.com
@HalsteadRichard on Twitter

Much like Democrats and Republicans wrangling over President Trump’s impeachment, the
opposing camps on Measure D disagree on even
the most basic facts, including what will happen if it passes.
The measure’s language on the March 3 ballot states that it would prevent the county from
“changing the primary golf course use of San
Geronimo Valley Golf Course without voter approval,” by amending the San Geronimo Valley
Community Plan “to require voter approval for
any change in the primary golf course use.”
The golf course was closed a year ago following its sale to the Trust for Public Land (TPL).
“Measure D is not going to bring golf back to
the valley. It does not change any of the underlying economics associated with golf,” said Guillermo Rodriguez, TPL’s California state director.
“Measure D accomplishes nothing; it just freezes
the property in a state of fallow and limbo with
no necessary direction.”
TPL bought the golf course property at the urging of the county to keep it from being purchased
by a private entity. The county, which sought to
acquire the property for public recreational use
and for repair and preservation of wildlife and
fish habitats at the site, contracted to purchase
the golf course from TPL for $8.85 million by
December 2018, or December 2019 at the latest.
The county’s purchase, however, was scuttled
by a lawsuit filed by San Geronimo Advocates, a
group of residents seeking to preserve the golf
course. As part of its legal filing, San Geronimo
Advocates asserted that the San Geronimo Valley Community Plan requires that the property
remain a golf course, but Marin Superior Court
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Brett Carolan, an all-league football player at San Marin High School, plays with the
San Francisco 49ers in a game against Denver in 1994.
Brett, who played two seasons
with the 49ers and one with the
Miami Dolphins, spoke to his
mother, Judy Carolan, the other
day and afterward she sent him a
photo of Brett and Reggie’s Super
Bowl rings next to each other.
“It’s actually really cool,” said
Brett, who grew up a fan of the
Oakland Raiders. “In a little bit,
one of these organizations is going to have another ring.
“I’m leaning to San Francisco
because that’s where I played and
it’s such a good organization. But
it’s been a lot longer for Kansas
CAROLAN » PAGE 4
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BANKRUPTCY PLAN

PG&E promises
board overhaul
to satisfy critics

The Super Bowl rings of Brett Carolan of the
49ers and his father, Reggie Carolan, of the
Chiefs.

LUCAS VALLEY

Utility hopes shake-up will halt
calls for a state-led takeover

Ailing teacher gets Super Bowl surprise
Community raises money to buy
popular instructor tickets to game

Lucas Valley
Elementary
School teacher
Ethan Hough
got to Miami
Gardens to
attend the
Super Bowl
thanks to an
appreciative
community.

It turned out there was a
better way to help Hough,
also a longtime 49ers season
ticket holder and diehard
fan ever since he witnessed
“The Catch” as a wide-eyed
six-year-old.
“I’m like, do you want a
casserole for the next year or
do you want to go to the Super Bowl?” Naughton-Hopkins chuckled.
Working with parents after the NFC championship
win over the Packers, Naugh-

By Riley Overend
roverend@marinij.com

Last year, Ethan Hough’s
cancer diagnosis left Lucas
Valley Elementary School
searching for ways to support its favorite fifth-grade
teacher.
“Everybody was asking
what can we do?” colleague
Liz Naughton-Hopkins recalled. “Can we make dinner? Can we babysit the
kids? But there was never really anything they needed.”

By Michael Liedtke
The Associated Press

Pacific Gas and Electric is pledging to overhaul
its board of directors in an attempt to avoid a
potential takeover by the state of California and
prove the nation’s largest utility is turning over
a new leaf as it works through its second bankruptcy in less than 20 years.
The promise to shake things up came late Friday as the San Francisco-based company filed
its latest blueprint for getting out of bankruptcy
court by June 30. But to make that deadline,
PG&E still must win over Gov. Gavin Newsom,
who has been insisting for months that the company must make more radical changes to a corporate culture that has repeated lapses in safety
and played a role a series of catastrophic wildfires that drove the utility back into bankruptcy
last year.
Newsom had become so exasperated with the

ETHAN HOUGH
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TODAY IN HISTORY

1653

New Amsterdam — now
New York City — was
incorporated.

1876

The National League of
Professional Base Ball
Clubs was formed in
New York.

1887

Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, held its first
Groundhog Day festival.

1925

The legendary Alaska
Serum Run ended as
the last of a series of
dog mushers brought a
life-saving treatment
to Nome, the scene of a
diphtheria epidemic, six
days after the drug left
Nenana.

1943

The remainder of Nazi
forces from the Battle
of Stalingrad surrendered in a major victory
for the Soviets in World
War II.

1988

President Ronald Reagan pressed his case
for additional aid to the
Nicaraguan Contras a
day ahead of a vote by
the U.S. House of Representatives.

1990

In a dramatic concession to South Africa’s
black majority, President F.W. de Klerk lifted
a ban on the African
National Congress and
promised to free Nelson
Mandela.

Birthdays

TV chef Ina Garten is
72. Actor Brent Spiner is
71. Rock musician Ross
Valory (Journey) is 71.
Model Christie Brinkley
is 66. Singer Shakira
is 43.
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Star report
Photographer
hit with football
thrown by J-Lo

Jennifer Lopez is a
triple threat — she’s a
dancing, singing and
acting superstar. You
can add quarterbacking
to that skill set after her
work Thursday in Miami.
In a press conference
ahead of Super Bowl LIV
J-Lo tossed a ball into
the crowd, hitting our
photographer Jose Fajardo. Jose is fine, aside
from his bruised ego.
“I ducked because it
was heading towards
my face and it hit me in
my right hand/camera,”
Fajardo said. “The ball
bounced off of me and
went to the right into
the audience where a
lucky audience member
got a Super Bowl LIV
football.”
— Michael Nowels, Bay
Area News Group

LOTTERY

WINNING NUMBERS

Daily 3 Afternoon:
0, 8, 4
Daily 3 Evening:
9, 6, 2
Daily 4:2, 8, 9, 4
Fantasy 5:
1, 2, 20, 30, 37
Daily Derby
1st: 10, Solid Gold
2nd: 9, Winning Spirit
3rd: 5, California Classic
Race Time: 1:46.76
SUPER LOTTO PLUS

Saturday’s drawing:
1, 14, 18, 25, 35
Mega Number: 21
Wednesday’s estimated
jackpot: $11million
MEGA MILLIONS

Friday’s drawing:
28, 31, 33, 57, 62
Mega Number: 19
Tuesday’s estimated
jackpot: $168million
POWERBALL

Saturday’s drawing:
12, 33, 54, 57, 60
Mega number: 13
Saturday’s estimated
jackpot: $40million

Golf
FROM PAGE 1

Judge Paul Haakenson rejected that argument. The
advocates then gathered
12,000 signatures to quality Measure D for the ballot.
Supporters of Measure
D, which includes Marin’s
Coalition of Sensible Taxpayers, asserts that taxpayers will ultimately end up
paying to purchase the golf
course from TPL, since the
nonprofit typically does not
hold onto properties.
“Do we plan to own it for
a long period of time? No,”
Rodriguez said.
Measure D supporter
Kathleen Robertson said,
“The Board of Supervisors
reneged on their obligation to purchase the property from TPL and left them
holding the bag. There is,
we believe, a huge motivation and maybe even a legal
obligation on the part of the
county to try to make TPL
whole.”
But Brendan Moriarty, a
Trust for Public Land project manager, says there is
no chance TPL will attempt
to force the county to purchase the property.
“In fact, we cannot,” Moriarty wrote in an email,
“as the Trust for Public
Land specifically waived all
claims against the County
when we settled with the
county and the San Geronimo Advocates in April
2019.”
Supporters of Measure D
say Marin taxpayers could
be affected regardless of
whether the county reimburses TPL directly, since
TPL is likely to seek state
and federal grants, some of
which are funded through
voter-approved bond issues.
“They boast on their
website that in their history they have successfully
created over $70 billion in
bond funding for projects,”
Robertson said. “Grants
and bond money are not
free money. They are paid
for by the taxpayers.”
Rodriguez said, “Taxpayers in Marin are already paying for those
bonds. Here is an opportunity for Marin to competi-

JEREMY PORTJE — MARIN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL

The closed San Geronimo Golf Course — voters will help decide the future of the property
March 3.
tively go after these dollars
and bring these dollars into
Marin.”
Rodriguez said if public grant money is secured
it will also increase the
chances of attracting donations from private donors.
He worries that Measure
D’s passage would make it
harder to attract both public and private giving to the
effort to reshape the 157acre property.
Measure D supporter
Peggy Sheneman said, “Water bond money is fought
over by every region in the
state. At some point, the
people in Los Angeles and
San Benito County are going to ask, why are we giving $10 million to the richest county in California to
rehabilitate a golf course?”
Opponents of Measure D
assert that its adoption will
kill chances of building a
new county fire department
headquarters there. For three
decades, the county has
searched for a larger, centrally
located parcel of land, but a
lack of suitable properties has
stymied efforts.
“I think if Measure D
passes, the ability for the
fire station to move into
a better spot is really reduced,” said retired Marin
County fire chief Ken Massucco, who opposes Measure D.

Sheneman, however,
said, “This is an outrageous
fraud on the voters because
it is simply another way for
the county to pay money to
TPL and bail out their purchase price.”
Proponents of Measure D
say that if it passes, TPL is
more likely to be forced to
sell the property to a private
owner who will operate it as
a golf course. They say the
previous owner of the golf
course paid $1.6 million in
property and sales taxes
during its last seven years.
“Practically speaking it
would not be very difficult
to reopen that golf course
in a short time,” said Measure D supporter Josh Petit.
Rodriguez said, “It would
take a significant financial
investment to bring the
property to a base level of
playability. The entire irrigation system was never invested in over a period of
time.”
Rodriguez said a new
owner seeking to make golf
economically feasible there
might have to increase customer fees significantly or
convert it into a private
club.
Opponents of Measure D
also question the wisdom of
allowing the entire county
vote on what is essentially a
local community plan.
Former Marin supervisor

Steve Kinsey, who initially
opposed the county’s efforts
to purchase the golf course
property, now opposes Measure D. Kinsey says proponents of Measure D “are trying to turn our community
plan on its head” by saying
that TPL’s efforts to restore
the land to a more natural
state violate the plan.
“TPL’s mission reinforces the rural character
of our valley,” Kinsey said.
“In fact, the golf course is
a remnant of an earlier vision of suburban sprawl in
our county.”
What sometimes gets lost
in the debate is the future of
coho salmon and steelhead
trout, both of which are on
the endangered species list.
Measure D proponents
discount the importance of
San Geronimo Creek, which
runs through the property,
in preventing the fish’s extinction. But Jorgen Blomberg, a design director with
Environmental Science Associates, which is working
with TPL on restoration
plans, said the creek provides a unique opportunity
for fish to seek refuge during winter storms and rear
their young.
Blomberg said, “Based
on all the experts and scientists I work with no one is
prepared to give up on this
population of fish.”

Heart Pendant
with Diamonds in
14K Yellow, White or Rose Gold
from $379
Chain included

An incomparable collection of Hawaiian and Island lifestyle jewelry
Valley Fair (Next to California Pizza Kitchen), 408-985-4507
Stoneridge Mall (Upper Level, Nordstrom Wing), 925-416-0803
PIER 39 (Fisherman’s Wharf), 415-433-1990
NaHoku.com
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STATING THEIR CASE Wildfire safety,

Branson draw
focus in election
By Matthew Pera
mpera@marinij.com
@MatthewRPera on Twitter

Marin County Judge Roy
Chernus listens to Tamalpais High School student
Devin Guinney, who was
acting as a prosecuting
pre-trial attorney while
the defense team from
San Marin High look on
during the 2020 Mock
Trial Competition at the
Marin County Courthouse in San Rafael on
Saturday. Two hundred
students from eight Marin
County High Schools
participated. Left, defense
attorney Chloe Mahachek
from the San Marin High
team argues for her client.
PHOTOS BY SHERRY LAVARS —
MARIN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL
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Preparing for wildfires,
building affordable housing and carefully considering the Branson School’s proposal to increase enrollment
are among the top priorities
for five candidates vying for
three seats on the Ross Town
Council on March 3.
I nc u mb ent E l i z a b e t h
Brekhus, who is seeking a
third term, said the town has
many strategies “in the works”
when it comes to preparing
for wildfires. But the council
needs to push for more “firewise” neighborhoods with
designated “block captains”
to take charge in the event of
emergency, she said.
The 49-year-old attorney
said she supports Measure
C, the March ballot measure
that would levy a parcel tax on
property owners in Marin to
pay for a countywide wildfire
prevention agency.
“It’s the right step, and it
will create funds to put us
where we need to be,” she said.
Beach Kuhl, another incumbent seeking a third term, said
the town needs to prioritize
education programs so residents have evacuation plans in
place. The PG&E power shutdowns that cut cellphone reception throughout most of
the county last year underscored that need, he said.
“We need to be prepared for
something that is very likely to
come someday,” said Kuhl, an
84-year-old attorney. “We’ve

got to get people educated
about evacuation and where
they go.”
Sina Shekou, a 45-yearold CEO, agreed that the recent blackouts highlighted the
need for Ross to prepare for
evacuations. Wildfire, he said,
“is an emotionally charged issue” that is a top priority for
the first-time council candidate. He said the town should
focus on education and outreach.
Mary McFadden, another
newcomer, said that “inaction seems irresponsible” after several devastating wildfire seasons in California.
The 51-year-old real estate
agent supports Measure C,
noting that having a countywide agency tackling vegetation management would allow
Ross to focus on community
outreach.
Preparing for disasters is a
crucial issue for Bill Kircher,
a 73-year-old investment partnership manager. He said he’d
urge telecommunications
companies to create backup
power sources for their infrastructure in Marin, so that
people could communicate in
the event of a power outage,
which he said is especially crucial if a blackout corresponds
with a disaster.
“But we need a plan B right
now,” he said, noting that preparing for evacuations would
be helpful in the event of an
earthquake in addition to a
wildfire. The first-time council
candidate said he would work
on designating block captains

“Villa Marin is My Home”
Bob and Sue Spofford settled into San Rafael after years of traveling with
Bob’s career in the corporate world. They now enjoy living at Villa Marin,

Get certified for in-demand fields
in an average of 3 semesters.
Register now for Spring 2020.

which provides them convenient access to McInnis Park where they enjoy
bird watching. They also enjoy the benefits of home ownership and love
the comfort and security of Villa Marin taking care of their home, meals,
and healthcare.

Condos Now Available!

Learn more at Villa-Marin.com
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Marin public meetings

THE CANDIDATES
Elizabeth Brekhus

Age: 49
Occupation: Attorney
Education: Law degree from University of
San Francisco; bachelor’s degree in political
science from Kenyon College
Experience: Ross Town Council since
2012; board member for Ross Valley Fire
Department; former board member for
Brekhus
Marin County Bar Association; Ross Leadership Committee; attorney for Richardson
Bay Sanitary District; real property litigation and municipal
law attorney

Beach Kuhl

Age: 84
Occupation: Attorney
Education: Law degree from Stanford
University; bachelor’s degree in economics
from Cornell University
Experience: Ross Town Council since
2012; served on the Marin County Civil
Grand Jury; commissioner for the Transportation Authority of Marin; board member for Kuhl
the Ross Valley Fire Department; committee member for the Marin County Council of Mayors and
Councilmembers; 50years as a trial attorney with a focus
on personal injury and property damage cases

Mary McFadden

Age: 51
Occupation: Real estate agent
Education: Bachelor’s degree from Northeastern University and University of Maryland

Safety
FROM PAGE 3

throughout Ross to coordinate evacuations.
The candidates agreed
that Ross needs to carefully consider what comes
next for the town’s fire station at 33 Sir Francis Drake
Blvd., which is in disrepair
and likely needs to be replaced. Ross leaders have
questioned whether replacing the station is worth the
expense, because the town
is served by the Ross Valley Fire Department, which
has several other stations in
the area.
“I think it’s a cost/benefit analysis,” said McFad-

Carolan
FROM PAGE 1

City. It’s going to be so fun
to watch.”
Carolan and his wife,
Amy, whom he met at WSU,
have lived in Seattle since
1997. They have two kids in
high school: a son, Quinn,
and a daughter, Riley. Carolan has worked as a partner at a wealth-management firm for 17 years. After
15 years of coaching youth
sports in the area, he took
this year off to spend more
time with his children.
Recently, his trips back to
Marin County are typically
scheduled around the Dipsea Race, which he first ran
at 8 years old.
“I grew up running
on Mt. Tam and I’ve run
the Dipsea more than 20
times,” he said. “I still have
a lot of good friends in the
Bay Area who I love seeing.”
At San Marin, Carolan
earned all-league selections three times for the
Mustangs, hauling in 69
passes for 1,000 yards as
a senior en route to being
named MCAL Player of the
Year. Carolan, a first-team

Experience: Co-founded the real estate
firm Arrive Marin; former business owner at
the Shoe Garden, a children’s shoe store,
and Reminders, an internet marketing firm;
marketing director for Theatre Virginia; and
marketing executive for Xerox Corp.

Sina Shekou

McFadden
Age: 45
Occupation: Chief executive officer
Education: Bachelor’s degree in business
and biology from University of Colorado,
Boulder
Experience: Founded the property management software company Propertyware,
which went public under his leadership; part
Shekou
of the early team at Salesforce.com

Charles “Bill” Kircher Jr.

Age: 73
Occupation: Investment partnership
manager
Education: Law degree from Stanford
University; bachelor’s degree in history from
Stanford University
Experience: Former chief legislative
Kircher
aide to a state senator; former associate
consultant for the California State Senate Committee on
Health and Welfare; former assistant U.S. attorney for the
Central District of California; constitutional law teacher at
Stanford University; associate and partner in private law
practice with a focus on business litigation for more than
30years

den. “I would be in favor of
a lot of outreach to the community.”
Each of the candidates
said the town needs to
study whether closing the
station would increase firefighter response times to
Ross neighborhoods.
Kuhl said he’s in favor of
maintaining “some kind of
facility for the police and
the ambulance service” if
the town does get rid of its
firehouse. But along with
Brekhus and Kircher, he
agreed with McFadden that
it’s too soon to make a decision on whether to rebuild
the station, and more outreach is needed.
Shekou, however, said he
wants to “build something
new,” and would “make

quick work on that subject.”
“It doesn’t need to be the
most beautiful,” he said. “It
needs to be functional.”
The five candidates
each said that the Branson
School’s proposal to add up
to 100 additional students
is a top issue for the community. But four of the candidates said they are taking no official position on
the matter because if Measure F passes with voters
the council members must
weigh in on the proposal
later this year.
“I think I really have to
be as impartial as I can
be at this point and not be
prejudging it,” said Kircher,
echoing many of the other
candidates.
Shekou, however, said he

supports the expansion proposal. He said it’s unlikely
the extra students would
bring a significant increase
in traffic to Ross, which is a
key argument for many opposed to the expansion.
The candidates said affordable housing is needed
in Marin, but many of them
struggled to identify sites to
build it in Ross. All agreed
that the best way to create affordable housing is
by building granny flats
throughout the town.
Brekhus and McFadden
suggested building housing
adjacent to the Marin Art
and Garden Center at 30 Sir
Francis Drake Blvd. McFadden said housing could also
be built above storefronts in
downtown Ross.

selection at linebacker and
punter as well, was named
the San Francisco Examiner’s North Bay Player of
the Year after leading San
Marin to a 10-0 ledger. He
also earned league MVP
and all-state honors as a
basketball player.
At WSU, Carolan caught
three touchdowns and was
a second-team all-Pac 12 selection in his final season
as a junior, finishing with
a team-high 49 receptions
for 591 yards.
Carolan was in awe
when he signed with San
Francisco. The 49ers were
loaded. Their offensive coordinator was Mike Shanahan. Their ball boy was
Shanahan’s son, Kyle, who
will be leading the 49ers as
head coach this Sunday.
“You can see that he
watched things very closely
and had a very good teacher
in his dad,” Carolan said of
Kyle Shanahan. “And I remember (current 49ers general manager) John Lynch
from Torrey Pines (High),
playing against him in
the Pac 10 (Stanford) and
through the NFL. They’ve
brought that organization
back to where they haven’t
been for so long.”

Carolan, who was a wideeyed, 6-foot-3, 241-pound
24-year old at the time, said
he was “totally spoiled.”
“I worked my ass off, but,
man, I was pretty lucky and
fortunate,” he added. “I just
remember Mike Shanahan’s
offense and how much talent was on the field. We
could run the same plays
with different personnel
and it would be just as effective. You saw such a highfunctioning organization
clicking on all cylinders at
the right time.
“It was such a world-class
organization, and I was really lucky to be a part of it.”
Carolan doesn’t watch
many NFL games anymore, but he still keeps
up on occasion. He hasn’t
seen any playoff games
this season, but he quickly
noticed with a scan of the
NFC championship game
box score that Jimmy
Garoppolo only threw
the ball eight times for 77
yards in the team’s 37-20
rout of the Packers.
“Just by looking at that,
if your quarterback throws
eight passes and you win
that convincingly, your defense must be very, very
good,” he noted.

Carolan attended his first
49ers alumni weekend last
year. He toured Levi’s Stadium and caught up with
old teammates and friends
he had not seen in decades.
He also met 49ers players
from all eras.
While no stories stick
out from his time with the
49ers’ title-winning squad
— “There are too many to
think of,” he said — he does
often mention the team’s
work ethic when he talks
to his kids or in business.
He said between the
49ers’ star-studded roster
and his father’s exceptional
career, hard work has always been a part of his life.
“I don’t think about (my
time in the NFL) a lot because I get caught in my
day to day stuff, but it left
a huge impression on me,”
Carolan said. “I tell everyone, if you’re going to succeed in life, you’re going to
have to work hard. Watching people work at such an
elite level left such a big imprint on me, and the organization showed me how you
should treat people.
“I didn’t play a ton but it
was such an awesome experience, and I carry that with
me every day.”

5-MONTH CD SPECIAL

a single family residence
and build a second story
addition.

Kentfield: Kentfield
School District board
of trustees, two special
meetings, 8 a.m. and 1
p.m. Kent Middle School,
College Ave. Website:
agenda online. The board
will consider hiring a 7th
grade science teacher and
a search firm to begin the
process of hiring a new
superintendent.
San Rafael: San Rafael City Schools board of
education, special meeting 4p.m. board room, 310
Nova Albion Way. Website:
agenda online. The board
will hear a presentation on
equity.
San Rafael: City Council,
7p.m., City Hall, 1400Fifth
Ave. Website: cityofsanrafael.org. The council will
hold a public hearing on a
proposed 45-unit townhouse development at
350Merrydale Rd. It will
also hear an informational
update on Marin County’s
efforts to prepare for the
2020 census.
San Anselmo: Planning
Commission, 7p.m., Town
Hall, 525San Anselmo Ave.
Website: townofsananselmo.org. The commission
will hold a public hearing
on a residential project at
55Essex. It will also hold a
public hearing on a proposal to subdivide 75 Jones St.
and 101Ross Ave. into two
lots, convert an existing
preschool on the site into

Tuesday

Corte Madera: Marin
Municipal Water District
Board of Directors, 7:30
p.m., District Board Room,
220Nellen Ave. Website:
marinwater.org.
San Rafael: Marin County
Board of Supervisors, 10
a.m., Board of Supervisors’ Chambers, Room
330, Civic Center, Website: marincounty.org. The
supervisors will consider
imposing new parking
restriction on Wharf Road,
Brighton Avenue and Park
Avenue in Bolinas prohibiting overnight parking of
some vehicles. The supervisors will also receive a
briefing on new state laws
limiting review of multifamily developments.

Wednesday

Petaluma: SMART Board
of Directors, 1:30p.m.,
SMART Headquarters,
5401Old Redwood Highway, 1st Floor. Website:
sonomamarintrain.org. The
board will discuss whether
to request SMART be allowed to participate in the
Regional Clipper START
Program to provide a 50%
discount to low-income
transit users.
Fairfax: Town Council,
7p.m., Fairfax Women’s
Club, 46Park Rd. Website:
townoffairfax.org.

Hough

Hough taught at Lucas
Valley for 17 years before
taking a leave to undergo
cancer treatment. The Super Bowl trip was fortunate timing, falling during
a brief break in his treatment schedule.
“It really did work out,”
Naughton-Hopkins said.
“His favorite team in the
world, the Super Bowl timing, the month off that he
had to take to get strong
enough to do this. All the
stars kind of aligned for
this.”
A former quarterback at
Drake High, Hough later
engineered a turnaround
at his alma mater as head
football coach from 201113. He inherited a 1-9 team
and two years later led the
No. 15 Pirates to an upset of second-ranked Valley Christian, snapping a
playoff drought that dated
back a decade. Hough
went 18-15 during his tenure at Drake, winning as
many games in three seasons as the previous seven
combined.

FROM PAGE 1

ton-Hopkins created a GoFundMe campaign to send
Hough and his wife, Cassy,
to Super Bowl LIV in Miami. Donations poured
in from around the world
and, within a week, the
fundraiser had collected
well over its $10,000 goal.
“That just shows that
(Hough) has made a difference in these kids’ lives
and these parents’ lives,”
Naughton-Hopkins said.
“And now they can give a
little back.”
By Thursday, the Houghs
were in South Beach with
their prized tickets (the
cheapest StubHub offer
was $5,725 as of Saturday
night). Ethan even got interviewed by Channel 5
KPIX for his take on the
Chiefs matchup.
“The Lucas Valley community were really rock stars,
just so generous,” Hough
added. “I’m really grateful.”

SHE SNORES MORE
THAN I DO, BUT I STILL
LOVE MY HUMAN.
— BANDIT
adopted 11-26-09
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CALIFORNIA PRIMARY

House challengers set to push state further left
By Michael R. Blood
The Associated Press

U.S. Rep. Jim Costa is
something of an outlier in
liberal-minded California
— a centrist Democrat who
supported the Keystone
XL pipeline and was one
of the last holdouts to line
up behind President Barack
Obama’s health care overhaul.
Costa has survived tough
campaigns before, but the
greatest threat to his future
representing a district from
California’s agriculture-rich
Central Valley isn’t coming
from a Republican this year.
It’s coming from his own
party.
The former chair of Congress’ moderate Blue Dog
Coalition is one of more
than a dozen Democratic
House incumbents in the
state facing challenges from
the party’s political left, underlining the long-running
tension between the liberal
wing and center-left establishment that is again shaping the Democratic presidential campaign.
How far to the political
left will California go?
Early voting in California’s primary begins Monday and continues through
election day on March 3.
Even House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, held up by
conservatives as a paragon of liberal excess, is being challenged in her San
Francisco district by Democrats pushing Medicare for
all and other ideas championed by presidential candidates and U.S. Sens. Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth
Warren.
Similarly, Rep. Jimmy
Gomez, a liberal Democrat
whose district is anchored
in Los Angeles, is facing
Democrat Frances Yasmeen
Motiwalla, who calls him a
progressive in name only
who pockets campaign cash
from banks and the defense
industry.
The rivalry between the
establishment and the far-

left wing is shaking up districts nationally.
In Texas, long-serving
Rep. Henry Cuellar is facing Jessica Cisneros, who is
backed by Warren and Sanders. In Massachusetts, Rep.
Richard Neal, who was first
elected in 1988 and heads
the powerful Ways and
Means Committee, is being challenged by Holyoke
Mayor Alex Morse, who is
supported by Justice Democrats, the liberal political
group that helped elevate
New York City democratic
socialist Alexandria OcasioCortez to Congress in 2018.
The House races are being watched as a test of
whether the surprise victory of Ocasio-Cortez was
a fluke or a harbinger of
broader political change
within the Democratic
Party.
California is the state
President Donald Trump
loves to hate, home of the
so-called Trump resistance.
Even so, droves of newer,
younger voters, primarily
Asians and Hispanics, tend
to be more liberal than their
parents or grandparents,
and it’s possible the state
already known as a Democratic fortress will continue
to grow increasingly blue.
“The newer, more progressive people in the party
are going to outlive the
moderates,” said Michael
Thaller, a former chair of
the California Democratic
Party’s Progressive Caucus.
“What we consider left
now may be center in 10
years,” he added.
Some of the state races
could eventually figure in
the fight for control of the
House, which Democrats
reclaimed in 2018, in part
by seizing seven GOP-held
House seats in California.
However, many of the insurgent campaigns in California are likely to end up
being largely symbolic —
ousting an incumbent is a
rarity in any state.
Costa, 67, appeared vulnerable after he was un-
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Rep. Jim Costa, D-Calif., speaks at a news conference in Washington. Costa is running for
re-election to his seat in California’s 16th Congressional District.
able to win the state Democratic Party’s endorsement
for the seat. But he’s stockpiled nearly $1 million for
the contest, and his prominent supporters include
Gov. Gavin Newsom and
Sen. Kamala Harris, the
former Democratic presidential contender.
He argues that he’s delivered in Congress, including routinely securing funds
for farm programs in a district where agriculture is
the backbone of the economy. His campaign declined
a request to interview Costa
but provided a written statement in which the congressman said he’s “focused on
the issues that matter.”
His main Democratic
challenger, Esmeralda Soria, 37, a lawyer and Fresno
City Council member, sees it
differently. She calls Costa,
first elected in 2004, a captive of big-money politics
and argues that “nothing
has changed” in the farmbelt district that struggles

?

WE HAVE THE
GUARANTEED TIMESHARE
EXIT SOLUTION
Seating is Very Limited for this Event
Please call now to reserve
888-564-0258

with drinking water problems, poverty and homelessness.
Echoing Sanders and
Warren, she says health
care is a human right. And
she’s rejecting corporate
PAC funds that she blames
for corrupting Congress.
“Washington is broken, corrupted by the greed of those
at the top. It’s time for new
leadership,” she says on her
campaign website.
In an interview, Soria, the daughter of Mexican immigrant farm workers who is backed by labor
icon Dolores Huerta and the
liberal group Courage California, called Costa a friend
but also ineffective and too
close to corporate interests,
particularly in farming.
“Just because you have
a D after your name,” she
said, referring to Costa’s Democratic affiliation,
“that’s not enough.”
Her first challenge will
be making it into the November election under Cal-

ifornia’s unusual “top two”
primary rules, in which all
candidates appear on the
same ballot but only the top
two vote-getters advance to
the November general election, regardless of party affiliation.
Along with Costa and Soria, the March 3 primary
ballot in the district includes
Democrat Kimberly Elizabeth Williams and Republican Kevin Cookingham.
It’s possible Costa and
Soria could end up in a
head-to-head match-up for
the seat in November.
Younger, more liberal
voters are likely to lean
her way but “can she convince enough of the longtime Costa supporters to
abandon him?” asked Jeffrey Cummins, a professor
of political science at California State University,
Fresno. “You have to have
a good reason to knock off
the Democratic incumbent.”
The fight for Costa’s 16th
District seat is one of the

showcase contests in a state
primary campaign rich in
drama.
The liberal-centrist break
is also playing out in the
contest for the open 25th
District in the Los Angeles
suburbs, where former Rep.
Katie Hill resigned last year
amid an ethics probe, and
San Diego County’s 53rd
District, where 11 Democrats
are on the ballot in the race
to replace Rep. Susan Davis, who is retiring. Among
them: San Diego City Council President Georgette Gomez, who is backed by Sanders and the Justice Democrats, the same group that
helped send Ocasio-Cortez
to Congress.
Meanwhile, former Republican Congressman
Darrell Issa, who dogged
President Barack Obama’s
administration when he
headed the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, is trying to return to Washington in Southern California’s
strongly Republican 50th
District, a seat left vacant
after former Rep. Duncan
Hunter pleaded guilty to a
corruption charge and resigned.
In Los Angeles, Gomez
comes to his re-election race
with established liberal credentials — he was endorsed
by Sanders in 2018. But rival Motiwalla, one of four
Democrats on the ballot,
got into the race after seeing his political committee
had accepted money from
banks, defense contractors
and pharmaceutical companies.
With limited funding,
she hopes grassroots organizing will help elevate her
candidacy. Among her policies, she supports a Green
New Deal to combat the
climate threat, and nuclear
disarmament.
“One of the best ways to
shine a spotlight on his activities, and pressure him, is
to challenge him,” she said.
“I realized I personally could
not vote for him again.”

We would like to cordially invite you to our Regional Owners Association event
February 5, 2020 for Timeshare Owners. Our company has over 20 years of
experience in the Timeshare Travel Industry with more than 25 locations nationwide.
What sets us apart is the honest answers from our associates rather than a
commissioned sales agent working on behalf of a resort. We provide immediate
solutions to the following issues;

Most common owner issues,
1. Do you have a timeshare that you are paying on that you want to get out of?
2. Are you tired of paying maintenance fees?
3. Are you worried about handing down your timeshare to your kids?
4. Do your maintenance fees continually increase?
5. Are you paying for something you just simply don’t use anymore?

omniellis.com
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Primary vote count could take longer than ever
By Janie Har
The Associated Press

Californians start voting Monday in a high-profile Democratic presidential
primary that has no clear
front-runner and could
take longer to count than
any previous election in a
state already notorious for
slow ballot counting.
For the first time, Californians can register to vote all
the way up to and including
election day wherever ballots are cast, which could
mean a surge of last-minute ballots, including lastminute provisional ballots
that take longer to count.
There’s a lot at stake in
California’s March 3 primary. California polls show
U.S. senators Elizabeth
Warren and Bernie Sanders
and former vice president
Joe Biden jockeying to advance to November against
President Donald Trump,
who has no serious Republican challenger.
The election date itself
is new, moved up from its
usual June to “Super Tuesday” so California’s 20 million Democratic-leaning registered voters might have a
say in this year’s presidential race. Early voting begins
Monday, the same day caucuses in Iowa start choosing
their nominee.
Voters are also weighing
in on congressional races,
state legislative seats and a
statewide school bond.
California’s March election showcases expansive
changes in how and where
people in the country’s most
populous state can vote,
with speedy new voting systems in some counties that
elections officials say will
cut down on tardy tallying.
Fifteen counties, including Los Angeles, will replace traditional polling
places with “vote centers”
where people who live anywhere in the county can
vote early, drop off ballots
or register to vote.
Secretary of State Alex Padilla, a Democrat, is telling
voters and elections administrators to prepare for record
presidential primary turnout.
“In my opinion, that’s great
news,” he said. “The more
people participate in democ-

PG&E
FROM PAGE 1

PG&E’s direction that earlier this week he vowed to
follow through on a threat
to launch a governmentled takeover bid unless the
company bowed to a series
of demands he laid out in a
Dec. 13 letter and has reiterated in the past two weeks.
The list includes Newsom’s
insistence that it replace its
entire 14-member board of
directors, including CEO
Bill Johnson, and come up
with a plan that lessens
its debt load so it can pay
for $40 billion to $50 billion in anticipated improvements to its outdated electrical grid.
PG&E appears to be
starting to bend to Newsom’s will, but it’s still not
clear if the company is willing to go far enough to appease him. In its announcement and court filings,
PG&E pledged to “refresh”
its board before it emerges
from bankruptcy, but didn’t
say whether it will comply
with Newsom’s insistence
to oust the entire board.
All but two of the current
14 directors have joined the
board since last April.
The plan also still relies
on a heavy debt load, although PG&E expects to
save money over the long
haul through refinancing. It
also shifts more debt from
the holding company to the
subsidiary that runs the
utility in another apparent
attempt to placate Newsom.
The governor’s representatives didn’t immediately
respond to a request for
comment Saturday.
Newsom holds unusual
leverage over PG&E’s fate
because the company needs
the support of him and its
chief regulator in California to qualify for coverage
from a wildfire insurance
fund that the state set up
last summer. The protection from the fund is a crucial part of the plan that
PG&E drew up after being confronted with more

racy, the better. That’s the
way it’s supposed to work.”
California has previously
allowed same-day voter registration, but only at county
elections offices. Gov. Gavin
Newsom signed legislation
last year requiring all polling places and vote centers
to offer the option until 8
p.m. on election day.
But with change comes
the potential for hiccups.
As part of ongoing efforts
to increase ways to vote,
fourteen counties will automatically mail ballots to
voters. Fifteen counties, up
from five in 2018, are replacing polling places with
multi-purpose vote centers,
possibly confusing people
accustomed to voting at
their regular polling place
on election day.
The expansion of sameday voter registration and
a crush of last-minute voters means it could take days
or even weeks to determine
the Democratic primary
winner. California already
takes longer than other
states to tally votes; ballots
postmarked by March 3 will
be counted as long as they
arrive by March 6.
In 2018, it took a month
before the Republican incumbent in California’s 21st
U.S. House district conceded
to his Democratic opponent.
“We have a very close
race between three candidates and that’s been evident for months now. And
unless that changes dramatically, we’re going to
have a close election March
3,” says Mark Baldassare,
president and CEO of the
nonpartisan Public Policy
Institute of California.
“At this point in time, it’s
very unlikely we’re going to
know the night of the election,” he said.
Loyola Law School professor Jessica Levinson shrugs
off a delay in results, saying it “is only an issue for
the candidates who want to
claim victory and momentum.” In any case, the way
the California Democratic
Party calculates delegate
votes is complex and only
partly related to who wins
the overall popular vote.
Instead, she and other
voting advocates worry that
the state’s large number of

than $50 billion in claimed
losses for deadly wildfires
during 2017 and 2018 that
were blamed on its dilapidated equipment and managerial negligence.
PG&E used bankruptcy
to settle those claims by
wildfire victims, insurers
and government agencies
for $25.5 billion. The company also worked out a separate deal with most of its
bondholders to persuade
them to abandon a alternative route out of bankruptcy
that would have made it
easier for the state to take
over if things continued to
go awry.
Things are already so
bad that PG&E expects to
have to impose deliberate blackouts in parts of
its sprawling service territory for at least the next few
years to reduce the chances
its power lines will ignite
more wildfires during dry,
hot and windy conditions
that are becoming a perennial event in Northern California amid climate change.
With Johnson serving as
CEO, P G&E was skewered
for the way its turned off
the power in October when
as many as 2 million people
were left in the dark, some
of whom had to make do
without electricity for several days.
Saying it was “rapidly
evolving,” PG&E struck a
note of contrition in the filings it made in connection
with Friday’s announcement.
“The company that emerges
from bankruptcy will be a
changed company with an
enhanced focus on safety,
improvement, customer welfare and operational excellence,” PG&E said.
As it looks for new directors on its board, PG&E said
it would rely on a “skills matrix” focused on an understanding of safety, climate
change, renewable energy,
technology, finances and
community leadership. The
company also intends to
have a board consisting of
mostly California residents,
up from roughly one-third
now, in another concession
to Newsom.

“We have a very close race between
three candidates and that’s been
evident for months now. And
unless that changes dramatically,
we’re going to have a close election
March 3. At this point in time, it’s
very unlikely we’re going to know
the night of the election.”
— Mark Baldassare, president and CEO of the nonpartisan Public
Policy Institute of California

nonpartisan voters may be
shut out of the presidential
race because they didn’t request a partisan ballot in
advance. More than 5 million Californians are regis-

tered with “no party preference,” a percentage that has
grown since 2016.
“No party preference” voters can vote in the Democratic, Libertarian or Ameri-

can Independent Party races
but they have to reply to a
postcard to request a crossover ballot. They can also reregister as Republicans to
vote in the Republican election. But if they do nothing,
they’ll end up with a ballot
that does not list any presidential candidates.
Only 9% of unaffiliated
voters have requested crossover ballots, much lower
than it should be, said Paul
Mitchell, vice president of
data firm Political Data Inc.
Voting advocates are trying to get the word out to
unaffiliated voters, hoping that early voting, new

vote centers and expanded
same-day registration will
offset any barriers.
Orange County has replaced hundreds of polling
places with 188 vote centers
backed by a speedy new system that could cut counting
time for the 1.6 million registered voters in half, said Neal
Kelley, registrar of voters.
Santa Clara County is
pushing an “avoid-the-line”
campaign encouraging voting by mail, said Eric Kurhi,
spokesman for the registrar’s office.
“That’s the whole thing:
we want to make voting
easy for people,” Kurhi said.
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UNITED’S OWN
HANDMADE
BURGERS
UNITED’S OWN - Freshly made in
our stores with fresh ground beef.
Easy choice for a quick weeknight
dinner or weekend BBQ. Choose
from Original, Bacon and Cheddar
or Bacon and Blue Cheese.
2 burgers per package.

5

$ 49
pound

CHOPPED KALE SALAD

Freshly made in our kitchen with hearty kale, mandarin
oranges, pecans & cranberries. With its defined texture,
earthy, green flavor, and superfood nutrition profile, this is
a fantasticly refreshing, healthy salad.

5

$ 98
pound
GOLDEN
BANANAS
Rich in potassium and health
benefits, this natural “On the
Go” snack is a great workout
recovery snack or a tasty
addition to a refreshing smoothie
or to an evening dessert!

48

¢pound

LEMON MERINGUE PIE

JESSIE LORD BAKERY - Serve up something sweet to your
family and friends. Made with a shortbread crust, luscious
lemon filling, and most notably a fluffy, sky high meringue.
27 oz.

5

$ 98
each

STUMPTOWN

11

$ 98

GOURMET COFFEE
Whole Bean
12 oz.

WISE BUYS

PEET’S

GOURMET COFFEE
Single Cup
10 ct.

6

$ 98

NUMI

FREE TRADE ORGANIC TEA
4 Assorted Varieties
18 ct.

5

$ 48

LARABAR

ENERGY BARS
3 Selected Varieties
1.6-1.7 oz.

98

CENTO

ROASTED PEPPERS
Chef’s Cut
12 oz.

¢

3

$ 28

TASTY BITES

ANNIE CHUN’S

INDIAN ENTREES
Selected Varieties
10 oz.

2

$ 98

QUAKER
OATMEAL
Quick Oats
42 oz.

4

$ 98

ASIAN BOWLS
Soups or Noodles
5.9-8.7 oz.

EGGO

FROZEN WAFFLES
3 Assorted Varieties
12.3 oz.

ARTICHOKE HEARTS
14 oz.

ANNIE’S

2

$ 48

2

$ 48

MACARONI AND CHEESE
3 Selected Varieties
6-7 oz.

1

CENTO

PEELED TOMATOES
San Marzano
28 oz.

3

$ 48

$ 68

ARM AND HAMMER

3

$ 28

TOOTHPASTE
Assorted Varieties
4-6 oz.

458

$

HEAD AND SHOULDERS
SHAMPOOS
Or CONDITIONERS
13.5 oz.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
LIGHT BULBS
Basic 40W or 60W
4 pk.

13

$

98

SHAMPOOS
Or CONDITIONERS
23.7 oz.

5

$ 98

7

$ 98

BAYER

ASPRIN
2 Selected Varieties
100-120 ct.

COLGATE® TOTAL

7

$ 98

TOOTHPASTE
4 Assorted Varieties
4.8 oz.

3

$ 98
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Mon-Fri 7:30am - 8pm | Sat 7:30am - 8pm | Sun 8am - 8pm
Visit us at unitedmarkets.com
Healthy Choices. Honest Value.

Items and prices in this ad are available from Sunday, February 2nd- Saturday, February 8th, 2020.
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We reserve the right to correct printed errors. No sales to dealers or institutions.
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State embarks on big push to treat forests NRA to drop suit
By Guy Kovner
The Press Democrat

In the cool, damp days of
winter, state and local fire
crews are at work making
Sonoma County forests more
resistant to wildfires and residents a bit safer from the disasters that have tarnished
life in the region over the
past three years.
Cal Fire, inmate and
county crews were at work
Friday trimming trees and
clearing brush along Mountain Home Ranch Road in
the Mayacamas Mountains,
a dead-end road that is a
high priority for preventive
brush management because
it is the sole access to rural
homes.
Ben Nicholls, a Cal Fire division chief based in Santa
Rosa, said the work reducing wildfire hazards will continue this spring and into the
future as California pours

hundreds of millions of dollars into an effort to protect
fire-prone communities from
devastating blazes.
It’s a daunting challenge in the face of climate
change, with warmer spring
and summer weather, reduced snowpack and more
intense dry seasons making forests increasingly susceptible to severe conflagrations, a Cal Fire report said
last year.
Fire seasons are longer
and decades of fire suppression “have disrupted natural fire cycles and added
to the problem,” the report
said, noting that as many as
15 million acres of California forests need some form
of restoration. Brush management, once completed,
“must be repeated over the
years,” it said.
Gov. Gavin Newsom’s $37
million emergency forest
treatment program included

projects to reduce the wildfire risks around 200 communities statewide, including Ukiah and Willits in
Mendocino County, as the
first round in a campaign to
address a “massive backlog”
of overgrown woodlands in
an era of heightened wildfire
danger and more people living in harm’s way.
Newsom announced this
week the completion of all
but one of 35 projects targeting 90,000 acres surrounding the communities deemed
by Cal Fire at high risk of
wildfires that are growing
fiercer and exacting a higher
toll on human lives and property.
Two of the projects, the
governor said, included removal of wildfire fuels that
helped protect Santa Barbara
residents during the winddriven Cave fire in November. His new proposed budget provides $200 million

for continued work that includes removal of dead trees,
clearing brush, creating firebreaks and protecting evacuation routes.
“California isn’t just waiting around for the next fire
season,” Newsom said in
statement. “We are acting
quickly — with emergency
pace — to protect communities most at risk and save
lives before the wildfire
starts.”
Cal Fire’s report noted
that California experienced
the “deadliest and most destructive wildfires in its history” in 2017 and 2018, causing the loss of more than
100 lives, destroying nearly
23,000 structures, scorching more than 1.8 million
acres and exposing millions
of urban and rural residents
to unhealthy air.

Distributed by Tribune
News Service.

over Los Angeles
disclosure law
The Los Angeles Times
LOSANGELES>> The National

Rifle Association is dropping its lawsuit against Los
Angeles after the city repealed a law that required
would-be city contractors
to disclose ties to the gunrights group, according to a
court filing Friday.
Both sides said they have
agreed to an injunction permanently blocking enforcement of the law and asked
a federal judge who temporarily blocked it to vacate a
Feb. 25 trial date.
The law passed last year
by the City Council required
firms seeking city deals to

disclose any NRA contracts
or sponsorships with them
or their subsidiaries.
C ouncilma n Mit ch
O’Farrell pushed for the
rules following a spate of
U.S. mass shootings, including a November 2018 attack
that killed 12 people at a bar
in Thousand Oaks, California. He said at the time that
the NRA had been a “roadblock to gun safety reform”
for decades.
The NRA sued, arguing
that the requirements violated the constitutional
First Amendment right to
free speech and association
and the 14th Amendment
right to equal protection.

CORONAVIRUS

2 state bases picked as quarantine sites
By Alex Wigglesworth
Los Angeles Times

The Defense Department
said Saturday it has agreed
to house up to 1,000 people
who may need to be quarantined upon arrival from overseas travel because of the
coronavirus and that two of
the four facilities selected are
in California.
Travis Air Force Base in
Solano County and Marine
Corps Air Station Miramar
in San Diego County are the
two California sites that were
selected, Lt. Col. Chris Mitchell, a Pentagon spokesman,
said in a statement. The others are Lackland Air Force
Base in Texas and the 168th
Regiment Regional Training
Institute in Colorado.
American citizens returning from mainland China
will be subject to 14-day
quarantines starting Sunday, the Trump administration announced Friday.
Health and Human Ser-

vice officials had requested
the Defense Department
provide facilities capable of
housing at least 250 people
in individual rooms through
Feb. 29, the statement said.
The Defense Department
will assist with housing
only; Health and Human
Services personnel will be
responsible for all other
care and transportation of
any evacuees, according to
the statement.
“The department’s primary responsibility is the
safety of our force, our families and our base communities,” Mitchell said.
Any evacuees housed at
the bases will be monitored
for 14 days, and if they are
identified as being ill, Health
and Human Services will arrange to transport them to
a hospital, according to the
statement. They were will be
kept apart from military personnel.
In a news release Saturday, Travis Air Force Base

officials emphasized that the
situation was still evolving.
“Travis airmen and personnel will not be directly
in contact with the evacuees
and evacuees will not have
access to any base location
other than their assigned
housing,” the release said.
The new strain of coronavirus has killed more than
250 people since it emerged
in Wuhan, China, in late December, and there are now
eight confirmed cases in the
United States and more than
12,000 worldwide. There are
three confirmed cases in California.
The announcement came
a day after growing global
health concerns over the outbreak prompted the Trump
administration to declare a
public health emergency and
impose restrictions on people traveling from China to
the United States.
Distributed by Tribune
News Service.
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lifting weights after
knee replacement

Our proven pain management techniques result in less pain
and faster recovery. So, you can get back to more activities
without pain. Join us at our seminar to learn more.
Unique Pain Techniques

We use a regional anesthetic and light sedation to minimize post anesthesia
side effects. This means patients experience less pain and are mobile the
same day.

An Expert Team of Surgeons

Drs. Ryan Moore and John Diana are recognized as foremost authorities on
minimally invasive surgical techniques for knee and hip joint replacement.
Using highly specialized instruments invented by Thomas Coon, MD and
robotic-assisted technology, they take pride in performing the newest, proven
approaches to joint replacement.

Exceptional Clinical Outcomes

Our team performs the latest techniques resulting in less pain, a shorter
hospital stay and a quicker recovery, which has led the Institute to be ranked
among the nation’s top performing centers in joint replacement.

“I felt so well cared for and so special”
DIANE LIVINGSTON | Vintner

Join us for a free knee and hip
joint replacement seminar

REGISTER TODAY
Tuesday, February 25, 2020
Registration & Dinner: 6:00 p.m.
Presentation: 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Embassy Suites by Hilton San Rafael Marin County
101 McInnis Parkway | San Rafael, CA 94903

Complimentary dinner and refreshments provided.
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Editorial

SMART tax:
IJ suggests no
on Measure I

Cartoonist’s take

Public member:
Stephanie Plante

marinij.com

A last-minute Sonoma County political battle
has erupted over extending the quartercent SMART sales tax for another 30 years.
Marin voters are along for the ride.

Molly Flater, the daughter of a Sonoma County developer, and Graton Rancheria, the tribe that runs the
Rohnert Park Indian casino,
are the big investors in this
battle.
Flater has contributed
$850,000 to fight Measure I,
questioning the public costs
and benefits of the commuter
rail line and the way it is being run.
The tribe says its $1 million
pledge is part of its commitment to the green “benefits”
of having the Sonoma-Marin
Area Rail Transit system as
an alternative to commuting
by car and to quell the show
of political clout by a wellheeled family.
SMART, launched by voters’ passage of 2008’s Measure Q, has been up and running for just over two years.
That’s not very long to judge
the long-term performance
of a new transit service, especially one that is still miles
from completion promised in
Measure Q.
It’s also not a very long
track record on which to ask
for a 30-year extension of a
tax that Measure Q put in
place until 2029.
SMART says extending the
tax to 2059 would put it in a
fiscal position to refinance its
bonds and save an estimated
$12 million per year. The extension would give it more leverage for state and federal
grants, which SMART has already proven effective in garnering.
The SMART tax — just a
quarter-cent on every dollar in taxable purchases — is
a small price to pay. But winning passage of Measure I,
which needs a two-thirds supermajority vote, is dicey.
Regardless of the campaign warchests, SMART already has its critics, ranging from those who don’t like
hearing train horns to those
who complain that it is neither affordable nor convenient. There are complaints
that SMART creates more
traffic congestion on city
streets while doing little to
relieve gridlock on Highway
101. In addition, some local
bike advocates complain that

SMART has been too slow in
keeping its promise to build
a 70-mile bike path running
parallel to the train tracks.
But SMART is a promising a multi-modal alternative to getting up and down
the Highway 101 corridor.
Its ridership — now about
2,500 daily weekday riders
— is slowly growing, particularly with its recent extension to Larkspur Landing and
the ferry terminal. As SMART
grows northward, to Windsor
and Healdsburg, its ridership
should rise.
Local employers, many who
help subsidize workers’ fares,
understand cost in time and
cash of making the 101 commute by car is a significant
hurdle in recruiting and retaining employees.
SMART, in its start, has
had some stumbles. While
performing a remarkable feat
of building and launching a
new rail system, SMART also
is expensive and that remains
an obstacle for building ridership across all income levels
and ages.
The recent dustup over
SMART not releasing detailed
ridership figures could have
been avoided by a greater
level of board members’ oversight. It took multiple tries to
win voter approval of Measure Q. It might take a second try to win its extension.
It is just too soon in the agency’s track record to extend its
tax to 2059.
SMART will need a longer-term investment. The IJ
endorsed SMART in 2008.
We continue to support the
promise of inter- and intracounty train service.
A high-priced political war
among Sonoma County titans
may likely spell the fate of
Measure I.
While the IJ editorial
board continues to support
the vision and promise of
SMART, it is too soon to be
be asking for such a lengthy
extension. Far from mothballing its fleet of trains,
SMART needs to build its ridership and return to the ballot in — possibly — 2022, providing voters with two more
years of progress on which to
base their decision.

Readers’ Forum
San Geronimo golf:
Vote yes on Measure D

during different seasons to measure pollution in San Geronimo
Creek as well a Lagunitas, LarTo attain a reasonable soluson and Olema creeks.
tion in regards to bringing back
• Water could be saved durgolf in San Geronimo, Measure
ing the winter with storage conD must pass. The current owners tainers or by adding ponds to the
will not allow golf.
front nine.
As past president and conser— George Starn, Novato
vation chairperson of North Bay
Trout Unlimited (now Golden
New grading system
Gate Trout Unlimited). I have
should show strengths
led many projects and, literally,
have been on the ground with
Despite reading about prowork accomplished at the Dev- posed changes in Marin schools
il’s Gulch tributary to Laguni(“Marin parents divided over
tas and Redwood Creeks. Trout end to A-F school grading,” Jan.
Unlimited has fulfilled the need 20), I thought that the A-F gradof youth education related to
ing system was standards based.
streams and tributaries with
A “C” indicated meets standards,
anywhere from 66 to 85 classa “B” exceeds standards, an “A”
rooms in the county.
is exceptional and a “D” is beThe Coho salmon, in both
low standard. All that was misswatersheds, have been overing was helpful guidance on how
studied and handled without
to improve.
achieving the numbers target
If the new system generates
of years ago. It is obvious that
useful comments on how to imthis procedure has done noth- prove, it will be helpful, but
ing to bring back historical
there needs to be a way to show
numbers.
strength above average (meets
My comments and proposals
standards) to help guide career
in no way represent those of the
choices.
present Golden Gate Chapter:
— Nick Clark, San Rafael
• The agencies, assigned to
count fish and redds, should do
Peers can help teens
so at a distance so as not to disstay
out of trouble
turb paired up fish creating a
redd. I have witnessed this a
A few years ago, I went to
number of times.
a session at the YMCA Marin
• The back nine (behind the
County Youth Court.
school) is a great place for walkI was blown away with just
ing trails and connects to Roy’s
how serious and competent
Redwoods open space.
these kids were in their roles as
• The front nine, bordered by
public defenders, jurors, bailiff
private property, does not lend it- and advocates. And, actually,
self to “linking West Marin.”
kids were much harder on each
• A golf course for the front
other in their decisions as to
nine holes must meet the United what the punishment/sentences
States Golf Association’s require- were than I expected.
ments qualifying it as a “Green
It made me realize that kids
Course” (narrowing irrigate fair- are more emotionally effected
ways and expanding creekside
by coming before other teens in
natural areas).
a courtroom atmosphere, and to
• Water testing should be done be judged by their peers then in
above and below the golf course
a real courtroom of adult strang-

ers. It’s a very powerful tool in
keeping teens out of trouble, and
out of jail.
The Youth Court is also a fantastic way for teens to learn
about the justice system and understand both sides — and no
doubt, many of our future Marin
lawyers will emerge from this
wonderful program.
— Sandra Macleod White,
San Rafael

One item left off list of
Trump’s accomplishments
In his letter to the editor on
Jan. 19, author Henry Bergin forgot one thing on his list of Donald Trump’s accomplishments:
Inspiring women to vote.
— Mary Lock, Woodacre

Nightmare deal in Israel,
Palestine conflict
Donald Trump’s so-called “deal
of the century” to end the IsraeliPalestinian conflict is a nightmare
deal cooked up by a racist, corrupt, authoritarian president facing impeachment and a racist, authoritarian prime minister facing
corruption charges.
There was no participation by
the Palestinian people in the development of this deeply flawed
diktat which seeks to accomplish
the theft of Palestinian land for
the sole benefit of Israel in total
violation of international law. This
shameful deal is a prescription for
further war and not a proposal for
a just solution to the conflict.
With the two-state solution
long-buried due to Israeli intransigence, what remains is a clear
choice between apartheid or a
single unified state comprising
all of Israel and Palestine with
equal human, political, social
and cultural rights for all its citizens. The latter choice is what
is called a democracy.
— David Glick, Fairfax

Dan Walters

‘California for All’ and the daunting reality it could bring

Gov. Gavin Newsom’s website
is topped by his official slogan,
“California for All.”
“The California Dream — the
idea that every person can achieve a
better life, regardless of where they
start out — is cenDan
tral to who we are
Walters
as Californians,” it
declares. “Even in
a time of economic growth and
record employment, too many
Californians are experiencing
the squeeze of stagnant wages
and the rising price of buildingblock necessities such as housing, health care, education, and
child care. We can and must reanimate the California Dream,
building a California for All.”
In polling, most Californians
endorse that noble vision, but the
reality is daunting. Last week,
Newsom referred to California as
“the richest and poorest state,”
and the gap is widening.
We have, for instance, the nation’s highest rate of poverty, as

defined by a Census Bureau formula that includes the cost of
living, with 18.1% or more than
7 million Californians impoverished.
That doubles to 14 million, the
Public Policy Institute of California says, if Californians in “nearpoverty” are added — a number virtually identical to enrollment in Medi-Cal, our program
of medical care for the poor.
At the extreme edge of the underclass, there are, according to
the most recent official counts,
151,278 homeless Californians,
a nearly 17 percent growth in
one year. But the official count
is probably far short of reality,
which may be two or three times
as high.
By sheer coincidence, incidentally, our official homeless number is almost identical to the
number of California households
in the top 1% of income. The
one-percenters, who pay nearly
half of the state’s income taxes,
average $1.7 million in annual
income.
A new PPIC report frames the

The income gap, moreover,
mirrors what educators call the
“achievement gap” among the
state’s nearly 6 million K-12 students, with poor and Englishlearner students — Latino and
black children, particularly —
yawning income gap.
tal changes in our economy —
perpetually falling behind more
“While California’s economy
a decline in blue-collar jobs, es- affluent white and Asian kids.
outperforms the nation’s,” it says, pecially in manufacturing, and
In the main, Newsom and
“its level of income inequality ex- strong growth in technology
other political leaders, Democeeds that of all but five states.
and other industries demanding crats all, have addressed these
Families at the top of the income higher educational credentials.
gaps by throwing taxpayers’
distribution in California have
“For families where any mem- money at them but those efforts
12.3 times the income of families ber holds a four-year degree
are puny stopgaps at best.
at the bottom ($262,000 versus
or higher, median income inIn the longer run, making
$21,000, for the 90th and 10th
creased by 30% since 1980,”
California more attractive to
percentiles, respectively, in 2018), PPIC continues. “It decreased
job-creating investment, immeasured before taxes and safety slightly for all other families.
proving educational outcomes
net programs.”
Families with four-year degree
and lowering barriers to housThe gap, if anything, is widholders earn $2.20 for every $1
ing construction are the only apening.
that families without degree
proaches that might truly close
“Since 1980, incomes for fam- holders earn.”
the gaps.
ilies in the 90th percentile have
There is a strong geographic
increased by 60%, while incomponent to the income gap,
CalMatters is a public interest
comes at the 50th percentile
with the widest disparity found journalism venture committed
(median) and 10th percentile
in the technology-heavy Bay
to explaining how California’s
have grown much less (24% and Area, and a wide ethnic facstate Capitol works and why
20% higher in 2018 than 1980),” tor with Latino and black Caliit matters. For more stories by
PPIC says.
fornians overrepresented in the Dan Walters, go to calmatters.
The trends reflect fundamen- lowest income cohort.
org/commentary

There is a strong geographic component to
the income gap, with the widest disparity
found in the technology-heavy Bay Area.
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DICK SPOTSWOOD

On my way to Iowa to see the presidential circus
Iowa’s “first in the nation” presidential caucuses
are not really about electing a delegate to the
parties’ national convention.
That’s just
the excuse.
Dick
Spotswood The true
purpose of
Monday’s
Hawkeye State caucuses is
for winning candidates to
make national headlines
Tuesday morning. That’ll
give them momentum toward next week’s New
Hampshire primary.
It’s the same story in the
Granite State, where the
prime motivation for candidates is to make them
appear to be surging to
Super Tuesday on March
3. That’s when 14 states,
including California, will
designate a huge bloc of
convention delegates.
It started in 1976 when
a Georgia governor got the

brilliant idea to exploit Iowa’s obscure early caucuses into propelling himself into the big time. Ever
since candidates, reporters and pundits (like yours
truly) come to mid-America to see retail presidential campaigning up close.
This is my third time attending the caucuses. I’ve
learned the loosey-goosey
nature of the action on caucus night. These events
are not run by the state.
The caucuses are governed
solely by the two major political parties. The trick to
win a caucus is to motivate
your supporters to come
out to a high school, grange
hall or veterans auditorium
on a cold night and move
about the room to stand
with your fellow Iowans
who back the same candidate. Then a person with a
clicker counts who’s standing for each candidate.
On days like today,
Democratic candidates
and a surrogate or two

for Donald Trump will
be making public appearances all across Iowa. On
Monday night I’ll be at
both a Democrat and Republican caucus at a high
school in Des Moines.
Iowa’s caucuses and
New Hampshire’s primary
are derided as essentially
meaningless or unrepresentative of the “true”
America. Each serves the
same useful purpose as
baseball’s spring training and pre-Broadway tryouts in New Haven. They
present an opportunity for
candidates to test their approach and message in
front of real voters before
they hit the big time on
Super Tuesday.
Is Iowa representative
of America? According to
Wallethub.com, “Iowa resembles the U.S. in terms
of race, with a 50% difference; religious composition, with a 64.2% difference; wealth gap, with
a 77.19% difference and

employment by industry, with an 80.60% difference. Iowa most resembles the U.S. in terms of
mean work hours, with a
99.7% similarity; gender,
with a 99.22% similarity;
school enrollment, with a
99.09% percent similarity and importance of religion in one’s life, with a
99% similarity.”
Iowa doesn’t look at
all like California but,
for good or bad, much of
America doesn’t resemble California either. Like
Iowa, the Golden State
has an outsized influence
in the presidential primary when 30 days from
now, we’ll be the dominant player on Super
Tuesday.
****
An item from America
Magazine presents a vignette explaining why voting patterns in Southern
California’s coastal counties changed from deep
red to passionate blue.

closed and its organizers
filed for bankruptcy. Many
of Schuller’s adherents
left California for low-tax
Southwestern states. They
were replaced by an unorthodox diverse collection
of new Californians.
The Crystal Cathedral
has since been purchased
by the Orange County
Catholic Diocese and is
now Christ Cathedral.
When the Garden Grove
megachurch reopened, its
Sunday schedule included
three Masses each in Vietnamese and Spanish, only
Orange County’s Crys- two in English and one in
tal Cathedral created
Mandarin. That’s the esby televangelist Robert
sence of the new diverse
Schuller was a monument Orange County. The upto Republican-leaning
shot is Orange CounMidwestern sensibilities, ty’s Congressional delegafundamental Christition is now entirely repreanity and overwhelmsented by Democrats.
ingly white electorate
that dominated Orange
Columnist Dick Spotswood
County for most of the
of Mill Valley writes on
20th century.
local issues Sundays and
After Schuller’s death,
Wednesdays. Email him at
the 2,228-seat cathedral
spotswood@comcast.net

Like Iowa, the
Golden State
has an outsized
influence in the
presidential
primary when
30 days from
now, we’ll be
the dominant
player on Super
Tuesday.
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Trump impeachment proceedings put United States Senate on trial
to test voter sentiments. In
November, all of us will be
called upon to make perThis week, Marin vothaps one of the most moers and those nationwide
mentous decisions in our
will get a timeout from the lifetimes.
somewhat more important
This assumes that the
impeachment proceedings Senate, acting as a high
taking place in the U.S.
court, does not vote to reSenate in order to enjoy
move Donald J. Trump
the Super Bowl.
from the office of presiThough brief, it will be
dent. At this juncture that
a welcome relief.
seems unlikely, short of a
The vicious tackling
tidal change in the Repubthat takes place Sunday
lican-controlled body.
in the boisterous confines
The odds lean heavof Miami’s Hard Rock
ily toward having this reStadium will seem like
solved in the highest trinothing compared to the
bunal of all — the court of
bloodletting we are witpublic opinion.
nessing in the hallowed
The choice at that time
halls of Congress.
could be to reelect an imIn my travels about the peached president or to
county and with dinner
give him a second term.
guests I am conducting
Richard Nixon spared us
some very informal polling from making that decision
By Richard Rubin

by resigning. Bill Clinton weathered the crucible
and retained his title.
Is this president fit to be
in office? The answer from
my Republican and Democratic friends is a resounding no.
But if fitness were on
trial, the man who, by reputable news sources, has
to date told over 15,000
lies should never have
been elected.
When asked who they
would prefer taking his
place, the responses were
as divergent as the clashing versions of Trump’s
guilt or innocence depending upon the news station
you listen to.
At least among Democrats the message is crystal clear. There is no consensus on a favorite and

the fear is growing that
none may emerge before
the July convention which
could end up deadlocked.
One couple is prepared
to split its votes between
Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren. Another is
divided between Michael
Bloomberg and Joe Biden.
A third family likes Amy
Klobuchar but is also taking a hard look at Pete
Buttigieg. A few are dismayed that Kamala Harris
did not remain in the race.
Tom Steyer and Andrew
Wang made nobody’s list.
This can only be encouraging news for Trump. By
this time in 2016, he was
well on his way to eviscerating the entire GOP field.
There are dire predictions for the fate of the nation if Trump can claim

as he will that a failure
by the Senate to convict
amounts to exoneration.
I was just two years
out of law school serving as a callow legislative aide to a Democratic
senator from California
when Nixon refused to
surrender the infamous
Watergate tapes, thus
triggering a historic collision between the two
branches of government.
The Supreme Court ordered that he turn them
over, Nixon saw the writing
on the wall, there was ample bipartisan support for
his removal and the republic was spared a full-blown
constitutional crisis.
It is unclear if this episode — only the third in
our history — will end
quite so harmoniously.

Marinites, and Californians in general, will
have significant clout as
to whom is ultimately
anointed his opponent.
The current candidate
fragmentation can weaken
its impact.
We will know the winner of the Super Bowl by
Sunday night. Not so in the
race to the White House.
Trump will declare himself
invincible if he is acquitted
and is prepared to put the
nation through a mighty
ordeal in order to find out.
Trump is on trial but so
is the U.S. Senate.
Richard Rubin of
Strawberry writes
about public affairs, is
a frequent lecturer and
member of the State Law
Revision Commission
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123 NOLAN COURT

WOODACRE

SONOMA

FORESTVILLE

3 B D • 3 B A • 1, 8 4 9 S Q F T • 0 . 3 5 ± A C R E S
O F F E R E D AT $ 8 2 5 , 0 0 0

3 + B D • 3 B A • 2 , 4 8 7 S Q F T • 0 .14 ± A C R E S
O F F E R E D AT $ 1,17 5 , 0 0 0

3 B D • 3 B A • 3 , 419 S Q F T • 2 1 ± A C R E S
O F F E R E D AT $ 4 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0

Michelle Clein +1 415 686-8544 DRE 01194117

Sue Curtis +1 415 606-4743 DRE 00596568
Carol Scott +1 415 6971-5676 DRE 01117957

Chris Buck +1 707 239-4367 DRE 01974805
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46 SOUTH FORTY DOCK

12413 ELLIOTT LANE

24 IVY LANE

SAUSALITO

FREESTONE

WOODACRE

2 B D • 2 B A • F L O AT I N G H O M E
O F F E R E D AT $ 6 9 9 , 0 0 0

4 BD • 4 BA • 4, 287 SQF T • 2.6 6± ACRES
O F F E R E D AT $ 1, 6 9 5 , 0 0 0

3 B D • 2 B A • 2 , 2 51 S Q F T • 0 . 3 9 ± A C R E S
O F F E R E D AT $ 7 9 9 , 0 0 0

Michele Affronte +1 415 798-0236 DRE 00959293

Tom Wurst +1 510 816-7959 DRE 01046518

Dan Fitting +1 415 328-2212 DRE 01754912

200 TOMASINI C ANYON ROAD

C AMINO MARG ARITA

3 7 C O N I F E R WAY

P T. R E Y E S S TAT I O N

NICASIO

WOODACRE

L A N D • 1,031± A C R E S
O F F E R E D AT $ 12 , 3 8 2 , 8 0 0

R E S I D E N T I A L L A N D • 4 3 7± A C R E S
O F F E R E D AT $ 13 , 9 0 0 , 0 0 0

R E S I D E N T I A L L A N D • 0.40± A C R E S
O F F E R E D AT $ 2 24 , 0 0 0

Michelle Clein +1 415 686-8544 DRE 01194117

Emily Schaffer +1 415 302-6450 DRE 01863623
Iga Schaffer +1 415 302-6449 DRE 00631129

Michelle Clein +1 415 686-8544 DRE 01194117
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KENTFIELD

SAN ANSELMO

FAIRFA X
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539 BRIDGEWAY

636 COLLEGE AVE

850 SIR FRANCIS DRAKE BLVD
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SAUSALITO, CA 94965

KENTFIELD, CA 94904
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FAI RFAX, CA 94930

MILL VALLEY, CA 94941

+1 415 887-9925

+1 415 847-4904

+1 415 675- 12 63

+1 415 870-4411

+1 415 634-5577
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GRILL READY
MARINATED IN OUR FAMOUS TRI TIP
MARINADE! GRAB YOURS TODAY!

MOLLIE’S FAMOUS

MARINATED

Tri Tip
$ 99

6

IN OUR MEAT DEPARTMENT

LB.

THE GAME DAY
CROWD FAVORITE!

If you have never tried a tri-tip, now’s
the time. If you’re familiar with the
tri-tip cut, you already know what a
delicious roast this is. Easy to grill
and very versatile once cooked.
Tri-tips are relatively lean, cut
from the sirloin, so they’re best
when marinated overnight
giving them the most ﬂavor.
We’ve done the hard part
for you already! Our delicious marinade is a secret
blend of burgundy and
garlic. You’ll want to take
advantage of our special!
Only $7.99/Lb. for Mollie’s
Famous Marinated Tri-tip!

STOP BY OUR

NEWLY EXPANDED

HOUSEWARES
DEPARTMENT
IN GREENBRAE!

Whether you’re looking
for everyday essentials,
seasonal picks, or the
perfect hostess
gifts, we have
you covered!

Mollie Stone’s now delivers in Marin. Visit DELIVERY.MOLLIESTONES.COM for details.
This special price good through Tuesday, Feb. 4, 2020 at Mollie Stone’s in Greenbrae (Bon Air Center) and in Sausalito (100 Harbor Drive).
MOLLIE STONE’S GREENBRAE (415) 461-1164

•

MOLLIE STONE’S SAUSALITO (415) 331-6900

•

MOLLIESTONES.COM

We reserve the right to limit individual purchases to four packages of any item for sale, except items where otherwise noted. Sale items are not available to any commercial dealer or wholesaler. Items are subject to stock on hand. All items not
available at all stores. Photos & Illustrations are for display purposes only and do not necessarily depict items that are on sale. We reserve the right to correct all printed and/or typographical errors. daly design inc. © 2020. All rights reserved.
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Polling: Many dissatisfied with the state of the union
By Hannah Fingerhut
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON >> The turbulence of impeachment, a
contentious presidential
campaign and a global virus health threat confront
President Donald Trump
as he prepares to deliver
his State of the Union address Tuesday night. But
one thing about the Trump
era has remained remarkably steady: public opinion
on the president.
Approval of Trump has
stayed persistently in negative territory, and the country is more polarized now
than it has been under any
other president in recent
history. Polls also show
Americans express significant dissatisfaction with
the direction of the country and even more so with
the state of politics.
Even with those downbeat numbers, Americans
have largely positive views
of both the economy and
how Trump is handling it.
A look at public opinion
on the president and the
state of the union.

Elephant in the room

Trump is just the third
president in U.S. history to
be impeached by the House
of Representatives. The Republican-controlled Senate, which is conducting
the trial, narrowly rejected
Democratic demands Friday to summon witnesses,
all but ensuring Trump’s
acquittal. Final voting on
his fate is scheduled for
Wednesday, on the heels of
Trump’s prime-time speech
the night before.
Impeachment proceedings have closely split the
public. In a January poll by
The Associated Press-NORC
Center for Public Affairs Research, slightly more said the
Senate should vote to convict
Trump and remove him from

SENATE TELEVISION VIA AP

In this image from video, the 53-47result on Senate
Resolution 488is displayed during the impeachment trial
against President Donald Trump in the Senate at the U.S.
Capitol in Washington, Friday.

CHARLIE NEIBERGALL — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Donald Trump speaks during a campaign rally Thursday at Drake University in
Des Moines, Iowa.
office than said it should not,
45% to 40%. An additional
14% of those questioned said
they did not know enough to
have an opinion.
In the sur vey, 42%
of Americans said they
thought Trump did something illegal in his July telephone call with the president of Ukraine, Volodymyr
Zelenskiy, and an additional
32% said he did something
unethical.
A slim majority of Republicans, 54%, thought Trump
did nothing wrong with
Ukraine’s leader, but that
share declined slightly from
64% in October. Roughly
one-third of respondents
said they think Trump did
something unethical but not
illegal, and just about 1 in 10
that he did something illegal.

consistently been lifted by
Americans’ assessment of
his handling of the economy, which boasts a low
3.5% unemployment rate
and steady job growth. In
January, 56% of Americans
approved of the Trump’s job
on the economy, according
to an AP-NORC poll. That
was higher than the share
approving of his handling
of trade negotiations, foreign policy or health care.
In the same poll, 67%
said they considered the
economy to be in good
shape, up slightly from 61%
who said that in September
of 2019, and only about onequarter expected economic
conditions to worsen over
the next year.
That relatively bright assessment of the economy
even extends to many Democrats. About half of DemThe state of the
ocrats rate economic condieconomy is strong
tions positively, and roughly
3 in 10 approve of Trump’s
Still, the president has handling of the issue.

Pervasive
dissatisfaction

Just as Trump will outline his goals for the remainder of his term on
Tuesday night, A mericans have their own idea
of what should be a priority this year. An AP-NORC
poll in December found
Americans identified in
an open-ended question
the economy, health care,
immigration and the environment as top issues for
the government to address
in 2020.
Few expected the government to make progress on
the issues most important
to them.
In the same poll, just
about 2 in 10 Americans
said they were satisfied
with the way things are going in the country today.
Nearly 6 in 10 were dissatisfied. Looking ahead, more
expected things would get
worse, not better.
Republicans were far

more likely to express satisfaction with the state
of the country, compared
with Democrats, 40% to
11%. A slim majority of
Republicans, 54%, anticipated improvement over
the next year.
Among Democrats, 76%
said they were dissatisfied,
and 66% expected things to
get even worse.

Polarization

That partisan gap in assessments of the country is
even wider in assessments
of the president.
Eighty-nine percent of
Republicans and just 7%
of Democrats approved of
Trump on average during
the third year of his presidency, according to polling by Gallup. The 82 percentage points separating
the two parties in their
views of the president was
greater than for any other
year of any other presidency.
That persistent polarization has led to unusual stability in Trump’s approval
rating. While approval ebbs
and flows from poll to poll,
Trump’s rating have remained within a roughly
10 percentage point range
for three years. Trump’s
approval rating is unlikely
to change with partisans

staunchly in their camps.
There’s not much room for
improvement among Republicans, and he’s unlikely
to gain any support from
Democrats.

Reelection year
precedent
Other presidents’ appr o v a l r a t i n g s h av e
reached lower levels than
Trump’s, but Gallup polling shows Trump’s averages register lower than
the averages of most recent presidents. Over the
past three months, approval of Trump averaged
about 43%. That’s lower
than for most other recent presidents over the
same time period in their
first terms.
Barack Obama is one
exception. Over the same
period before his reelection bid, average approval
was also about 43%. But
Obama’s approval rating
never dipped below 40%
in Gallup polling, and
Obama saw his rating improve slightly as his reelection approached. While
Trump’s approval rating
has never exceeded 46%
in Gallup polling, Obama
concluded his first term
with an average rating just
below 50%.

POLITICS

Analysis: GOP sends message that Trump’s actions were OK
By Julie Pace
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON >> Republicans

have decided it was OK.
With their expected vote
this coming week to acquit
President Donald Trump
of abusing power and obstructing Congress, GOP
senators are giving their express approval to the conduct that landed Trump at
the center of the fourth impeachment case in American history. It’s the same
message that House Republicans sent late last year
with their unanimous votes
against sending the case to
trial.
It’s a fitting conclusion
for a president who has
spent three years testing
the boundaries of his office
and daring his own party to
restrain him as his power
and popularity within the
GOP grew. It was already
clear heading into the impeachment inquiry just how
reluctant Republicans were
to challenge Trump’s impulses. Coming out of the
trial it’s uncertain whether
there is anything he can do
in office that would draw
more than a passing, rhetorical rebuke from his
party.
To Democrats, who initiated the impeachment process in hopes of pulling at
least a handful of moderate

or retiring GOP lawmakers to their side, Republicans are sending the message that, when it comes
to Trump, nothing matters. His grip on the party
is complete.
“No,” Rep. Hakeem Jeffries, one of the House Democratic impeachment managers, said in a retort to
Republicans. “Lawlessness
matters, abuse of power
matters, corruption matters. The Constitution matters.”
The reasons are clear for
Republican lawmakers’ fealty to Trump. When he was
a candidate in the 2016 primary, nearly all of them opposed him, often in terms
as harsh as Democrats now
use. Today, he inspires a loyalty borne of fear and retribution but also of the belief
that Republicans’ own political fortunes are directly
tied to his.
Though that brings with
it risk in the November election, most vulnerable Republicans cannot succeed
without him.
On the brink of the acquittal vote, some Republican senators insist that
doesn’t mean they are simply giving Trump a pass.
They argue there is more
to consider in this moment
than a yes or no question
on whether Trump violated
his oath of office by pushing

ALEX BRANDON — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Donald Trump pumps his fist Thursday as he
walks on the South Lawn of the White House before
boarding Marine One for a short trip to Andrews Air
Force Base, Md., and then on to Michigan and Iowa in
Washington.
Ukraine to investigate his
Democratic opponents and
blocking Congress’ ability
to investigate the matter.
GOP Sen. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee, who
is not seeking reelection,
called Trump’s overtures
to Ukraine “inappropriate”
and thoroughly proved by
House Democrats, but that
Trump’s actions did not rise
to the level of high crimes
and misdemeanors. Sen.
Marco Rubio, R-Fla., went
so far as to suggest Trump’s
actions may have indeed
been impeachable, but Rubio argued that removing
Trump from office was not
the right remedy.

DENTAL IMPLANT

40% OFF
Includes Implant, Abutment & Crown
In absence of periodontal disease. Call for details.

Call Today!

415.462.4704

VISIT
SAFERCAR.GOV/
KIDSBUCKLEUP

Serving the North Bay for More Than 40 Years

“Just because actions
meet a standard of impeachment does not mean
it is in the best interest of
the country to remove a
president from office,” Rubio said.
But behind the flickers
of disapproval and the sober, carefully parsed statements, the all but certain
acquittal vote Wednesday
means Republicans are
also accepting Trump’s
behavior and establishing
a precedent for the ways in
which an American president can wield the power of
the office for personal political gain.
Trump has long made
clear that he sees few limits to his power. He saw vindication, not flashing warning lights, after special
counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into his possible
obstruction of justice ended
without any consequences.
Shortly after that inquiry
ended, Trump stated that
the Constitution gives him
“the right to do whatever
I want as president.” Indeed, his phone call with
Ukraine’s leader came just
a day after Mueller testified
before Congress.
At times during the impeachment case, Trump’s
lawyers echoed those same

VISIT
SAFERCAR.GOV/
KIDSBUCKLEUP

arguments, most notably
when retired Harvard law
professor Alan Dershowitz said that if a president
believes his personal interests are in the national interests, then his actions are
not impeachable.
Though Dershowitz later
tried to back away from the
most expansive interpretations of his remarks, the
crux of his argument remained: Trump wasn’t out
of bounds in seeking a foreign government’s assistance for personal political
gain, nor would he or a future president be if it happened again.
Democrats entered the
impeachment process optimistic that this might be a
moment that would weaken
Trump’s hold on his party.
They believed this investigation was different from
those that preceded it, including Mueller’s, because
it was rooted in Trump’s
own words to Ukraine’s
president and confirmed
in a rough transcript made
public by the president, who
insisted the phone call was
“perfect.”
As the impeachment
case began, some Republican lawmakers expressed
public concern over the
president’s dealings with
Ukraine; even more did so
privately.
There were also moments
that tested Republicans’
loyalty to Trump.
The release of text messages from administration
officials as they struggled
with Trump’s decision to
involve his personal lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, in efforts
to investigate former Vice
President Joe Biden and
the Democratic National
Committee. The televised
testimony of career public
servants who raised grave
concerns about Trump’s
actions in real time. Then,
last week’s revelation that
former national security
John Bolton will reveal in
an upcoming book that the

president told him directly
that crucial military aid to
Ukraine was being held up
until Ukraine agreed to the
investigations into Democrats.
But those moments of
GOP anxiety proved to be
fleeting. Time after time,
Republicans found reasons
to stand by the president.
Their reasons were many.
The aid to Ukraine was ultimately released. There were
real questions about a potential conflict of interest
with Biden given his son’s
work with a Ukrainian energy company. And in the
ultimate chicken-or-egg argument, GOP senators said
they couldn’t support conviction — or even a hearing
for new witnesses — because the process had not
been bipartisan.
“It seems like the die
has been cast here,” Biden
said Friday after a campaign event in Iowa. The
only remedy that remains,
he said, comes in November.
“I just have to beat him
in the general election,” he
said of Trump.
Trump will now campaign with the stain of impeachment on his record,
but it’s unclear whether the
case that has tied up Washington for four months
will still be fresh in voters’
minds in November.
One thing that is certain
is that Trump’s acquittal
will be followed by new revelations related to the impeachment case. Among
them: legal cases pending that relate to Giuliani’s
work in Ukraine and documents that have yet to be
made public.
Then there is the unpublished book from Bolton,
who said he was willing
to testify under oath if the
Senate was willing to hear
from new witnesses. Republicans rejected that chance
on Friday.
His book, which clocks
in at 528 pages, is set for a
March 17 release.

NEVER GIVE UP
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Democrats focus on unity as tensions from 2016 linger
By Alexandra Jaffe
The Associated Press
NORTH LIBERTY, IOWA >>

Democratic presidential
candidates promised voters in Iowa on Saturday
they would unify the party
to take on President Donald
Trump even as they kept up
their criticism of each other
and navigated the lingering
divides from the 2016 campaign.
“I’m confident Americans, Republican voters,
Democratic voters and independent voters want us to
come together,” former Vice
President Joe Biden said in
North Liberty. “I’m going
to do whatever it takes to
make progress in the areas
that matter most.”
About 20 miles away in
Cedar Rapids, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren
updated her stump speech
to include a more explicit
call for unity.
“We’re down to the final
strokes here,” she said. “But
we understand that, we will
and we must come together
as a party to beat Donald
Trump and I’ve got a plan
for that.”
And Bernie Sanders insisted he would back the ultimate Democratic nominee
even if it’s not him.
“Let me say this so there’s
no misunderstanding,” the
Vermont senator said in In-

dianola. “If we do not win,
we will support the winner
and I know that every other
candidate will do the same.”
On the eve of Monday’s
Iowa caucuses, the unity
pledges marked an early —
and urgent — effort to avoid
the divides that some Democrats say helped Trump
win the presidency in 2016.
After a year of campaigning, most polls show a tight
race between Biden, Warren, Sanders and Pete Buttigieg, the former mayor of
South Bend, Indiana. Those
candidates, along with Sen.
Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota and businessman Andrew Yang, crisscrossed
Iowa on Saturday seeking a
breakout victory that would
propel them deeper into the
contests that will decide the
Democratic nomination.
Most surveys show the
top four candidates jumbled
at the top. And on Saturday,
the final Des Moines Register poll — traditionally seen
as the gold standard survey
of the caucus electorate —
was pulled from publication after questions about
its methodology. The newspaper said Buttigieg may
have been left off the list
presented to a caucus-goer
in at least one call.
To break out of the pack,
the candidates have focused
on a wide variety of policy issues ranging from free col-

ANDREW HARNIK — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Democratic presidential candidate and former Vice President Joe Biden shakes hands
with a member of the audience as he arrives Saturday at a campaign stop at the South
Slope Community Center in North Liberty, Iowa.
lege tuition to the role of
government in health care,
criminal justice reform, gun
control and solutions to climate change. But the biggest
issue on the minds of many
voters is landing on a candidate who can beat Trump.
Anxiety over the party’s
ability to unify grew over
the past two weeks after
Hillary Clinton, Sanders’
2016 primary rival, twice
criticized the senator for
not doing enough to bring

Democrats together after
their bruising battle.
The divide was on display
Friday when Rep. Rashida
Tlaib, D-Mich., appeared
at a Sanders event in Iowa
and booed at the mention
of Clinton. She later issued
a statement saying she “allowed my disappointment
with Secretary Clinton’s latest comments about Senator Sanders and his supporters get the best of me”
and would “strive to come

from a place of love and
not react in the same way
of those who are against
what we are building in this
country.”
Fa iz Sha k ir, Sa nders’ campaign manager,
retweeted her statement
and said: “We love your passion and conviction. Don’t
change.”
Clinton spokesperson
Nick Merrill called that
comment “unbelievable.”
“It’s not enough that she

booed her party’s last nominee, but they’re making
sure it’s clear she doesn’t
have to regret it,” Merrill
tweeted.
The incident underscored
questions about how Democrats can thread together
clashing factions to develop
a coalition that spans generations, races and economic
status to defeat Trump.
With Sanders showing
some signs of strength in
Iowa, some voters said they
wouldn’t support him because of concerns he would
divide the party.
Lisa Stolba, a retired
school counselor from Cedar Rapids who attended
a Biden event in North Liberty, said she’s undecided,
considering Klobuchar, Buttigieg, Biden and Warren.
Sanders was not on the
list for a few reasons. He
was too “socialistic,” she
worried about his health
and age — Biden’s too, she
added — and she’s wasn’t
confident Sanders could
unite the party. Stolba, 59,
noted she was still smarting
over whether he told Warren that a woman can’t win.
Sanders denied the comment. “I think that he said
it,” she said.
But Stolba said she’ll still
vote for Sanders if were the
the nominee. “If he’s the
only one, yeah, I’m not going to vote for Trump.”
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Call 415-382-7335 to place an obituary.
To Share Memories or to sign the
Guest Book visit http://www.marinij.com/obits.
Daily deadline for the following day is 2 p.m.
Sat., Sun., Mon., deadline is 2 p.m. Friday.
Lea Schwarz

Lea Schwarz, a 45-year
resident of San Rafael
California, passed away on
January 11, 2020.
In 2011, Lea moved to
Colorado Springs where
she was cared for by
her family. She was the
beloved wife of Werner
Schwarz for 58 years, proud
mother of Donna Schwarz
of New York City and
Ronald Schwarz of Monument Colorado, Mother-inlaw of Tamara and cherished grandmother of Brent
and his wife Maddy, and
of Lindsey.
Lea was born in Berlin
Germany. Her family immigrated to Lima Peru in the
early 1930’s. Growing up in
Lima, she spoke German in
her home, learned English
at school and spoke Spanish with her friends. She
immigrated to the USA in
mid 1940’s to attend art
school at Temple University
in Philadelphia. Shortly
after she graduated, Lea
moved to New York city
where she worked in the
Garment District designing
textiles. While in Philadelphia, she met and fell in
love with Werner, who was
also been born in Germany
and immigrated to Palestine
in the 1930’s. They were
married in 1952. Shortly
after they were married,
Werner served in the US
Army during the Korean
Conflict, and they were
stationed in Germany as
part of the European
Mission.
Werner and Lea moved
to Milwaukee as Werner
earned his master’s degree
in physical chemistry. After
he graduated, they moved
to St. Joseph Michigan for
Werner’s job at Whirlpool
and had their two children.
Their life’s dream was to
move to California to raise
their children. By the midsixties, they fulfilled this
dream and moved to the
Bay Area.
Once her children were
out of elementary school,
Lea re-entered the work
force. She worked in mortgage banking, a publishing
firm specializing in military
history, and for 12 years
as the Registrar for the
California Graduate School
of Family Therapy.
Lea
loved
swimming,
walking, gardening, playing
piano and keeping a beautiful home. Her greatest joy
was doting over her family,
especially her grandchildren. With Werner, she
frequently hosted international Rotary guests, cooking
home-made
meals
and creating a warm and
inviting environment for
the travelers.
Her family and friends
will miss Lea’s radiant
smile, pleasant disposition
and boundless desire to
help others.
Memorial service will be
on February 7, 2020 at
12:00pm
Rolling
Hills
Memorial Park, Mausoleum
near front office, 4100
Hilltop Drive, Richmond,
CA 94803, 510 223-6161. In
lieu of flowers, donations
to the Alzheimer’s Association, www.alz.org , would
be appreciated.

Hugh “Buzz”
Young

May 24, 1938 – Jan. 18, 2020
Born in San Francisco to
Marguerite & Roy Young.
A graduate of Balboa High
School. A resident of Mill
Valley for the past 60 years.
After proudly serving four
years in the Air Force, he
spent his career as a
carpenter, handyman and
electrician. Buzz enjoyed
swimming, sailing, snow
skiing and hunting, also
listening to live jazz and
rock and roll musicians.
He loved spending time
with friends and family.
Buzz is survived by Betty,
his
beloved
wife
of
32 years, his sister Barbara
Kelly and several nieces
and nephews.
A Celebration of Life will
be held at the Mill Valley
Community Center on February 29 from 1:00 to 3:00.

Patricia Claire
DeLacy Beghetti

2/8/1932 - 1/23/2020
Patricia Beghetti loved
life, family and friends. The
second daughter of George
Lucien Rankin and Georgia
Miller Rankin, Patricia grew
up in San Francisco.
She is survived by her
sisters Helen Rankin Smith
(Bob) and Claire Rankin;
daughters Collette DeLacy
Pike,
Yvonne
DeLacy
Stevens, Terese DeLacy
Sturgeon;
son
Thomas
DeLacy; 8 grandchildren
and 5 great grandchildren.
Memorial Mass 2/15/20,
10:00 am, St. Sebastian
Church, Greenbrae, CA.

Doris Mary Powell

September 1, 1929 – January 24, 2020
Doris Mary Olson was born in Warren Minnesota and at
the age of 11 moved with her brother Ernest and family
to San Francisco. She attended Jefferson High School in
Daly City and graduated in 1947. She met her husband
Edward Powell in early 1955 and they were married
shortly thereafter. Doris and Ed moved to Marin County
on her birthday in 1964 where they raised their three
children. They remained in that home until they moved
into Villa Marin in February 2013.
Doris was a dedicated mother, homemaker and wife.
She was an avid gardener who loved to share her knowledge of gardening with others as they marveled during
a tour of her garden. She developed an affection for “Old
Fashioned Roses”and was praised in the “Marin Independent Journal” as “The Rose Lady”. She frequently visited nurseries and public gardens and was always delighted when she could acquire a discarded clipping and
help it take root and grow. Many times she would share a
clipping with a gardening enthusiast.
Doris’ favorite pastimes were to entertain friends and
family. She had a gift of hospitality and could make anyone feel welcome and special. On many occasions, Doris
would whip up a spectacular meal on a moments notice
that could be the envy of an accomplished chef. She was
also well known for her accomplished baking and her
kitchen often carried the aroma of warm chocolate.
In addition to her hospitality and gardening activities,
Doris was an accomplished Artist and became highly
admired for her botanical watercolor paintings. Doris
loved to paint landscapes, birds and flowers in watercolor, acrylics and oils. She even displayed her paintings on
many occasions at various venues in the Napa Valley. She
sold her artwork on many occasions but always delighted
at the opportunity to gift a painting to a family member
or friend.
For over 10 years, Doris was a volunteer member of the
“Jolly Rogers” Auxiliary of Children’s Home Society of
California where she worked with a group of women to
raise funds for a children “service” charity.
Doris loved to travel. She and her husband Ed have
visited Hawaii numerous times. On July 23, 2005 Ed
and Doris renewed their vows on their 50th Wedding
Anniversary. They were joined by family and a few close
friends on West Beach, Oahu, Hawaii. The ceremony was
performed in both English and Hawaiian. They have also
traveled to Japan, Ireland, England, France, Switzerland,
Italy, Canada and all over the United States.
Doris was a person of great beauty. She had a loving
demeanor and infectious smile which would light up a
room and made a lasting impression on all who came in
contact with her.
Doris passed peacefully with her family by her side on
Friday January 24 at the age of 90.
She was a loving mother and survived by her three
children Stephen, Catherine and Robert. She is also survived by her four grandchildren Matthew Childers, Robert
Powell Jr., Ashleigh Childers, Stephanie Powell and her
great grandchild Reese Avery Childers born just one week
prior to her passing. Doris was filled with joy when she
saw photos of her grandson Matthew and wife Katie
holding her newborn great granddaughter.
A Celebration of Life will be held on Saturday March 7,
2020 at The Marin Art and Garden Center from 1:00pm 4:00 pm. In lieu of flowers, the family requests contributions be made to The Salvation Army, Hospice of the Bay
or the charitable institution of your choice.
Doris will be missed beyond words by her husband Ed
of 65 years and her loving family.

Adrienne M. Hale

The loving wife of Louis
J. Berardi, passed away
peacefully on January 20,
2020.
Adrienne was born to
John P. Hogan and Rose D.
Milazzo Hogan in Brooklyn,
New York on August 20,
1936. The family moved to
California when Adrienne
was in the fifth grade.
She attended St. Raphael’s
School, won a scholarship
to Dominican Convent for
her high school years, and
went on to attend College
of Marin. Adrienne had a
long and successful professional career in Marin
County as a tax preparer
and as an enrolled agent.
Adrienne is survived by
her loving husband Lou,
her three children Michael
Guy,
John Guy,
and
Carolyn Guy, her granddaughter
Carli
Rose
Matthews, and her sister
Jan Kovacs. Adrienne was
preceded in death by her
sister Dorothy Robello.
Adrienne met Lou, the
love of her life, in 1977 and
they spent the last 42 years
together, being married for
29 of those many years.
Adrienne and Lou loved to
travel throughout Europe,
especially to Italy.
A Funeral Mass will be
celebrated at 10:30 a.m., on
Saturday, February 8, 2020,
at St. Anselm Church, 97
Shady Lane, Ross, CA.
A private burial was held at
Mt. Tamalpais cemetery.
The family was assisted
by Monte’s Chapel of the
Hills.

Emily (“Em”)
Mann

Formerly of San Francisco,
and long time resident
of Marin County, died
unexpectedly January 18,
2020, in San Rafael, California. She is survived by
her loving husband of
52 years, Al Mann, her
devoted
daughter,
Lisa
Mann (Rodney Amirsehhi),
daughter,
Karen
Mann,
adoring
granddaughter,
Sophia Kupelian, sister-inlaw, Sue Rosen, two sisters,
and several cousins, nieces,
and nephews.
Em was always up for
a good time! She loved
traveling with Al and the
trips she shared with her
girlfriends. Watching old
and new movies or curling
up with a good book,
made her very happy. She
was an avid reader, was
passionate about tennis, but
more than anything else,
she was a 49er faithful!
Em derived much pleasure going out to lunch or
dinner with family and
friends. She dearly cherished her friendships and will
be dearly missed by all
who knew and loved her.
A celebration of Emily’s
life will be held at a
later date. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to
the charity of the donor’s
choice.

Bonnie M.
(Monson) Hayes

Thomas Hodge
Wilson

Bonnie Marie (Monson)
Hayes, age 91, died on
Thursday, January 16, 2020,
at Betsy’s Care Facility in
Santa Rosa, CA. Born March
4, 1928 in Madison, Wisconsin to Herbert and Vera
(Waite) Monson, Bonnie
spent her entire childhood
in Madison and graduated
with
the
West
High
School’s class of 1946.
Bonnie married the love
of her life, Robert Hayes,
on April 12, 1947. They
lived in Madison until moving their family to the
northern California community of Corte Madera
in 1963. They spent 58
wonderful years together
until Bob’s passing in 2005.
While Bonnie worked part
time through out most of
her life, she was a wonderful home
maker
and
fulltime mom to her three
children. Bonnie was an
amazing “scratch” baker
and an accomplished seamstress. She was a great bingo player in her retirement
years and organized weekly
bingo games for years at
Rotary Manor in San Rafael.
Bonnie is survived by her
children, Michael (Arber)
Hayes,
David
(Jeannie)
Hayes,
Kathy
(Brian)
Slattery, grandson Patrick
Slattery, and her two great
grandchildren, Pressley and
Jordyn
Slattery,
and
her sister-in-law, Patricia
Alberti. She was preceded
in death by her granddaughter, Caitlin Slattery,
husband, Robert D. Hayes,
parents, Herbert and Vera
Monson, brothers Robert
Monson
and
Richard
Monson.
Bonnie will be buried at
the Forest Hill Cemetery
in Madison, Wisconsin on
February 7, 2020. In lieu of
flowers, the family requests
that memorial donations be
made to Heartland Hospice.

Passed away peacefully
on Friday, January 24, 2020
at The Silverado Memory
Center in Berkeley, CA. He
was born July 27, 1935 in
Piedmont, CA. He attended
Piedmont High School
and The University of
California, Berkeley.
He founded The Hodge
Companies, which developed projects spanning the
Bay Area, Oregon, and
Colorado. He started The
Cantina Mexican Restaurant
with the original Mill Valley
location opening in 1980.
Thomas was a longtime
Marin County resident. He
also had a home in Palm
Desert, CA, where he
enjoyed the mellow winters
with Maria and his dogs.
He loved the movies. He
adored his dogs. He was an
avid reader of all genres of
books.
He
was
an
accomplished skier and
golfer, sharing his interests
with his children and
grandchildren.
Thomas
established
The Hodge
Foundation which donates
to many charities dear to
his heart.
Thomas is survived by
his long term partner Maria
Alexander; his sister Judy
Hendrickson;
his
son
Jonathan
Wilson;
his
daughter-in-law Dana SimiWilson; their three children
Justina
Wilson,
Steven
Wilson,
and
Gabriella
Wilson.
His
daughter,
Katherine Joyce, preceded
him in death. Thomas is
also survived by his son-inlaw Jay Joyce; children
Jimmy
Joyce,
Matthew
Joyce and Jennifer Joyce;
and
great-granddaughter
Avery
Katherine
Joyce.
Thomas was deeply loved
and will be missed.
In
lieu
of
flowers,
memorials may be made to
UCSF Memory and Aging
Clinic or Lewy Body
Dementia Association.

Frank Edward
Muscat

Mark Andrew
Hardin

Frank passed away on the
evening of January 19th
after 2 years of painful back
surgeries. He was 92 years
old, born on October 31st
1927 in San Francisco the
oldest child of Sebastian
and Margaret Muscat.
Following
school
he
served in the U.S. army for
two years at the end of
WWII. After returning home
he followed in his father’s
trade and became a carpenter. Settled in Marin County
in 1960 and worked mainly
in remodeling, retiring after
40 years. While he was in
the army he was stationed
in Austria. There he learned
to ski and loved it, continuing it when he got home.
Belonging to a ski club he
was able to take advantage
of the easy drive to Tahoe
on weekends. Frank was
also active in a bicycle
club and another of the
souvenirs he brought home
from Austria, Folk Dancing,
which he enjoyed with a
group in Sonoma.
Never
forgetting
old
friends from the neighborhood where he grew up
in San Francisco he got
together with friends who
belonged to the Village
Boys. A group they had
formed as young kids.
He leaves behind three
sisters, Joan Devine of
Pacifica, Mary Grant and
Barbara Giacalone of Mill
Valley. Also many nieces
and nephews.
A funeral mass will be
said at St. Isabella’s Church
at (ADDY) at 11:00 AM on
February 10th. Burial immediately after at Mt. Olivet
Cemetery.

Mar 18 1961 – Jan. 7, 2020
Mark Andrew Hardin died
on January 7, 2020 after
a three year battle with
Cancer. Mark was the son
of Rev. Hugh Fletcher
Hardin Jr., deceased, and
Betty Nell Binkley Hardin.
He was born in Gilroy,
CA. As a graduate of San
Rafael High School, Mark
received the Senior Class
Art Award for his Turquoise, Silver and Wood
Cross with a handmade
silver link chain that he
made for his Father. Mark
received his Associate Degree at College of Marin.
He graduated with a Bachelor in Fine Art from San
Diego State University, and
continued his education at
Indiana University graduating with a Masters in Fine
Arts, with an emphasis in
Metal Sculpting and Jewelry. He was honored and
recognized by his peers in
the 2004 publication of
the book “1000 Rings.”
He apprenticed in Tiling
and bought the business.
He received his General
Building Contractor License
and started “Hardin Tile.”
He specialized in the artistic installation of granite,
glass tile, and original
mosaics. He also substituted in the Richmond and
San Rafael School systems
as a classroom teacher.
In lieu of flowers please
consider a gift to the
Hardin Memorial Garden at
St. Paul’s church or Habitat
for Humanity. The service
will be Saturday, February
8th at 2:00 p.m. at St. Paul’s
Church, 1123 Court Street,
San Rafael, CA.

Jean B.
Scarborough

May 1, 1935 – Oct. 24, 2019
Jean
Scarborough,
beloved
mother
and
grandmother,
died
peacefully on October 24,
2019 at 84 years of age. She
is survived by her four
children: John Scarborough
of
Novato,
Anne
Scarborough Adkisson of
Novato, Dean Scarborough
of Sierra Madre and Lynn
Scarborough
Kirsch
of
Carlsbad; as well as 10 of
her 12 grandchildren. She is
also survived by her two
sisters: Hazel Houston of
Arlington, Virginia and
Betty Becker of Virginia.
Jean was born on May 1,
1935 in Staunton, Virginia.
She had a wonderful sense
of humor and used to joke
that the doctor hollered,
“May Day! May Day!” when
she
was
born.
She
continued to crack jokes
right to the very end of her
life. Her warm smile and
happy attitude are greatly
missed. She spoke fondly
of
happy
childhood
memories climbing trees
and spending summers at
her grandmother’s house,
and helping in her large
garden.
Jean graduated from Lane
High School in 1953 and
loved playing the clarinet
in the marching band. She
went on to attend the
University of Virginia and
graduated with a degree in
education. She met her
husband of 30 years, Paul
Scarborough, III while at
UVA. They were both so
proud to have graduated
from The University.
Jean and Paul moved to
Novato, CA in November
1967. While Paul went off
to fight in the Vietnam War
as a Marine in 1968, Jean
was hired as a teacher at
Lynwood
Elementary
School, where she taught
for several years. Jean spent
her last 10 years before
retirement teaching 5th
grade at Pleasant Valley
Elementary School. She
especially loved to teach
math and science, and
enjoyed taking her students
to Outdoor Education for
a week each year.
Jean was a loving and
caring mom. She was a
gourmet cook and an avid
gardener. She was always
ready with a big bear hug
and an encouraging word.
She taught us to serve
others enthusiastically and
without complaint. She
gave many hours of service
to Scouting, her church,
and her community. We
miss her bright smile.
In lieu of flowers, the
family asks for donations to
a special scholarship fund
at
Pleasant
Valley
Elementary School, which
will be used to help economically
disadvantaged
5th graders afford the fees
for Outdoor Ed, and to
fund other science and
math initiatives. Donations
can be sent to: Pleasant
Valley Elementary School
PTA, 755 Sutro Avenue,
Novato, CA 94947. Cards
can be sent to Anne Adkisson, P.O. Box 466, Novato,
CA 94948.
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Call 415-382-7335
to place an obituary.
To Share Memories or to
sign the Guest Book visit
http://www.marinij.com/obits.
Daily deadline for the following day is 2 pm.
Sat., Sun., Mon., deadline is 2 p.m. Friday.

Shirley Young

Passed away on Monday,
January 20, 2020. She was
84 years old. Mom met her
husband Harry at a U.S.O.
Dance in Denver, Colorado.
They both traveled to the
Phillipines for over a year,
then back to Lowry A.F.B.
in Denver. Along the way,
shirley had three kids,
Robert, Debra and Donna.
Harry was then stationed in
Grand Forks, A.F.B. North
Dakota, and retired to
Novato, CA.
Shirley lived in Novato for
over 59 years. She studied
to be a nurse and upon
graduation worked for over
40 years. Shirley loved
helping people. She soon
discovered that the patients
she took care of could be
real characters. On one
occasion, Shirley had a
patient named Carl. Carl
used to be a coal miner
and he loved to smoke.
Every week, the nurses’s
stations would report their
cigarettes being
stolen.
Sometimes they would
accuse one another of
taking the cigarettes. Until
one day. My mom went
into her patient Carls’ room
and saw the trunk, that he
never opened, now open.
There inside were cigarettes
of all kind and packages
half full. Carl had taken all
the nurses cigarettes over a
period of years for his own
use. Mom informed the
other nurses and they all
laughed a long time,
because they liked Carl and
they never thought he was
the one to take their
cigarettes.
My mom loved the human
side of nursing, when
people would get better
and share a few laughs
along the way. We will all
miss you Mom.
Shirley
leaves
behind
her brother Jim Coppfer;
two daughters, Debra and
Donna Young from Novato;
and nieces and nephews
from Denver and Littleton,
Colorado. Also our grey cat
named Otter. Her husband,
Harry and son Robert
preceded her on their way
to Heaven.
The funeral for Shirley
will be Friday, February 7,
at 11:00 a.m. at Our Lady of
Loretto Church in Novato.
If you would like to do so,
donations may be sent to
the Larkspur Hospice or the
Whistlestop in San Rafael,
where Mom had many
happy times.

Bette J. Pedroli

Bette Jane (Arata) Pedroli,
passed away peacefully on
Friday, January 17, 2020 at
her home in Ross. She was
98.
Bette was born in San
Francisco on June 28, 1921
to Myrtle (Baruh) Arata and
Louis Arata. She lived her
whole life in Marin, in San
Anselmo and Ross. Bette
attended Tamalpais High
School then moved to San
Rafael High School to be
near the love of her life,
(E.A.) Pete Pedroli. After
high school, Bette worked
for Chevron Oil during the
war as a draftsperson. Bette
and Pete were married in
1942. They were truly
devoted to each other. He
preceded her in death in
1989.
Bette was a beautiful
artist, loved gardening and
flowers. She had a very
generous heart, saw the
best in everyone, and
always treated others the
way she wished to be
treated. She had a great
passion for helping others.
She was a Sunny Hills and
a hospital volunteer. She
was an avid supporter of
her
children’s
and
grandchildren’s
schools,
especially San Domenico,
which they all attended.
She was a member of the
Meadow Club for over 30
years.
She
loved
traveling,
especially to warm and
sunny places, especially
Hawaii, Mexico, and her
home in Palm Desert,
where
she
enjoyed
spending
her
winters.
Bette cherished her friends,
and her greatest love was
her family. She truly
enjoyed family gatherings,
especially
holiday
and
Fourth of July parties.
Bette is survived by her
daughters Vicki Eklund and
Bette Jane Pedroli-Crossley;
grandsons Aaron Crossley
(Miranda)
and
Joshua
Crossley and Tyler Willis;
great-grandchildren
Asher
and
Anna
Crossley;
caregiver Siasiana Tuiloma,
who
was
also
her
companion for the last
eight years; and caregiver,
Michele Wooliever; and
many cousins and relatives.
In lieu of flowers, please
consider a donation to
American
Diabetes
or
American Cancer Society in
Bette’s honor.
Bette was loved by so
many and will be missed so
very much. A celebration of
life will be held Sunday,
February 9, 2020 at the
Meadow Club in Fairfax
from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Monte’s Chapel Of The
Hills, San Anselmo
415-453-8440

Judge Hadden Wing Roth

Judge Hadden Wing Roth of San Rafael, California,
surrounded by his family, passed away on Saturday,
November 17, 2019. He was 89 years old.
Hadden lived a storied life in service to his community
and the rule of law. Born February 10, 1930 in Oakland,
he grew up in Mill Valley, and graduated from Tamapais
High School in 1947. After two years at Marin Junior
College, Hadden went on to graduate from University of
California Berkeley, majoring in English Literature. He
then was stationed at Fort Ord and studied Infantry
Tactics in preparation for deployment to the Korean War
which never came to pass, and he left Fort Ord in 1954.
He entered Hastings Law school in San Francisco the
same year, graduating and taking his bar examinations in
1957. For a year, Hadden worked with the law firm
Bagshaw, Schaal, and Martinelli. In addition, he worked
as deputy city attorney for San Rafael, until he was asked
to become deputy district attorney in January 1959.
In 1966 Hadden was honored to serve as a judge in the
Marin Municipal Court appointed by Governor Edmund
G. Brown. He served for 4 years until 1970 where he
began a private practice. Alongside his private practice,
he went to proudly represent the Marin Municipal Water
District, The Bolinas Public Utility District, Ross Valley
Fire Service, the Tiburon Fire Protection District, and
the San Rafael Fire Department. He also served as Town
attorney for Corte Madera, San Anselmo, and the town of
Ross. He gave lectures for Golden Gate College of Law,
served as Board of Director for Marin General Hospital,
and served as a member for The California Bar Association, Marin County Bar Associate, and San Francisco Trial
Lawyers Association. He was fortunate to work on
interesting civic cases for Marin County notables such as
musician Phil Lesh and playwright Sam Shepard.
Throughout his services either in private practice or for
the myriad of Marin County municipalities, Hadden
served and practiced the law with the upmost care and
concern for fairness. His passion was not only in understanding and exercising the law, but also finding the most
amicable and fair treatment of the law. This naturally led
into a productive and passionate practice into Mediation
and Arbitration, which Hadden served at Resolution
Remedies and The Mediation Society in San Rafael.
After practicing law and serving the community for over
40 years, Hadden retired in 2011. Outside of law and
service, Hadden led an active and contemplative life. He
practiced meditation, and visited Spirit Rock for lectures
on Buddhism. He had a voracious appetite for reading,
from current events and biographies of historical figures,
to the poetry of Yeats and the fiction of Joyce. Equal
to his passion for reading was an adoration and love of
music. He frequented the symphony and opera, and had
a special place in his heart for Miles Davis. He maintained
a wonderful circle of friends and collogues and always
looked forward to their regular Sunday hikes discussing
politics, culture, and history. Judge Roth was often a quiet
man, but spoke with humble gravitas, with kindness in
his heart, and an unending curiosity to understand and
appreciate the world around him.
Judge Roth is survived by his wife Alice Becker Roth, his
brother Mark Roth of Santa Rosa, his daughter Elizabeth
Roth, his loving step children Helen Saenz Maksutovic
and Roger Saenz, and his grandchildren Maximilian
Maksutovic and Tahir Alexander Maksutovic.
His loving family will have a private ceremony for him
at sea in the San Francisco Bay. There will be a Celebration of Life for Hadden in February 2020.
“Labour is blossoming or dancing where
The body is not bruised to pleasure soul,
Nor beauty born out of its own despair,
Nor blear-eyed wisdom out of midnight oil.
O chestnut tree, great rooted blossomer,
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?
O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance?”
~Yeats

Gerlinde Emadin

January 25, 1937 - January 20, 2020
Paciﬁc Grove, CA
Death has no dominion here.
Look! The traitorous sun still rises.
Relentless waves still wash,
back and forth, up and down, across soft white sand.
But you-you laugh again!
Though I cannot hear it.
You, you dance again, there among the stars,
who shine
no brighter than your sparkling eyes or gleeful smile.
Your touch, forever cherished,
is fainter now. But my burning cheek,
soothed so often by your loving hand, remembers,
and I ﬁnd some comfort still.
Though tears, like endless rivers, run
down.
I’m drowning here, in sadness and despair.
Death has no dominion, the poet said. But he,
mere a glimpse into the light beyond was granted.
And I remain, for now, here.
Alone and lonely in the dark.
Bereft.
But you-you dance again, across the blue expanse of heaven.
You sing!
You run, laughing, ﬂying, soaring
along paths through all of time.
You, bask in green ﬁelds, awash in scent and sound,
and light and color.
You, lie by streams that wind past great, abiding trees.
You ﬂoat, free of pain and care and sorrow,
surrounded by love: dear hearts and treasured memories
made real.
And gathered close again.
Familiar arms hold and keep you, safe and warm
forever.
The poets are wrong. There is no death.
Only a laying down, at last, of temporary burdens;
an outgrowing of small spaces and bodies and time.
Free!
A stepping forward and out
and in and back to new life, true life,
eternal expanse.
Powerful. Inﬁnite.
More you, more me.
The Universe opening her arms and you—
revealed
in all of your perfection.
Glorious Spirit
fully realized, fully whole.
Home, now.
Everywhere.
Forever.
Gerlinde will always be deeply loved and desperately
missed by her family, especially her daughter, Leila
Emadin, her sister, Ortrud Badger, and her twin brother,
Hartmut Hausler; by her friends; and by the many
individuals and organizations that she helped throughout
her life, often in leadership roles, with her nimble hands,
her generous heart, her lightning-quick mind and her
staggering, almost unbelievable, ﬁnancial and
organizational acumen. She was a dedicated steward,
with an indomitable spirit in the face of difﬁcult
circumstances, guided and sustained by her quiet, but
unassailable, unwavering, faith.

Carl Duda

Dec. 13, 1936 - Jan . 21, 2020
Carl passed away peacefully after a long illness.
The oldest of three children, he was born in Syracuse, New York, to Frances
(Rudy) and Joseph Duda.
As a boy he enjoyed hunting, fishing and swimming
in the Erie Canal. In the
summer he sold cotton
candy at the New York
State Fair.
After Solvay High School,
Carl served in the the Navy
for three years. Ironically,
he never boarded a ship.
He used his Gl Bill to earn
his degrees at Brockport
State College and Canisius
College in Buffalo.
At Lincoln School in
Corona, CA, Carl met a
young teacher from Boston,
Roberta
Skehan.
They
married in June 1965, and
moved to their home in
Marinwood two years later.
Carl taught in Novato for
23 years. The friendships
he developed with his
students and colleagues
enriched and sustained him
throughout his life.
Carl is survived
by
Roberta,
his wife of
54 years; his siblings,
Dr. Frances Duda Reynard;
Dr. Vincent Duda (Carol);
Roberta’s sisters, Patricia
Flint;
Susan
Uricchio
(Marc); and Julie Skehan;
his beloved nieces, nephews and their families, and
his loyal friends, the Ceral
family; Robert Attubato,
and Peter Keenan.
A Mass of Christian Burial
will be celebrated on
Saturday, February 8th, at
11:00 AM at Most Holy
Rosary Chapel at St. Vincent’s School for Boys in
Marinwood.

Joyce Bosemer
Kuffel

Joyce Bosemer
Kuffel
passed away peacefully at
her home in Pacheco Valley, California on January
14, 2020 at the age of 78
after a long illness.
Joyce was born on May 4,
1942 in Chicago to Howard
and Mildred Bosemer. She
is a graduate of Kelvyn
Park High School Class of
’61. After graduation she
joined Foote, Cone and
Belding Advertising where
she worked for 17 years.
She married Bill Kuffel in
1978. They were happily
married 28 years until he
passed away in 2007.
She is survived by great
grandchild
Tyr
Kuffel,
Grandchildren Lucas and
Isa Otanez, Randall and
Wilton Kuffel, and Stewart
and Mary Kuffel. Step children Margaret Kuffel, Sarah
and Greg Otanez, Matt and
Lois Kuffel, and Dan and
Sherrill Kuffel.
Joyce enjoyed mentoring
students at Hamilton School
in Novato for years and
counts her time as “Miss
Joyce” among her happiest
experiences. In lieu of
flowers, memorial donations may be given to
Hospice by the Bay.

Monte’s Chapel of the Hills
Since 1931

Marin’s only locally Owned Funeral Home
Traditional Funeral Services – Cremation
Prearranged Funeral Planning-Memorial Services
Edward J. Leon–Owner FDR 1633 FD602

415-453-8440

330 Redhill Ave., San Anselmo, CA 94960
24 Hour Service

MOUNT TAMALPAIS
MORTUARY & CEMETERY
(415) 459-2500

Serving Marin County since 1879
2500 5th Ave. San Rafael CA
CRM321 Lic FD1410 CA432 CCM215

New Funeral Home and Reception Center

VALLEY MEMORIAL PARK
“We now offer all final arrangements in one place”

• Simple Cremation
• Inurnment
• Burial
• Entombment
• Pre Arrangements

COA #377 FD #2295 650 Bugeia Lane, Novato, CA 94945 • 415-897-9609
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PREMIUM PRICES
FOR YOUR

CHINESE ANTIQUES
You Are Invited:
SPECIAL BOARD MEETING
and
WATER RATE STUDY WORKSHOP
Tuesday, February 11, 2020
6:00pm
North Marin Water District
999 Rush Creek Place, Novato

Learn About Proposed Changes:
• Revenue Increase
Proposed 6% revenue increase to pay for higher
imported water costs and increased funding for
critical upgrades to our aging infrastructure.

Your Chinese Art & Antiques

COULD BE WORTH A FORTUNE
FREE EXPERT APPRAISALS | IMMEDIATE PAYMENT

• Updated Rate Structure
Changes by customer class (commercial and
residential) to reflect changes in customer usage,
state regulations, and other factors.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7th
9:00AM TO 6:00PM

• Billing Amounts
Charges to individual customers may vary above
or below the 6% revenue increase based on rate
structure changes.

COURTYARD SAN FRANCISCO
LARKSPUR LANDING/MARIN COUNTY
2500 Larkspur Landing Circle
Larkspur, CA 94939
Conference Room: Napa
SPACE IS LIMITED! RESERVE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW!
If you have an antique or a collection of items that are hard
to transport, private in-home appraisals can be scheduled.

For More Information:
www.nmwd.com
(415) 897-4133
Email: info@nmwd.com

Premium price offered only for in-demand, authentic
Chinese art and antiques. Our experts and free
appraisals will determine if your individual items qualify.

Sip. Savor. Enjoy.

Explore, Learn, Do
ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN
A PAIR OF TICKETS TO

SOUL OF A NATION: ART IN
THE AGE OF BLACK POWER

Barbara Jones-Hogu, “Unite”, 1971

MEMBERSHIP
REWARDS

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A PAIR OF
COMPLIMENTARY WINE TASTINGS AT

MEMBERSHIP
REWARDS

Every Saturday, Bay Area Residents can now see the show for only $10!
The internationally acclaimed exhibition celebrates the work by
Black artists created during two pivotal decades in American
history, 1963–1983.

de Young Museum

50 Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive, San Francisco
For details about the exhibition, visit deyoung.famsf.org

5 readers will each win
a pair of admission tickets
Winners picked on 2/10
Contest dates: 1/22-2/9

Subscribers, visit Membership Rewards to access this reward opportunity:

myaccount.mercurynews.com
myaccount.eastbaytimes.com
myaccount.marinij.com

No purchase necessary. For T&C, please visit
BayArea
www.bayareanewsgroup.com/membership-rewards-terms-conditions
NewsGroup To enter without subscription, mail in your entry, include name, phone number,
email address and name of the contest. (One entry per household)

Send to: Attention: Membership Rewards
4 North Second Street #800, San Jose, CA 95113.
Questions? Call 408-920-5018 and ask for Membership Rewards.

McKahn Family Cellars

2245-A S. Vasco Road, Livermore
For info about the cellar, visit mckahnfamilycellars.com

5 readers* will each win a pair of
complimentary wine tastings.
*Must be 21 yrs old to participate

Winners picked on 2/10
Contest dates: 1/27-2/9

Subscribers, visit Membership Rewards to access this reward opportunity:

myaccount.mercurynews.com
myaccount.eastbaytimes.com
myaccount.marinij.com

No purchase necessary. For T&C, please visit
BayArea
www.bayareanewsgroup.com/membership-rewards-terms-conditions
NewsGroup To enter without subscription, mail in your entry, include name, phone number,
email address and name of the contest. (One entry per household)

Send to: Attention: Membership Rewards
4 North Second Street #800, San Jose, CA 95113.
Questions? Call 408-920-5018 and ask for Membership Rewards.
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VIRAL OUTBREAK

China reports over 300 deaths
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FLORIDA

Fires officials
for poor job
performance
WPEC CBS 12 NEWS

This still image taken from video shows emergency
responders at the scene of a shooting at the Victory City
Church in Riviera Beach, Fla., Saturday.

The Associated Press

China’s death
toll from a new virus increased to 304 on Sunday
amid warnings from the
World Health Organization
that other countries need
to be prepared in the event
the disease spreads among
their populations.
Meanwhile, six officials
in the city of Huanggang,
neighboring the epicenter
of Wuhan in Hubei province, have been fired over
“poor performance” in handling the outbreak, the official Xinhua News Agency
reported.
It cited the mayor as saying the city’s “capabilities to
treat the patients remained
inadequate and there is a
severe shortage in medical
supplies such as protective
suits and medical masks.”
Figures from the National Health Commission
showed an increase of 45
in the death toll and 2,590
in the number of cases for
a total of 14,380, well above
the number of those infected
in in the 2002-03 outbreak
of SARS, or severe acute respiratory syndrome, which
broke out in southern China
before spreading worldwide.
Despite imposing drastic
travel restrictions at home,
China has chafed at those
imposed by foreign governments, criticizing Washington’s order barring entry to
most non-citizens who visited China in the past two
weeks.
Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison announced similar measures
Saturday, following Japan
and Singapore.
BEIJING >>

KIN CHEUNG — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A woman with a boy purchases face masks in Hong Kong on Saturday. China’s death toll
from a new virus has risen to 259and a World Health Organization official says other
governments need to prepare for”domestic outbreak control” if the disease spreads.

KIN CHEUNG — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Two girls with face masks ride the subway in Hong Kong.
South Korea and India
flew hundreds of their citizens out of Wuhan, the
city at the center of an area
where some 50 million people are prevented from leaving in a sweeping anti-virus
effort. The evacuees went
into a two-week quarantine.
Indonesia also sent a plane.
The virus’ rapid spread in
two months prompted the
World Health Organization
on Thursday to declare it a

global emergency.
That declaration “flipped
the switch” from a cautious
attitude to recommending
governments prepare for the
possibility the virus might
spread, said the WHO representative in Beijing, Gauden
Galea. Most cases reported
so far have been people who
visited China or their family
members.
The agency acted out of
concern for poorer coun-

tries that might not be
equipped to respond, said
Galea. Such a declaration
calls for a coordinated international response and
can bring more money and
resources.
WHO said it was especially concerned that some
cases abroad involved human-to-human transmission.
“Countries need to get
ready for possible importation in order to identify
cases as early as possible
and in order to be ready for
a domestic outbreak control, if that happens,” Galea
told The Associated Press.
The United States declared a public health emergency on Friday and President Donald Trump signed
an order barring entry to
foreign nationals who visited China within the last
14 days, which scientists say
is the virus’ longest incubation period. The restrictions
don’t apply to immediate
family of American citizens
and permanent residents.

GLOBAL ADVOCACY

States join push to ban animal-tested cosmetics
By Michelle L. Price
The Associated Press

A growing
number of U.S. states are
considering a ban on the
sale or import of cosmetics
that have been tested on
animals as advocates argue testing products such
as lotions, shampoos and
makeup on rabbits, mice
and rats is cruel and outdated.
The cause has gained
support from consumers
and many cosmetics companies, but the biggest hurdle is China, which requires
that cosmetics sold in its
large, lucrative market undergo testing on animals.
California, Nevada and
Illinois all saw new laws
take effect this year that
ban the sale or import of animal-tested cosmetics.
The laws, which apply to
tests performed after Jan.
1, aren’t expected to cause
much disruption for the industry because many companies already use non-animal testing. Instead, they
draw a line in the sand that
puts pressure on the U.S.
government to pass a nationwide ban and help end
China’s requirement that
most cosmetics sold in that
nation of more than 1.4 billion people undergo testing
on animals by Chinese regulators.
China’s policy applies
to all imported cosmetics, including makeup, perfume and hair care products, along with some “special use” goods produced
in China, such as hair dye,
sunscreen and whitening
products that make functional claims.
Animal-tested cosmetics
already are banned in Europe, India and elsewhere.

only

The Associated Press
RIVIERA BEACH, FLA. >> Gun-

fire erupted after a funeral
Saturday in Florida, killing
a teenager and a man and
leaving two other people
wounded, police said.
Riviera Beach police
said in a statement that
the shooting happened
near the Victory City
Church shortly after 2:30
p.m. They said a 15-yearold boy and the man died
at the scene. A woman and
a teenager were taken to
the hospital. Their conditions were not released,
nor the names of the victims. No arrests have been
made.
Police said listening devices in the area that detect the sound of gunshots
counted 13 rounds fired.
Pastor Tywuante D. Lupoe said in a video statement posted on Facebook

STEVEN SENNE — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Scientist and study director Jennifer Molignano uses an electronic pipette to prepare a
culture medium, a dark pink fluid that provides nutrition to living human skin tissue, as she
sets up a demonstration of experiments at a MatTek Corporation lab, in Ashland, Mass.
A ban in the United States,
one of the world’s largest
economies, would put further global pressure on
China to end its policy and
push Chinese cosmetics
companies to rely on nonanimal tests if they want
to sell their products in the
U.S.
“We’re not trying to create an island out here in Nevada,” said state Sen. Melanie Scheible, who sponsored Nevada’s law. “We
are trying to join a group
of other communities that
have stood up and said, ‘We
don’t support animal testing.’”
Animal-rights groups
like Cruelty Free International and the Humane Society of the United States
hope to get more states to
pass bans this year.
Legislation has been in-

troduced or will soon be
made public in Hawaii,
Maryland, New Jersey, New
York and Virginia, according to Cruelty Free International, and a national
ban has been introduced
in Congress since 2014,
though the bipartisan measure has been slow to advance. The most recent version introduced in November marks the first time the
country’s leading cosmetics trade group, the Personal Care Products Council, has become a vocal
backer of the ban, support
that should ease lawmaker
concerns about business
opposition.
The California, Nevada
and Illinois laws create exemptions for any cosmetics
that were tested on animals
to comply with regulations
of a foreign government —

an exception that acknowledges the reality that most
companies will see their
products tested on animals
if they sell in China.
China is a “big complicating factor,” said Monica Engebretson, who leads
public affairs for Cruelty
Free International in North
America. “That’s put companies that want to enter
that Chinese market in a
real bind.”
Scheible said her aim in
Nevada was not to punish
those multinational corporations but to raise awareness and put pressure on
other governments, like
China, to act.
“A lot of people thought
that we no longer tested on
animals at all,” she said.
“They thought that this
was already a thing of the
past.”

that the church was “very
aware” that violence was
a possibility at the funeral
because of a family dispute
and that it had provided
armed security. A Riviera
Beach police officer also
was present, he said.
He said the security
guards and police officer had left after the service when there were only
a few stragglers remaining in the area. He said
that’s when a fight broke
out across the street from
the church and the shooting erupted. He said none
of the victims are church
members and no one was
injured on its property. He
did not provide further details about the funeral.
“This is an isolated incident and it had nothing
to do with Victory City
Church,” Lupoe said.
Riviera Beach is a suburb of West Palm Beach.

POLITICS

Emails show the
fallout from Trump’s
claims about Dorian
By Lynn Berry
and Jill Colvin
The Associated Press

A flurry of
newly released emails from
scientists and top officials
at the federal agency responsible for weather forecasting clearly illustrates
the consternation and
outright alarm caused by
President Donald Trump’s
false claim that Hurricane
Dorian could hit Alabama.
A top National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration official even called
the president’s behavior
“crazy.”
What the scientists and
officials found even more
troubling was a statement
later issued by an unnamed
NOAA spokesman that supported Trump’s claim and
repudiated the agency’s
own forecasters.
The emails, released late
Friday in response to Freedom of Information Act
requests from The Associated Press and others, give
an inside picture of the
scramble to respond to the
president and the turmoil
it caused inside the federal
agency.
“What’s next? Climate
science is a hoax?” Craig
McLean, NOAA’s acting
chief scientist, wrote in
an email sent to the agency’s top officials. “Flabbergasted to leave our forecasters hanging in the political wind.”
In a more formal letter,
McLean wrote that what
concerned him most was
that the Trump administration “is eroding the public trust in NOAA for an apparent political recovery
from an ill timed and imprecise comment from the
President.”
As Dorian headed for the
southeastern U.S. in early
September, Trump tweeted
WASHINGTON >>
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Police: At least 2
dead in shooting
after funeral

that Alabama was “most
likely to be hit (much)
harder than anticipated.”
The National Weather Service in Birmingham corrected him, tweeting that
“Alabama will NOT see any
impacts from #Dorian.”
But Trump remained adamant, and NOAA came
to his defense with the unsigned statement, which
claimed some data provided to the president had
indicated that Alabama
could be hit by the hurricane and scolded the Birmingham office. The statement was issued after the
White House and Commerce Department intervened, the AP and others
reported at the time.
It provoked angry emails
from within the agency and
from the public.
Gar y Shigenaka , a
NOAA scientist, wrote to
the agency’s acting administrator, Neil Jacobs, asking him to “reassure those
of us who serve the public ... that we are not mere
pawns in an absurd game.”
In response, Jacobs defended the forecasters and
said, “You have no idea how
hard I’m fighting to keep
politics out of science.”
The whole incident is
perhaps best remembered
for what became known as
Sharpie-gate. In defending
himself in the Oval Office,
Trump displayed an NOAA
map that was altered using a black marker to extend the hurricane’s projected path.
“Apparently the President is convinced that Alabama was in the path of
Dorian and someone altered a NOAA map (with a
sharpie) to convince folks,”
NOA A official Makeda
Okolo wrote in an email
to chief operating officer
Benjamin Friedman and
others.
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By Danica Kirka
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

Now for the hard part: EU-UK
trade talks to be complicated

Iraqi blocs select new
PM-designate after
weeks of jockeying

drawn-out battle over the
U.K.’s departure from the
European Union was painful, wait until you see what
comes next.
While Britain formally
left the EU at 11 p.m. local
time Friday, the hard work
of building a new economic
relationship between the
bloc and its ex-member has
just begun. There are difficult negotiations ahead as
the U.K. goes its own way
while trying to preserve
links with its biggest trading partner, covering everything from tariffs and product standards to the British
industry’s ability to recruit
foreign workers and the
EU’s access to U.K. fishing
grounds.
“ T here’s a ma ssive
agenda to be agreed: trade
in goods, trade in services,
data protection, security
cooperation, aviation, road
haulage, fishing, you know
the list is endless,” said Jill
Rutter, a senior research fellow at U.K. in a Changing
Europe, a think tank that
studies Britain’s relations
with the now 27-nation
bloc. “It is unprecedented.”
For now, little has
changed. The two sides
agreed on a transition period that keeps current
rules and regulations in effect until Dec. 31. But that
gives the U.K. government
just 11 months to negotiate
a comprehensive trade deal
that could decide the prospects of British businesses
for decades to come. The
EU accounted for 54% of
Britain’s imports and 43%
of its exports in 2016, according to the Office for National Statistics.
With challenging talks expected to begin fairly quickly,
French President Emmanuel
Macron published a letter

Former communications minister Mohammed Allawi was named
prime minister-designate
by rival Iraqi factions Saturday after weeks of political deadlock.
The choice comes as the
country weathers troubled
times, including ongoing
anti-government protests
and the constant threat of
being ensnared by festering U.S.-Iran tensions.
The selection of Allawi,
66, to replace outgoing
Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi was the product of many back-room
talks over months between
rival parties.
In Tahrir Square, the epicenter of Iraq’s four-month
anti-government protest
movement, demonstrators
rejected Allawi’s candidacy. Demonstrators, who
have long said they would
not accept a candidate chosen by the establishment,
erected portraits of the new
premier-designate crossed
with an “X.” Some chanted
“Allawi out!”
But many feared they
would clash with followers
of influential Shiite cleric
Muqtada al-Sadr, who recently reversed a decision
to withdraw support from
the protest movement. Officials and analysts said
that move was to gain leverage on the street as a
deadline to select a new
premier drew near.
At least three activists
said followers of al-Sadr
had attacked demonstrators in Tahrir. Some protesters and others were
fearful.
“The square doesn’t
want him, but the problem is since Muqtada has
sided with (the elites), the
square cannot refuse him,”
said activist Kamal Jaban.
“Otherwise there will be
BAGHDAD >>

LONDON >> If you thought the
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Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson visits the Industry Center at the University of
Sunderland on Friday.
on his Facebook page Saturday morning in English, addressed to his “dear British
friends,” that sought a conciliatory tone.
“Never has France or the
French people — or, I think
it is fair to say, any European people — been driven
by a desire for revenge or
punishment,” he said.
British Industry groups
are already lining up to protect their interests.
Hotel and restaurant owners say they need to maintain
the existing supply of workers from the continent to ensure rooms are cleaned and
dinners are prepared. Car
makers want to preserve
prompt deliveries from European suppliers to avoid manufacturing delays.
Banks and insurance
companies are lobbying to
maintain access to the lucrative European market. And
fishermen want to regain
control of fishing grounds
they believe have been plundered by European rivals for
the past four decades.
If that wasn’t enough for

Prime Minister Boris Johnson and his ministers, the
British government also is
keen to negotiate separate
trade deals with individual countries now that the
country has broken away
from the EU.
Johnson’s top trade prize
outside the EU is the United
States, the world’s biggest
economy and the destination
for 18% of British exports.
But the Americans have
already made difficult demands. Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo was in London last week warning of
security concerns linked
to Chinese telecoms giant Huawei and pressuring British officials to overturn their decision to let the
company take part in upgrading the country’s wireless network.
U.S. Ambassador Woody
Johnson has been lobbying for British officials to
open their doors to American goods such as chlorine-washed chicken that
have been banned in the
U.K. because of produc-

Marin Travel
Fair 2020

tion standards the EU disagrees with. And U.S. medical companies are pushing
for access to Britain’s National Health Service.
Reconciling all these demands will be difficult because any attempt to meet
U.S. demands by lowering
British standards will push
Britain further away from
European rules. The EU has
already made clear that the
price of access to its markets is continued adherence
to the bloc’s regulations.
T ra de negot iat ions,
which are always complex,
will be even more complicated because simultaneous
negotiations will be taking place with both the EU
and the U.S., think tank researcher Rutter said.
“It’s like playing 3-D
chess,” she said.
Even the most difficult
issue settled during the
first round of negotiations
between the EU and the
British government — the
knotty question of Northern Ireland — remains
problematic.

bloodshed.”
Al-Sadr’s followers returned in the hundreds
on Friday night, three witnesses said, bringing tents
and supplies and re-occupying a strategic high-rise
overlooking the square
known as the Turkish
Restaurant, as well as the
Jumhuriya Bridge, which
leads to the Green Zone.
Al-Sadr issued a statement saying Allawi’s selection was “the wish of
the people,” and asked protesters to carry on with the
anti-government demonstrations.
If elected by parliament,
Allawi will have to contend with navigating Iraq
through regional confrontations between Tehran and
Washington. Tensions skyrocketed after a U.S. drone
strike near Baghdad’s airport killed top Iranian general Qassem Soleimani and
senior Iraqi militia commander Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis. That event brought
Iraq close to the brink of
war and officials scrambling
to contain the fallout.
He will also have to
grapple with an unprecedented popular uprising in
Baghdad and Iraq’s south
in which at least 500 people have been killed under
fire from security forces.
In a speech late Saturday, Allawi addressed
the nation and said he
would hold responsible
those guilty of using force
against peaceful demonstrators, create and advisory team that included
protesters and would prepare for early elections.
In a prerecorded statement earlier, Allawi called
on protesters to continue
with their uprising against
corruption and said he
would quit if parliamentary blocs insist on imposing names of ministerial
appointees.

Serving Marin for 105 Years
ghilottibros.com

Join AAA San Rafael for a special event presented by
representatives from our travel partners. Learn about exciting
travel opportunities worldwide.
When:

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Where:

Marin Country Club
500 Country Club Dr., Novato, 94947

Time:

4pm to 7pm

RSVP:

Kay or Sheela (415) 488-2951
Kay.terry or Sheela.Khan@norcal.aaa.com

Join AAA Travel and take a vacation from your daily routine.
Join us for one of our Marin Travel Fair explore your options.
Let our expertise be your guide, whether you are looking for
a short get away, a break from it all or a new adventure we will
find just the right vacation for you.
• Exclusive AAA Member benefits
• Light refreshments and door prizes
• Vendor presentations
• Incentives for early booking
• Special AAA Member discounts
• Last-minute specials
• Event presentations
• Non-Members welcome to attend

Sitework Improvements
Bon Air

B1

LIFESTYLES

Contact us
Vicki Larson, vlarson@marinij.
com; Colleen Bidwill,
calendar@marinij.com.
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STILL LISTENING TO THE PAINT
Charles Eckart
celebrates birthday
with solo Mill
Valley exhibit

A

rtist Charles Eckart’s
85th birthday will be
one he’ll never forget.
The Point Reyes Station resident will spend it showing off
his new collection of abstract
paintings he calls “paintscapes” at the opening reception for his solo exhibit, “For
the Love of Paint,” from 4 to
6 p.m. Sunday at Mill Valley’s
Seager Gray Gallery.

BARFLY

Quest for
tolerance
can lead
to none

BARFLY >> PAGE 5
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Point Reyes Station painter Charles Eckart has a new exhibit running through March 1at Mill Valley’s
Seager Gray Gallery.
A detail
of one of
Charles
Eckart’s
paintings
in his Point
Reyes
Station
studio.

made you want to
Q What
become an artist?
I was just was born to do
A
it. During the war, I lived
with my grandmother. She was

an accomplished painter herself. She was always encouraging me. When I was living
in Yosemite as a child, I asked
my parents at Christmastime
for an oil painting set and I
started out with that. I would
go out in the area and paint
the cliffs of Yosemite. I went up
to the little Yosemite Museum,
and they had some treasures
up there, paintings by Thomas
Hill, Thomas Moran and Albert Bierstadt. I put my nose
to the canvas and looked very
carefully how they were putting the paint down. By looking closely at all their work,
my painting improved considerably. We had no programs in
art in grammar school or high
school, but I still kept painting.

marinij.com

“Hi there, how are you?” I
asked the couple as they sat
down.
“Two glasses of
riesling,” they said
in response.
In the service business, you
learn not to take
things personJeff
ally. If you don’t
Burkhart
learn this, then
you find other employment.
“I’m sorry,” I said. “But, we
don’t have riesling by the glass.”
The man rolled his eyes and
literally snatched the wine list
out of my hand.
“I do have a gruner veltliner,
which is pretty similar.”
“Gruner is absolutely nothing
like riesling,” the woman said.
“We are both allergic to sulfites.”

By Colleen Bidwill
cbidwill@marinij.com

Despite stints working as
an award-winning art director
for San Francisco advertising
firm McCann Erickson and a
freelance illustrator to pay the
bills, he’s always been called
back to painting. After showing his work to dealers in San
Francisco for years to no avail,
he eventually landed with
the late San Francisco gallery
owner Charles Campbell, who
put on his first professional exhibit and represented him for
22 years. Eckart has worked
full-time on his paintings for
more than 20 years.

»

I was a figurative artist
A
for most of the time in
San Francisco, moved out here

and I was still doing the figures. But, I was losing interest, partly because I was observing the landscape around
me and, especially on windy
days, watching the movements, the color changes and
trees and bushes. My teacher
was John Altoon, a wellknown abstract painter. One
of us in the class asked him,
“How do you know what to
draw?” He said, “One of the
best ways is keep your eyes on
How has moving to West
your environment. You probMarin influenced your art? ably will find it right in front

Q

of your feet.” That became a
guide to me. When I moved to
Marin, it was my environment
that was attracting me, so I
started out with rather traditional landscape paintings
and eventually moved into
more abstract and expressionist paintings dealing with the
landscape, more storm kind
of work. I didn’t think much
about painting what was in
front of me. I was interested
in how the landscape was affecting me or my mind. And
the abstract paintings in this
show aren’t based on landscape, they are based on the
paint itself, the pigment.

You say you “listen to the
Q
paint.” What does that
mean?
My mind focused on the
A
paint itself, what the paint
was doing. You listen also to dis-

cover things. Curiosity is part
of listening to the paint. Look
at it closely and that’s where
this idea of paintscapes came
about. One of my favorite quotes
is from Pierre Bonnard. Someone asked him, “Can you tell me
what painting is?” And he told
them, “Painting is the transcription of the adventures of the optic nerve.” I believe that 100%.
That’s my premise of painting.

Four things to do today >>

OUT OF MY MIND

Are we
humans
necessary?
I hate telemarketers.
Now, there’s a unique thought.
Why wouldn’t I want a free set
of Ginkgo knives
just for signing up
for a gym membership? How
could I turn down
a free vacation at
a Marriott resort?
Barry
Tompkins Why wouldn’t I
give my “customary” $100 to the
Police Benevolent Society? Well,
the reason is pretty much that
I have an aversion to speaking
with inanimate objects.
There are some clues that will
immediately identify a telemarketer as little more than a recording that is being sent simultaneously to you and a pig
farmer in Dubuque, Iowa. The
first word is a complete sentence: “Hello.” Mind you, this
is not the kind of “hello” with
which you might answer the
phone. There is no lilt in a telemarketing “hello.” And it is generally followed by a pause, then
something like, “You have been
selected …”
TOMPKINS >> PAGE 3

Milestones
Good news about Marin people

SPORTS

EVENT

THEATER

MUSIC

Battle
it out

Fun for the
family

Ordinary
lives

Jammin’
out

Watch the 49ers
and Chiefs battle
it out in the Super
Bowl on the big
screen at 3:30
this afternoon at
Lark Theater at
549Magnolia Ave.
in Larkspur. $20,
includes meal.

Make art projects
alongside your kids
at the Marin Museum of Contemporary Art’s Free
Family Day from 11
this morning to 5
this afternoon at
500Palm Drive in
Novato.

The preciousness
and meaning of life
becomes revealed
in Novato Theater
Company’s production of Thornton
Wilder’s “Our
Town” at 2p.m. at
5420Nave Drive in
Novato. $15to $27.

Marin musician
Grahame Lesh, of
rootsy quartet Midnight North, performs with friends
at 7:30tonight at
the Terrapin Crossroads at 100Yacht
Club Drive in San
Rafael. Free.

LARKTHEATER.NET

MARINMOCA.ORG/
FAMILIES

NOVATOTHEATER
COMPANY.ORG

TERRAPINCROSS
ROADS.NET

Marin Independent Journal

In Real Life

First 50

readers receive a

free beer

& commemorative
glass

MARCH
5TH
6 - 8PM

Dean’s honor list: Jessica Bibeault, of San
Rafael, was named to the dean’s honor list at
University of California, Riverside, for the fall
2019quarter.
Dean’s list: Rachel Steinberg, of San Anselmo, was named to the dean’s list at Marist
College in Poughkeepsie, New York, for the fall 2019semester.
Dean’s list: Hayley N. Newman, of San Geronimo, was named to
the dean’s list at Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Florida, for the
fall 2019semester.
Dean’s list: Spencer F. Smead, of San Rafael, was named to the
dean’s list at Colby College in Waterville, Maine, for the fall 2019
semester.
Dean’s list: Ben T. Weisel, of San Rafael, was named to the
dean’s list at Colby College in Waterville, Maine, for the fall 2019
semester.
EMAIL CALENDAR@MARINIJ.COM AND PUT “MILESTONES” IN THE SUBJECT LINE

Trivia Night Against
The Newsroom

Join our editorial staff for an evening of competitive
fun and the chance to show off your knowledge of
the Bay Area.

Register FREE at
marinij.com/events
Mike Hess Brewing

2313 Oak Grove Road, Walnut Creek, CA 94598
www.mikehessbrewing.com/walnut-creek
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Lectures and the
literary scene

REVIEW

Digging into the big
appeal of minimalism
‘Longing’ shoots for
deeper engangement
with the world
By Jennifer Szalai
The New York Times

COURTESY OF PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE

John Carreyrou discusses “Bad
Blood” on Wednesday at the
Dominican University’s Angelico
Concert Hall in San Rafael.
BOOK EVENTS
Barnes & Noble: 313Corte
Madera Ave., Corte Madera;
415-927-9016; barnesandnoble.com. Feb. 2: J. Crockett
discusses “Nostalgic Blood.”
11a.m.; Feb. 4: Barnes & Noble
Book Club discusses “Dear
Edward” by Ann Napolitano. 7
p.m.; Feb. 8: Meet and greet
with Lanae St. John for “Read
Me.” 2p.m.
Book Passage: 51Tamal Vista
Blvd., Corte Madera; 415-9270960; bookpassage.com. Feb.
4: Danielle Svetcov discusses
“Parked.” 7p.m.; Feb. 5: Kim
Brown Seely discusses “Uncharted” with Marin author
Marybeth Bond. 7p.m.; Feb. 6:
Laura McKowen discusses “We
Are the Luckiest” with Sam
Lamott. 7p.m.; Feb. 8: Marin
City photographers Nita Winter
and Rob Badger discuss “Beauty
and the Beast.” 11a.m.; Feb. 8:
Andy Weinberger discusses “An
Old Man’s Game.” 1p.m.; Feb. 8:
Marin resident Kristin Morrison
discusses “The Hiring Handbook
for Pet Sitters and Dog Walkers.” 4p.m.; Feb. 8: Antoinette
Constable discusses “Natalie in
the Shadow of the Swastika.”
7p.m.; Feb. 9: Eoin Colfer discusses “Highfire.” 4p.m.
Buck Institute: 8001Redwood
Blvd., Novato; 415-597-6705;
commonwealthclub.org. Feb.
5: Daniel J. Levitin discusses
“Successful Aging.” 7:30p.m.
$15to $50.
Dominican University’s Angelico Concert Hall: off Acacia Avenue, San Rafael; bookpassage.
com/dominican. Feb. 3: Marin
residents Isabel Allende and
Michael Krasny discuss her new
novel, “A Long Petal of the Sea,”
7p.m. $45. Register online; Feb.
5: John Carreyrou discusses
“Bad Blood” with Blaise Zerega.
7p.m. $40. Register online.
Point Reyes Books: 11315
Highway 1, Point Reyes Station;
415-663-1542; ptreyesbooks.
com. Feb. 5: Pat Holt’s monthly
book discussion group discusses
“Improvement” by Joan Silber.
6:30p.m. $20.
Point Reyes Presbyterian
Church: 11445Highway 1, Point
Reyes Station; ptreyesbooks.
com. Feb. 8: Marin poet Robert
Hass discusses “Summer
Snow.” 4p.m.
OTHER TALKS
Book Passage: 51Tamal Vista
Blvd., Corte Madera; 415-9270960. Feb. 2: Lynn Ryder teaches a class on how to “Reinvent
Yourself After 50.” 1p.m. $110.
Call to register.
Osher Marin JCC: 200North
San Pedro Road, San Rafael;
marinjcc.org. Feb. 4: Jewish
Women’s Theatre presents
“Mapping of the Mind.” 7p.m.
$18to $25; Feb. 9: Diane Ferlatte and Erik Pearson perform
“The Dream of a King.” 11:45
a.m. $10to $15.
Mary’s Pizza: 121San Marin
Drive, Novato. Feb. 5: Ann
Wakeley discusses the history of women’s suffrage at the
Soroptimist International of
Novato luncheon. Noon. RSVP to
Pam LeDonne at pam.ledonne@
gmail.com.
Sausalito Council Chambers:
420Litho St., Sausalito; sausalitolibrary.org. Feb. 6: Sausalito resident Katie Schmidt
discusses “Gut Wellness.” 7p.m.
Wu Wei Tea Temple: 1820Sir
Francis Drake Blvd., Fairfax;
415-516-2578; wuweiteatemple.com. Feb. 4: Tales with Tea
with Beatrice Bowles. 7p.m.
— Compiled by
Colleen Bidwill
The Literary Calendar
appears Sundays. Email
calendar@marinij.com. Items
should be sent at least two
weeks in advance of event.

As a millennial who graduated from college in 2010, in
the lingering wake of the financial crisis, cultural critic
Kyle Chayka haltingly admits
to being a minimalist, but
only “by default.”
When he began writing
“The Longing for Less: Living With Minimalism” (258
pages, Bloomsbury, $27), he
was put off by how minimalism had become commodified
— a smug cure-all that countered late-capitalist malaise
with self-help books by Marie Kondo and seasonal pilgrimages to The Container
Store. His own minimalism was a consequence of living as an underpaid writer in
New York: No basements and
no closets meant no storage
space for stuff.

The book itself is
like an exercise
in decluttering,
as Chayka cycles
through different
ideas in order
to find those he
wants to keep.

marinij.com

Bestsellers
NO. CALIFORNIA FICTION

1. “American Dirt”: Jeanine
Cummins
2. “Agency”: William Gibson
3. “A Long Petal of the Sea”:
Isabel Allende
4. “Where the Crawdads
Sing”: Delia Owens
5. “The Dutch House”: Ann
Patchett
6. “On Earth We’re Briefly
Gorgeous”: Ocean Vuong
7. “Such a Fun Age”: Kiley Reid
8. “The Water Dancer”: TaNehisi Coates
9. “Normal People”: Sally
Rooney
10. “Exhalation”: Ted Chiang
NO. CALIFORNIA NONFICTION

1. “A Very Stable Genius”:
Philip Rucker, Carol Leonnig
2. “Boys & Sex”: Peggy Orenstein
3. “Uncanny Valley”: Anna
Wiener
4. “Talking to Strangers”:
Malcolm Gladwell
5. “Maybe You Should Talk to
Someone”: Lori Gottlieb
6. “Know My Name”: Chanel
Miller
7. “Educated”: Tara Westover
8. “The Body”: Bill Bryson
9. “Catch and Kill”: Ronan
Farrow
10. “Running Against the
Devil”: Rick Wilson
NATIONAL FICTION

who became known as Minimalists even as they disavowed the term. Experiencing their work sharpens his senses; in place of the
dull hum of overstimulation,
But those two kinds of
Chayka gains a heightened
minimalism — sleek lifestyle existential awareness. Walbranding and enforced auster De Maria’s “The New York
terity — don’t quite convey
Earth Room,” a pile of loose
the enormity of the subject
soil that takes up the expanse
Chayka explores in this slen- of a second-floor loft in SoHo,
der book. Delving into art,
evokes vivid memories of the
architecture, music and phi- woods near Chayka’s childlosophy, he wants to learn
hood home. Donald Judd’s
why the idea of “less is more” aluminum boxes in Marfa,
keeps resurfacing. He sees
Texas, suggest an “absolute
it as a shadow to material
freedom” that the author
progress, a reaction to abun- finds “implacable, aggressive
dance, a manifestation of civ- and intimidating.” Chayka
ilization’s discontents. He
is moved when he considers
remembers growing up in
how Agnes Martin created
a three-story house with a
her ghostly grid paintings by
two-car garage in rural Con- paying assiduous attention to
necticut and feeling mildly
each and every line, repeatoppressed by “detritus scating her actions over and over
tered at random all over the
again, a process as mindful as
place.”
prayer.

arating migrant parents from
their children.
President Donald Trump,
with his steaks and his golf
courses and his gilded rooms,
is like the anti-minimalist:
opulent, ostentatious, overwhelming. Chayka, who mentions Trump at several points
in the book, hopes minimalism might provide an antidote or a balm. He compares
an exhibit of Martin’s paintings to a “visual spa treatment” after the November
2016 election; he recalls how
the new administration’s
“reckless enthusiasm” made
him want to hide. “I had subconsciously started wearing all-gray clothing,” Chayka
writes, as if he were trying to
blend into the city’s unnatural landscape of concrete and
steel.

Frail concept

What’s most striking about
Chayka’s minimalist gestures
No joy in Kondo
Art becomes retail
is how frail they seem next to
The book itself is like an
But the vulgarity of the real the larger upheavals that are
exercise in decluttering, as
world keeps threatening to
taking place. And he knows
Chayka cycles through difintrude. “Art becomes retail
this. Discussing the renunciferent ideas in order to find
surprisingly quickly,” Chayka atory philosophy of the Stoics
those he wants to keep. An
writes of Marfa, where Judd’s and Henry David Thoreau, he
inevitable section on Kondo
work turned the remote town discerns “a strategy of avoiddoesn’t find much to cominto a place where upscale
ance, especially in moments
mend in her approach, deem- tourists can easily procure a
when society feels chaotic or
ing it a force for homogeneity vegan sandwich or a glass of
catastrophic.” There’s a strain
and, like comparable books in rose. Driving on the highway of this in contemporary lifethe genre, “an exercise in ba- nearby, Chayka gets waved
style minimalism, which ofnality.” For Chayka, Kondo’s
through an immigration
fers self-protection and remethod clearly doesn’t spark
checkpoint; his Marfa trip in treat: “Your bedroom might
joy.
2018 coincided with the first
be cleaner, but the world stays
More generative for him
reports that border guards a
bad.”
are the examples of artists
mere 60 miles away were sep‘LESS’ » PAGE 5

1. “American Dirt”: Jeanine
Cummins
2. “The Boy, the Mole, the
Fox and the Horse”: Charlie
Mackesy
3. “Lost”: Patterson/Born
4. “The Guardians”: John
Grisham
5. “Dear Edward”: Ann Napolitano
6. “Such a Fun Age”: Kiley Reid
7. “The Silent Patient”: Alex
Michaelides
8. “Moral Compass”: Danielle
Steel
9. “A Long Petal of the Sea”:
Isabel Allende
10. “Agency”: William Gibson
NATIONAL NONFICTION

1. “A Very Stable Genius”:
Rucker/Leonnig
2. “Profiles in Corruption”:
Peter Schweizer
3. “Leadership Strategy and
Tactics”: Jocko Willink
4. “Boundless”: Ben Greenfield
5. “Talking to Strangers”:
Malcolm Gladwell
6. “All Along You Were Blooming”: Morgan Harper Nichols
7. “The Defined Dish”: Alex
Snodgrass
8. “The Values Compass”:
Mandeep Rai
9. “Tightrope”: Kristof/WuDunn
10. “Tiny Habits”: B.J. Fogg
Northern California bestsellers produced the American
Booksellers Association from
independent bookstore sales.
National best-sellers from
Publisher’s Weekly.

REVIEW

Allende’s sentimental epic set in troubled times
up in. Here there is no magical realism, the hallmark of her
first and most famous novel,
“The House of the Spirits.” This
is bald, bloody realism.
Yet the novel is also powerfully romantic.

By Pamela Miller
Star Tribune (Minneapolis)

Love and war shape everything in Isabel Allende’s sweeping, splendid new novel, “A
Long Petal of the Sea” (318
pages, Ballantine Books, $28).
This is the Marin resident’s
best book in years, one she has
poured all of her prodigious
passion and talent into, perhaps because it tells a story so
close to her heart.
Allende will be in conversation with KQED “Forum’s” Michael Krasny at 7 p.m. Monday
at Dominican University’s Angelico Hall in San Rafael.
It’s the exodus saga of a
Spanish family swept up in
that country’s horrific civil war,
then forced to flee the Nationalists’ vengeance after Franco
crushes the country’s Republican defenders in 1939. After experiencing abject misery
in concentration camps on the
French border, they and 2,000
other Spanish refugees are able
to escape to faraway Chile on
a ship commissioned by that

country’s great poet, Pablo
Neruda. Chile, which Neruda
called “the long petal of sea
and wine and snow,” becomes
their beloved home, but eventually it, too, slides into bloody
repression.
Allende eloquently schools us
in those terrible times, taking
us deep into the history and
heart of the country she grew

The arc of this
marriage, which
begins as a strategic
transaction and
over the years
evolves in complex
and not always
happy ways, is the
sprawling novel’s
primary story line.
Roser Bruguera is a ragged
Spanish goatherd rescued from
poverty by a wealthy benefactor who soon recognizes that
she is a musical prodigy. When
he dies, she moves in with the
family of her music professor
and falls in love with their son,
Guillem Dalmau, a hotheaded
Republican warrior. Pregnant

with his child when he is blown
to pieces in a trench, she is
forced to flee with half a million other Republican refugees
to France, which herds them
into squalid camps where many
starve, freeze to death or die of
disease.
Eventually, Roser and Guillem’s brother, Victor, a taciturn
medic who has somehow survived the war’s worst moments,
find each other. They enter into
a marriage of convenience so
they can travel together with
Roser’s newborn son to Chile,
where they plan to divorce.
The arc of this marriage,
which begins as a strategic
transaction and over the years
evolves in complex and not always happy ways, is the sprawling novel’s primary story line.
Roser and Victor both take
other lovers, but decide to stay
married.
After Franco’s death in 1975,
Victor yearns to visit Spain,
and Roser reluctantly agrees to
accompany him to the scene of
so much horror and pain. “Any
ALLENDE » PAGE 5
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Broadcast
PremIum

HBO
MAX
SHOW
STZ ENC
TCM
TMC

Cable

and turbulent romance
between the Earl of Essex
and Queen Elizabeth I.
3:35 p.m. The Tree of Life
(2011, Drama) MAX The
oldest son of a Texas family
tries to reconcile with his
father.
5:00 p.m. The Adventures
of Robin Hood (1938,
Adventure) TCM Robin
Hood leads a group of men
in a battle against the
corrupt Prince John.
6:00 p.m. Flatliners (1990,
Thriller) TMC Five medical
students flirt with the line
between life and death in
the name of science.

(2) KTVU
(4) KRON
(5) KPIX
(7) KGO
(9) KQED
(11) KNTV
(14) KDTV
(20) KOFY
(22) KRCB
(26) KTSF
(32) KMTP
(36) KTVU+
(43) KCSM
(44) KBCW
(54) KQEH+
(65) ION

A&E
AMC
ANPL
BRAVO
COMC
DISC
E!
FOOD
FX
HIST
HALL
LIFE
OXY
PRMT
SYFY
TBS
TLC
TNT
USA
WGN

Sport

Lives of Elizabeth and
Essex (1939, Romance)
TCM The power struggle

02 02, '20

CSN
ESPN

News

9:00 a.m. Groundhog Day
(1993, Comedy) SHOW A
man gets trapped in a time
warp where he relives the
same day over and over
again.
10:00 a.m. Shane (1953,
Western) STZ ENC A
gunfighter helps defend
homesteaders against a
land baron and his vicious
hired killer.
10:55 a.m. Cast Away
(2000, Drama) MAX The
lone survivor of a plane
crash must adapt to solitary
life on a remote island.
12:35 p.m. Too Fast Too
Furious (2003, Action)
SHOW A former police
officer is recruited to
infiltrate an illegal Miami
street racing circuit.
1:15 p.m. Lassie Come
Home (1943, Family) TCM
A child is heartbroken when
he learns that the beloved
family collie must be sold.
2:30 p.m. Fast and Furious
(2009, Action) SHOW Dom
returns to America, when
Letty is killed, to find her
killer and settle the score.
3:00 p.m. The Private

CNBC
CNN
CSPAN
FNC
MSNBC

Kids

Daytime movies

MARINIJ.COM

FREE
DISN
NICK

Horoscope
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19):
Put minor issues aside and focus
on having fun and enjoying your
life and the people who mean the
most to you. Look at what you
have accomplished, not at what
you haven’t.
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20):
Your sweet and friendly way of
dealing with people will bring
good results. Participate in
events that will broaden your
circle of friends or help you find a
new interest.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Hard work will pay off. Doors
will open, and your options will
grow exponentially. Consider
your options and do what works

Tompkins
FROM PAGE 1

This is the point at which
I usually start forming a
stream of expletives in my
mind that I will soon spew
on the deaf ears of the
nice woman on the recording who already thinks of
me as ungrateful. If the recorded voice opens with
“Congratulations,” I am
reaching for the disconnect
button by the time the voice
reaches “Con …” For me,
this is such a Pavlovian response that were I to ever
win the Nobel Peace Prize,
I’d never know it, because
I would have hung up on
the awarder after the first
word.
It all speaks to a bigger picture. I believe we humans are becoming basically unnecessary. Our cars
are being built on assembly
lines where a human being
is now a rumor. In fact, they
are now building cars that
do not require humans to
drive them. They tell us this
is a good thing. We’ll soon
have robotic taxis whisking
us around the city. There’ll
even be an automated voice
track that says things like,
“How’s your day going?” and
“I do accept tips.”
I got a real taste of what
the nonhuman world will
be like — probably by midJuly — this week when I
stepped outside the surreal
world that I live in for a
brief fleeting moment.
Because of AB5, a new
law I’m sure was created,
by Uber in its never-ending effort to disturb the status quo, I, as a freelancer,
had to file papers to create
a fictitious business name
because I could no longer
use my own. (Don’t ask me,
I have no idea). It was simply a question of filling out
a form, delivering it to the
business licensing office
at the Marin Civic Center,
paying for it, getting it rubber-stamped and hand-delivering it to the office of
my requesting employer.
I figured this was an errand that, including travel
time, I could accomplish in
plenty of time to get back
home and walk the dog.
The good news was that

7
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PM
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4
5
7
9
3
14
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32
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NFL Post Singer "Group A" (SP) 'TVPG' News
Modern News (N)
Ent. Tonight
Red and Gold Zone "Big Game Edition" 'TVG'
60 Minutes
NCIS
FBI
NCIS: New Orleans
Home Videos
Home Videos
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
The Directors
Masterpiece (N)
Masterpiece (N)
Vienna Blood (N)
Got Talent "The Champions Four" 'TVPG' Game of Games
Game of Games
Aquí y ahora
Mira Quien Baila "All Stars"
Crónicas
Dance Party
Black-ish Black-ish Last Man Last Man Market Market
Africa "West Africa" Great Performances 'TVG'
Spiritual Ensemble
News (N) Bay Area If You Are the One 'TVPG'
Family
News (N) Paid
K-Pop
K-Pop
WorldSt G 3000
Founders To.Today K-Pop
Sobem
Extra Weekend (N) Modern Modern BigBang BigBang TMZ (N)
Butterfly Afropop: Ultimate (N) 'TVPG' MM Zurich "Borchert's Case" 'TV14'
NCIS: New Orleans Batwoman
SGirl "In Plain Sight" Weather Meow
The Vietnam War 'TVPG'
The Vietnam War 'TVPG'
NCIS: LA "Plan B" NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.

551
561
576
518
501
591

(6:50) <+++ Alita: Battle Angel 'TV14'
The Outsider (N)
5:55 < Ever After: ... <++ He Got Game ('98, Dra) 'TVMA'
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29
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34
36
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45
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35
50
37
42
33

(6:00) Live PD
Live PD 'TV14'
(:20) Breaking Bad 'TV14'
Breaking Bad
(6:00) Bowl XVI (N) Puppy Bowl XVI (N) 'TVPG'

11:30

News (N) Sports
Paid
Paid
News (N) GameDay
News (N)
Thou Shalt Not Kill
Bay Area News (N)
Noticias Noticiero
Market Market
Stories Stories
Paid
Paid
K-Pop
RawTrav. News (N)
Missing
The Song The Song
Day the '60s Died
Chicago P.D.

Avenue 5 Curb (N) (:10) The Outsider
(:15) <+++ BlacKkKlansman 'TV14'
Cartoon Circus
Circus
Cartoon <++ On the Basis of Sex ('18, Bio) 'TVPG' Circus
Cartoon
6:25 < Are We Th... <+++ Nine to Five 'TVPG'
(:50) <+++ The Aviator ('04, Bio) 'TV14'
<++++ Hold Back the Dawn 'TVG'
(:15) <+++ All This and Heaven Too 'TVPG'
Movie
<++++ The Impossible ('12, Dra) 'TV14' < Rust Creek ('19, Dra) 'TVMA'
(6:00) < Flatliners
Live PD 'TV14'
(:35) Breaking Bad

(:45) < The Outsiders 'TVPG'
Puppy Bowl XVI 'TVPG'
Housewives Atl.
Atlanta "Snake Bye" Atlanta "Snake Bye" Housewives Atl.
Shahs
Movie
6:50South :25SouthP SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk SouthPk
Naked and Afraid Naked/Afraid (N) Naked and Afraid (N) 'TV14'
SexCity SexCity SexCity SexCity SexCity SexCity SexCity SexCity SexCity SexCity
Guy's Game
WorstCook (N)
WorstCook (N)
WorstCooks (N)
BeatFlay Beat Flay
(6:00) <+++ The Wolf of Wall Street ('13, Dra) 'TVMA'
Weekly Weekly (:05) <+ Bad Moms
American Pickers American Pickers American Pickers (:05) Amer. Pickers (:05) Amer. Pickers
< Love at First Bark ('17, Rom) 'TVG'
< Love on the Sidelines ('16, Com) 'TVG' G. Girls G. Girls
(6:) < 50 First Dates <+++ Sex and the City ('08, Com) 'TVMA'
< The Ugly Truth
Snapped
Snapped
Murdered by
Murdered by
Snapped
Cops
Cops
Cops
Cops
Cops
Cops
Cops
Cops
Cops
Cops
:15 Futur. :45 Futur. TZGZ
:55 Futur. :25 Futur. :55 Futur. :25 Futur. :55 Futur. :25 Futur. :55 Futur.
5: < Miss Congen... <++ Identity Thief ('13, Com) Jason Bateman. 'TV14'
< Two Weeks No...
Dr. Pimple Popper Dr. Pimple Popper Dr. Pimple Popper Dr. Pimple Popper Dr. Pimple Popper
(6:30) <+++ Catch Me If You Can ('02, Adv) 'TV14' <+++ San Andreas ('15, Act) 'TV14'
Law & Order: S.V.U. Law & Order: S.V.U. Law & Order: S.V.U. Law & Order: S.V.U. The Biggest Loser
Cops
Cops
Married Married Married Married Married Married P. Interest "Ghosts"
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38 SprtC (N) NFL PrimeTime (L) SportsCenter (N)
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American Greed
Death Row (N)
(6:40) Public Affairs
To Be Announced
Dateline Extra

American Ninja
SportsCenter

American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
Paid
Paid
Death Row Stories Death Row Stories Death Row Stories CNN Newsroom
Q&A
Question (:40) Public Affairs Programming 'TVG'
Liberty & Levin
Next Revolution
To Be Announced Fox News Sunday
Dateline Extra 'TVPG'
Dateline
Dateline

52 5: < Back to the ... (:10) <+++ Back to the Future II ('89, Sci-Fi) 'TVPG' (:50) < Back to the Future III
55 6: < Descendants 2 <++ Descendants 3 ('19, Fam) 'TVG'
StarWars BigCity Raven
RollwIt
53 Pddngtn Pddngtn The Crystal Maze Subs.
Sponge Friends Friends Friends Friends

best for you. Make rational, not
emotional, choices.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):If
you keep the momentum flowing,
you’ll achieve more than you
expected. Prepare to make a
change that will help you head
in a new and exciting direction.
Romance is favored.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Take a moment to think matters
through. Refuse to let confusion
set in or allow someone to lead
you in the wrong direction. Stand
up for your rights and pursue
your goals.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
How you handle others will affect
the way you live. An unexpected
change may take you by surprise.
Embrace what’s new and exciting. Romance is favored.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Follow through with your plans or
expect to be questioned. Be
careful when sharing information about yourself or someone
else. Gossip will require damage
control. Truth and trust are
encouraged.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
change will be eye-opening. Expand your awareness and reach
out to people who have something unique to offer. If you focus
on relationships and romance,
you will feel uplifted.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23):
Time will be important when it
comes to projects and budgets.
Walk away from a situation if it
doesn’t feel right. It’s best to be
smart and safe instead of sorry.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22):

I was surprised to find that
the offices in the Marin
Civic Center were manned,
for the most part, by humans. The bad news was
that the humans in the
business license department were not able to accept a hand-delivered application. This process had
to be done by an inanimate
computer, online.
I managed to do this
thanks to my office at Starbucks and was ready to deliver the documents to my
employer’s office. My dog
was being patient.
Upon arrival, I was
greeted by no one. There
was a reception desk but
the receptionist was obviously a part of “recent cutbacks.” But, there was a telephone with implicit, voice-recorded instructions. I knew
that the person I needed to
see was behind that locked
door with a large sign that
said, “DO NOT KNOCK ON
DOOR.” “Please punch in the
first three letters of the person’s first or last name,” the
recorded receptionist told
me. I punched in V-I-C. The
recorded receptionist said, “I
do not recognize that name.”
I tried the first three letters
of the last name, L-A-R. The
recorded receptionist then
hung up on me.
I took a seat in the waiting room. There was no
one there except a skeleton,
which had obviously been
waiting since the recorded
receptionist hung up on
her, too.
I phoned the person I
was to see. It went to voicemail. I texted the person.
Finally, the locked door
opened and there she was
— human. There were other
humans in the room, too.
I don’t think any of them
ever left that room for fear
of being replaced by the receptionist phone.
I went back home. The dog
was pacing. I’d survived my
adventure into the nonhuman world. I let the dog out
and settled onto the couch —
then the phone rang.
“Congratulations!”
Barry Tompkins is
a longtime sports
broadcaster who lives in
Marin. Contact him at
barrytompkins1@gmail.
com.

Opportunities will develop if
you use your skills or services to
help someone. Consider starting
a home-based business that
would allow you to do something
you enjoy while bringing in extra
cash.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec.
21): Let your intellect overrule
your emotions. If you follow your
heart, someone will take advantage of you. Bide your time and
keep your feelings and intentions
secret.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Someone you meet at a social
event will inspire you. Partnerships and opportunities to do
your own thing look promising.
Mental or physical travel will lead
to a brand-new start. Romance
is favored.

Charlotte Observer crossword
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Best friend tires of new
mom’s complaining
I have a best
lifelong friend who is
generous, caring, selfless, and has been there
for me
countless times
throughout
the years. I
truly don’t
know what
Amy
Dickinson I would do
without
her.
She went through
years of heartache, trying to conceive.
She had countless
miscarriages and false
alarms. I was there for
her.
Fast-forward 10 years
— yes, 10 — and just
when she was about to
give up, she scrapes up
enough money to try
ONE round of IVF, and,
lo and behold, she gets
pregnant with twin
boys!
The beautiful boys are
now a year old. Unfortunately, they have had issues both with sleeping
and with acid reflux. It
has not been easy for her.
I completely understand how hard it must
be, lacking sleep and to
be dealing with fussy
babies for a year. But
this entire year, all my
friend has done is complain. Complain, complain, complain.
I hesitate calling or
texting her because the
constant complaining
negatively affects my
day.
I don’t get why she
has become this way, especially after all she
went through to have
kids. Even if I was terribly exhausted, I would
never constantly complain about it. I mean,
who wants to hear that?
I have recently tried
to distance myself, but I
feel bad.
Am I a bad friend
for thinking/feeling
DEAR AMY >>

this way? Should I just
suck it up and hope this
phase of hers passes?
— Bad Friend
DEAR BAD FRIEND >> I
don’t think you can actually understand how
your friend might be
feeling, but let me put
it into some context by
quoting from my ancient
copy of Dr. Benjamin
Spock’s chapter on twins
in his book, “Baby and
Child Care.” The chapter starts: “Get help!”
(The 10th edition of this
book, 2018, is published
by Gallery Books).
Did you give birth to
twins after a decade of a
heartbreaking and hormonal roller coaster, followed by bank-breaking IVF? If you had, you
might feel less aggrieved
by your friend’s complaining, and more concerned for her mental
and emotional well-being.
Your friend is experiencing the real-world
completion of the adage, “Be careful what
you wish for...” Her venting makes you not want
to pick up the phone. But
you picking up the phone
might be — quite literally — a lifeline for her.
Here’s how to be supportive: “This is overwhelming. But have YOU
had a checkup? Have
you seen your doctor? In
addition to everything
you have to deal with,
postpartum depression would make it all
harder.”
Online communities
would be a very good resource for her. Reddit.
com’s parentsofmultiples
is full of twin stories —
the good, the tough, and
the yucky. Other parents
of multiples will be very
supportive and helpful,
and this would give you
a (well-deserved) break
from her venting.
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Vuong shares stories behind ‘On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous’
By Dorany Pineda
Los Angeles Times (TNS)

Ocean Vuong said he wrote the first
draft of his bestselling
novel by hand — and in a
closet. It was the only quiet
space in his home.
“It was perfect. … I
cleared out the closet. I
put a lamp in there. I put
on my headphones, and it
was kind of like a cockpit,”
Vuong told more than 600
people gathered at the L.A.
Times Book Club. “It’s really good. I highly recommend it.”
Vuong drew laughs as he
talked about the logistics of
writing his debut novel, “On
Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous,” in a conversation
with Times reporter Carolina A. Miranda at Hollywood’s Montalbán Theatre.
His 2019 book is written in the form of a letter
from the narrator, a young
man in his 20s known only
as Little Dog, to his illiterate Vietnamese mother
who hardly speaks English. The book delves into a
family history with origins
in Vietnam and expands to
Hartford, Conn., exploring
a complicated, loving relationship between a mother
and her son, as well as
themes of race, war, class,
sexuality and masculinity.
Vuong dedicated the
book to his mother, Rose,
who died of cancer at 51 last
year, a few months after the
book was published.
“It felt important to have
my first book be something
between two yellow lines,”
Vuong said, choking up as
he spoke about his mother.
“It all felt really important to me. … As an Asian
American, particularly as a
Southeast Asian American,
we come out of a diaspora
of war. Our parents are the
first generation to come out
of that trauma.”
In a wide-ranging discussion, Vuong also talked
about the profound impact
on his work of Toni Morrison’s “Beloved,” a novel
about a black woman who
escapes slavery after the
LOS ANGELES >>

CELESTE SLOMAN — THE NEW YORK TIMES

Poet and fiction writer Ocean Vuong, author of “On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous.”
Civil War.
“I never saw a [piece of]
literature that took the experience of survival so respectfully,” he said, pausing. “When Toni Morrison
says, ‘I’m writing for young
black girls,’ even though
she says, ‘White people will
read it, I hope they do.’ But
she did not let the realities
of the market hinder or affect her intentionality as
an artist. And it just blew
my mind that you can still
do your work and you can
say ‘no’ to the things that
hinder you and say ‘yes’ to
yourself.”

The audience erupted
into applause.
“She inspired me,” Vuong
said of Morrison, resting an
elbow on his crossed legs. “I
just thought: What happens
if I intend for this to be from
one Asian American to another, knowing that at the
end of the day, the novel is
something on a stage?”
Vuong emerged into the
literary limelight in 2016
with his first book of poetry, “Night Sky With Exit
Wounds,” which won the
Whiting Award for poetry
and the T.S. Eliot Prize.
It’s been a whirlwind year

for the 31-year-old poet and
author, who teaches English
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. “On
Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous,” which blends fiction and memoir, was published in June and became
an immediate sensation. In
September, Vuong received
a MacArthur Foundation
“genius” grant, freeing him
from financial worries, at
least for the next five years.
“For me, as a poet, I was
always beginning with
truth,” Vuong said about
why he wrote a fictional autobiography. “So I think my

impulse was the impulse of
the poets before me, from
Dante to Homer to Dickinson. They wrote myths
out of reality. As a novelist,
that seemed natural to me,
to begin to see the truth as
only the foundation.”
During the book club
event, Times reporter Anh
Do joined Vuong onstage
to read a passage from his
book and shared questions
from others in the Vietnamese community who had
read his novel.
In response, Vuong spoke
about his goal as a writer to
be inclusive.
“One of the greatest
hopes as an artist is to create a town square where
people get together and
talk about this book and
they talk about the questions and they bring their
own life to it,” he said.
Times data journalist
Aida Ylanan also presented
a map she created that was
inspired by the multiple

places and characters mentioned in Vuong’s book. “I
wanted to try and map all
of these locations along
with their connections
and convey how much geographic ground is covered
in the novel that you might
just pass through if you’re
reading it linearly,” she said.
Vuong reflected throughout the evening on his own
journey and the power of
the written word.
“When you read a book
… you’re choosing to privilege a center, a space somebody else made for you,”
he said. “That’s a beautiful thing, and it’s always in
your hands. You can always
turn away from the news
that is meant to depress you
and make you feel miserable and choose a book that
you decide for yourself.
“Reading is to me the last
saving grace that I know.”
Distributed by Tribune
News Service

AUTHOR

‘American Dirt’ publisher cancels book tour, acknowledges ‘inadequacies’
By Dorany Pineda
Los Angeles Times

Flatiron Books, the publisher of the contentious
migrant novel “American
Dirt,” has canceled its book
tour with Jeanine Cummins
and acknowledged “deep inadequacies” in its rollout of
the best-selling book.
In a statement released
on Wednesday, Bob Miller,
president and publisher of
Flatiron Books, wrote: “(O)
ur concerns about safety
have led us to the difficult decision to cancel the
book tour. Based on specific threats to booksellers and the author, we believe there exists real peril
to their safety.” Among the
canceled appearances was
Cummins’ participation in
a Los Angeles Times Book
Club event on March 11.
In response to the massive backlash generated by
Cummins and her novel,

the publishing imprint
said it will be “organizing
a series of town hall meetings, where Jeanine will
be joined by some of the
groups who have raised objections to the book. We believe that this provides an
opportunity to come together and unearth difficult truths to help us move
forward as a community.”
The book tour cancellation comes amid a raging
storm of controversy surrounding Cummins’ novel.
Published on Jan. 21, “American Dirt” has been accused
by critics of being a harmful act of cultural appropriation, riddled with cultural inaccuracies and stereotypes about Mexico and
the struggles of migrants.
It also has spurred discussions about how far the publishing industry still has to
go to represent the diversity The publisher of “American Dirt” author Jeanine Cummins has canceled her book tour.
of the Latino experience.
admitted the publishing surprised” by the backlash failed to acknowledge our
In the statement, Miller company “failed to ac- “is indicative of a problem,” own limits. The discussion
knowledge” its own lim- he added, “which is that in around this book has exits. “The fact that we were positioning this novel, we posed deep inadequacies

$49 Furnace Tune Up &
Safety Inspection
Includes Free Duct Inspection

SMITH RAFAEL FILM CENTER
Tickets at box office and rafaelfilm.org

in how we at Flatiron Books
address issues of representation, both in the books we
publish and in the teams
that work on them.”
Miller went on to acknowledge “serious mistakes” in the marketing
process: “We should never
have claimed that it was a
novel that defined the migrant experience; we should
not have said that Jeanine’s
husband was an undocumented immigrant while
not specifying that he was
from Ireland; we should not
have had a centerpiece at
our bookseller dinner last
May that replicated the
book jacket so tastelessly.
We can now see how insensitive those and other decisions were, and we regret
them.”
The publisher also lamented the “vitriolic rancor” directed at Cummins
“from the very communities she sought to honor,”
and said any discussions
BOOK TOUR >> PAGE 5
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‘Less’
FROM PAGE 2

The minimalism that
Chayka seeks encourages not an escape from
the world but a deeper
engagement with it. In
John Cage’s “4’33”,” silence is “radical and revolutionary,” forcing the
audience to pause and
actively listen to its surroundings. (When it
was first performed in
1952, the setting was an
old barn in the woods;
the sounds of silence included rustling leaves
and drizzling rain.) The
music of Julius Eastman presents a kind of
ecstatic minimalism —
a bid to achieve, as the
composer put it, “what I
am to the fullest: Black
to the fullest, a musician to the fullest, a homosexual to the fullest.”
In the 1930s, Japanese
novelist Junichiro Tanizaki wrote “In Praise of
Shadows,” noticing in
darkness “a pregnancy
of tiny particles like fine
ashes, each particle luminous as a rainbow.”
Chayka’s journey
ends in a rock garden
in Kyoto, where serene
contemplation contends
with jostling visitors.
“What I saw,” he writes,
“was dramatic simplicity
side by side with unruly
life.” Reconciliation in a
setting like this seems
possible. But what happens when life isn’t just
“unruly” but something
more overwhelming and
sinister? Can you reconcile the “dramatic simplicity” of a Donald Judd
sculpture with children
in cages? Should you
even try?

Questions, not
answers
It’s an irreducible tension that’s never quite
resolved, because resolution would be beside
the point. “The Longing for Less” generates
more questions than it
answers — which is only
appropriate, considering
that the “deeper minimalism” Chayka pursues
is more about vulnerability than control.
This vulnerability is
an inextricable element
of the human condition, even if the wealthiest Americans have the
resources to erect fortresses around themselves — not necessarily
of objects but of infrastructure, building personal safety nets while
their fellow citizens
scramble to make do.
“Up through the 20th
century, material accumulation and stability
made sense as forms of
security,” Chayka writes.
“Little of this feels true
today.” Tangible goods
now cost exceedingly
less, and intangible
“forms of security” cost
exceedingly more.
After all, it’s unlikely
that the tchotchkes or
the new TV set will
toss you into financial straits; it’s the college tuition that will put
you into crushing debt,
the very real possibility
you’ll outlive your meager retirement account,
or the medical treatment
not covered by insurance. Reading Chayka’s
book put me in mind of
a longing for less stuff,
and a longing for more
support.
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Allende

Chile’s socialist president, who died by suicide
in September 1973 during Gen. Augusto PinoFROM PAGE 2
chet’s U.S.-backed coup
separation, however brief, and whom the writer pormade them anxious,” Altrays as a flawed ideallende writes in a passage
ist. Her family was endanthat melds the novel’s twin gered and deeply affected
stories of love and war.
by the repression that fol“It was to tempt fate; they lowed.
might never get together
Allende’s occasional
again. Entropy is the natu- tendency to sentimentalral law of the universe, ev- ize is entirely absent from
erything tends toward dis- this story. Absent, too is
order, to break down, to
any romanticizing of war
disperse. People get lost … — she chronicles Republifeelings fade, and forgetcan as well as Nationalist
fulness slips into lives like atrocities — and love — bemist. It takes heroic willtrayals and mistakes are
power just to keep everyrife even with good people.
thing in place. Those are
Nor is there political
a refugee’s forebodings,
proselytizing. But the stosaid Roser. No, they’re the ry’s focus on the plight
forebodings of someone in and resilience of refulove, Victor corrected her.” gees is not just historical,
This had to have been
but a matter that endures,
a difficult book to write.
worldwide, to this day.
Among its nonfictional
PETER MORGAN — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
characters is Allende’s
Distributed by Tribune
Isabel Allende’s newest book is “A Long Petal of the Sea.”
cousin Salvador Allende,
News Service

Book tour
FROM PAGE 4

“must include a two-way
dialogue characterized by
respect.” Miller also maintained that “it is a book we
continue being proud to
have published.”
Just last week, Flatiron
stood behind the book while
acknowledging the backlash
it had sparked. In a statement to the Los Angeles
Times on Thursday, the imprint defended the title, saying that it sought to generate “empathy” for migrants.

Barfly
FROM PAGE 1

“OK.”
“So, we can’t have any
wine with sulfites in
them,” he added.
“At all?”
“At all.”
The problem is that
all wines have sulfites in
them, because they are a
naturally occurring part
of the wine-making process. Furthermore, sulfites can be found in beer,
pickles, lunch meat, bacon, cookies and even
concentrated orange
juice. Many wines have
additional sulfur dioxide
added in order to extend
their shelf life. Remember, wine is grape juice
stored in a container
with a permeable seal
(cork is not airtight, it’s
quite porous). So, without
sulfites, or a preservative, it will go bad. Think
of an open container of
grape juice on your counter for months or years
and you will get the picture.
The other problem is
that some people believe
they have an allergy to
something when they really don’t know. The scientific method requires
six basic steps: form a
question based on a belief; do some research;
construct a hypothesis; test your hypothesis
with experiments; analyze the data and reach
a conclusion; and, perhaps most importantly,
have your entire process
analyzed and replicated
by others.
These days many people only get to step one.
They then base everything
on that.
“We always have a reaction to American wine,”
they said in unison, as if
by both agreeing on something that somehow makes
it more valid.
Now, it could be true

Though widely criticized by a chorus of Latino
writers and authors across
the country, the book also
had its high-profile supporters. Oprah Winfrey
chose “American Dirt” for
her book club, later saying
“deeper” discussions would
be had after addressing the
backlash.
Author Sandra Cisneros
reaffirmed her backing of
the book in an exclusive interview with reporter Maria
Hinojosa on the NPR podcast “Latino USA,” which
aired Wednesday. She asserted that it could potentially educate an audience
that they were both,
in fact, allergic to sulfites. But, it could also
be equally true that
they were both allergic to alcohol (American
wines are typically much
higher than their European counterparts), or
they were allergic to tannins (tannins are present
in wines aged in wood
and many European
wines are not). It could
also be they were allergic to bleach (restaurant glasses must be sanitized, by law, which is
often done with bleach),
or to the byproducts of
malolactic fermentation (highly prevalent in
red wines and American
chardonnay). Or a dozen
other things.
“We can’t even drink
red wine because of them,”
they again nodded vigorously in unison, perhaps
believing that the more
thoroughly you believe
something, the truer it is.
“Are you sure it’s sulfites?” I asked, noting that
white wines usually have
more sulfites in them than
red wines.
“Are you calling us liars?”
“No sir, just double
checking.”
They then proceeded to
list a whole lot of allergies
— gluten, sugar, salt, shellfish and meat.
“What can we have?”
Twenty minutes later,
we cobbled together an order. It included (at their insistent request) vegetables
fried in a fryer used for
shellfish and floured items,
soy sauce, bacon and beer.
At every turn, they
pounced on my pointing
out these facts as if I was
denying them their situation.
“What’s in that green
bottle there?” she asked
near the end of her meal.
“Which bottle?” I asked
following her finger. No
small feat considering a
back bar has hundreds
of bottles and a finger-

“The discussion around this book
has exposed deep inadequacies in
how we at Flatiron Books address
issues of representation, both in
the books we publish and in the
teams that work on them.”
— Bob Miller, publisher

to praise the book. But within
days, they backtracked.
Individual bookstore
discussions and signings
had already been canceled
across the country over the
past week.
“American Dirt” tells
the story of Lydia and her
8-year-old son, Luca, who
are fleeing from their home
in Acapulco after a drug
cartel kills more than a
dozen of their family members during a quinceanera.
They flee north on a treacherous journey.

that hasn’t previously been
exposed to migrant stories.
Novelist Ann Patchett
also told the Times last
week that she stood by her
opinion: “I read the book
and I loved it. That experience can’t be changed by
people who don’t like it.”

Most other initial supporters of the book, including John Grisham and Stephen King, have not publicly responded to the
brewing backlash.
Celebrities such as Gina
Rodriguez and Salma Hayek Distributed by Tribune
took to social media last week News Service

breadth is the narrowest
of bandwidths.
“The green one.”
“I’m sorry ma’am. I’m
colorblind. I don’t know
which bottle is green.”
“You’re joking!”
“That is the most ridiculous thing I’ve ever heard,”
he added.
Leaving me with these
thoughts:
• Often, the more spurious the claim, the more
diligent is the defense.
• “You are not entitled
to your opinion. You are

entitled to your informed
opinion. No one is entitled to be ignorant,” wrote
Harlan Ellison.
• People who insist on
the total acceptance of
themselves are usually the
least accepting of others.
• Color blindness is
not recognized under the
Americans with Disabilities Act even though as
much as 8% of the population suffers from it.
• The law says “sulfitefree” wines can contain up
to 10 ppm of sulfites. The

maximum allowed percentage in the U.S. is 350
ppm.
• I still look forward to
meeting people each and
every day. No matter what.
Jeff Burkhart is the
author of “Twenty Years
Behind Bars: The Spirited
Adventures of a Real
Bartender” and an awardwinning bartender at a
local restaurant. Follow
him at jeffburkhart.net
and contact him at jeff@
thebarflyonline.com.

MYTH: “My tax dollars are at work in China Camp.”
FACT: Despite being a state park, China Camp receives
NO MONEY FROM THE STATE!
It rests ENTIRELY on the shoulders of our community to
keep China Camp’s historic buildings maintained and the
15 miles of trails in good condition for everyone.

Buy your China Camp annual pass today.
To get your annual pass, simply become a member of
Friends of China Camp at:

friendsofchinacamp.org/donate
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BOOK REVIEW

Each essay in ‘Fight of the Century’ packs a wallop
deeply personal turn to describe the impact of their
respective court case,
“Fight of the Century:
while others illuminate
Writers Reflect on 100
their case with enhanced
Years of Landmark ACLU details and insights.
Cases,” (336 pages, Avid
They are forceful, beauReader Press, $18.39) edtifully written and often
ited by Michael Chabon
humorous essays. Many
and Ayelet Waldman
are damning of our sociThe essays in “Fight of
ety as it has been, and in
the Century” may be brief, a few instances, as it rebut each packs a mighty
mains today. Many share
wallop.
the author’s personal expeBrief is the name of the rience around a court degame for drawing readers cision. None of them have
into a compendium that
dust: These authors put
holds this much heft. For pen to paper in the past
in these pages are works
two years. The immediacy
of immense importance,
lends a freshness and relcovering landmark U.S.
evance to the anniversary
cases, primarily before
compendium.
the Supreme Court, that
Some of the betterwere argued or supported known cases are here:
by the American Civil Lib- Chabon clearly enjoyed his
erties Union (ACLU). Edtelling of the 1933 landited by authors Michael
mark United States v. One
Chabon and Ayelet Wald- Book Called “Ulysses” in
man, the book commema ribald explanation of
orates the ACLU’s 100th
the history and its critianniversary.
cal players. Yaa Gyasi, auThat’s 40 of the top
thor of the award-winwriters of our day wringning “Homegoing,” ening meaning and magnisconces the 1954 decision
tude out of these promin Brown v. Board of Edinent court cases. Some
ucation of Topeka in her
of these authors take a
own Alabama childhood
By Jennifer Forker
The Associated Press

of sustained segregation
and challenges the United
States to do better. Author
Aleksandar Hemon writes
effectively about the 1967
case Loving v. Virginia
from the perspective of his
birth nation, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and via his
personal story.
Filmmaker Steven Okazaki puts a personal spin
on Korematsu v. United
States, the 1944 case that
challenged the incarceration of Japanese Americans during World War
II, and lost. Okazaki describes the fallout from
this internment for an entire community and the
prejudices that continue to
this day.
Author Dave Eggers
minces no words in his review of Escobedo v. Illinois, the 1964 case that
laid down Sixth Amendment protections for accused people under police
interrogation. It was followed a few years later by
the landmark Miranda v.
Arizona, also addressed
in this book, which requires that defendants be
informed of their rights

to an attorney, and more.
It’s a thoughtful, challenging and not-hopeful essay as Eggers describes the
changes that need to occur
to limit forced confessions.
And one more: Author
Scott Turow excoriates
the ACLU for its support
of Buckley v. Valeo, the
1976 case that found election-spending limits violated the First Amendment right to free speech.
“And tying political rights
to wealth is so wrongheaded, so deeply unfair
and unjust, that it is hard
to believe that an organization dedicated to ‘civil
liberties’ could ever have
adhered to those views,”
Turow writes. It’s a complicated, relevant issue,
and Turow makes an impassioned case for the
ACLU to change course.
The other essays in this
anniversary compendium
— written by heavy hitters
such as Salman Rushdie,
Ann Patchett, Anthony
Doerr, Louise Erdrich and
Viet Thanh Nguyen — are
no less edifying. This is a
book to read, share and
keep.

BOOK REVIEW

‘Consider This,’ by Chuck Palahniuk delves into the writing world

By Ginny Greene
Star Tribune (Minneapolis)

“Consider This: Moments in My Writing Life
After Which Everything
Was Different” (256 pages,
Grand Central Publishing,
$27) by Chuck Palahniuk
Chuck Palahniuk, the
eccentric bestselling novelist who brought us
“Fight Club” and other
dark stories that developed cultlike followings,
has set out to dissect effective writing in his latest book, a memoir that
recounts his adventures
and misadventures in the
publishing world.
Palahniuk has made a
name, in part, by writing
on topics few people would
dare to tackle (if you’ve
read him, you know). So
we might assume that a
twisted, unbridled creativity is behind his success.
Surprise — though that is
likely true, Palahniuk also
works from a disciplined
methodology.
In “Consider This,” he
pays generous homage to
authors, coaches and editors who kept him on his
unorthodox path when
conventional publishing
houses wouldn’t touch
him.

Bad Boys for Life (R) (12:35, 3:40,
6:40, 9:40)
The Gentlemen (R) (11:35, 2:25, 5:15,
8:05)
Gretel & Hansel (PG-13) (11:45, 2:10,
4:35, 7:00, 9:30)
Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
(PG-13) (11:15, 2:35, 6:00, 9:20)

ERNESTO S. RUSCIO — GETTY IMAGES, FILE

Chuck Palahniuk pays homage to the authors, editors and authors who have helped him in
his new book.

Palahniuk praises dozens of storytellers in discussing their styles of
writing, from Stephen
King to Dorothy Parker
to Ira Levin, and from

offers “a couple of surefire
strategies for selling books
to Americans,” taking on
tired formulas and trite
plot lines — something
the sometimes shocking Palahniuk can’t be accused of.
Nora Ephron to Mark
He also shares his disTwain and Charles Dickdain for overpriced writens. Along with mechaning workshops that tend
ics (writing crisp dialogue, to be no more than theradding texture to narraapy sessions full of disintive, varying the voice), he genuous back-patting. The

1917 (R) 11:40, 2:20, 5:00, 7:30

1917 (R) 7:15, 10:00

Bombshell (R) 12:10

1917 (R) 6:20, 9:10

Dolittle (PG) 12:00, 2:30, 4:50, 7:20

1917 (R) 11:50, 2:50

The Gentlemen (R) 11:50, 2:40, 5:10,
7:40
Jojo Rabbit (PG-13) 12:30, 6:40
Just Mercy (PG-13) 3:00, 6:30
Little Women (PG) 12:20, 3:20, 6:50
Parasite (R) 3:30
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Marin woman recounts witnessing Apollo 11 launch
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5:20, 7:50, 10:15)

10:25)

Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
The Turning (PG-13) 10:10, 12:25, 2:45,

Dolittle (PG) 11:00, 1:40, 4:00

5:05, 7:30, 10:00

Dolittle (PG) 7:10, 9:30

The Gentlemen (R) 11:20, 12:40, 2:00,

Frozen II (PG) 11:30, 2:10, 4:30

4:40, 6:00, 7:20, 8:40, 10:00

The Gentlemen (R) 12:10, 3:00, 6:50,

The Rhythm Section (R) 10:15, 11:30,

9:30

12:45, 2:00, 3:15, 4:30, 5:45, 7:00, 8:30,

Gretel & Hansel (PG-13) 11:20, 1:50,
4:20, 6:30, 9:00
3:30, 9:20
Just Mercy (PG-13) 12:30, 7:00

10:00
Gretel & Hansel (PG-13) 10:00, 11:05,
12:05, 1:15, 2:15, 3:25, 4:25, 5:35, 6:35,
7:05, 7:45, 8:45, 9:15, 9:55

Knives Out (PG-13) 12:40, 3:40, 6:40,

Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker

9:50

(PG-13) 9:30

Little Women (PG) 11:50, 2:50, 6:15,

1917 (R) 10:50, 1:35, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50

9:10

Spies in Disguise (PG) 11:00, 1:30,

Meet Me in St. Louis (NR) 12:30,

4:00, 6:30

6:30

Dolittle (PG) 10:35, 11:55, 1:00, 2:25,

Parasite (R) 6:40, 9:50
The Rhythm Section (R) 11:30, 2:00,

(PG-13) 11:20, 3:00, 6:30, 9:45

Just Mercy (PG-13) (12:25, 3:45, 7:05,

Frozen II (PG) 11:35, 2:05, 4:35

5:10, 8:00

Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker

(1:25, 4:25, 7:25, 10:25)

Distributed by Tribune
News Service

(PG-13) 10:00, 1:00, 4:00, 7:00

4:40, 7:20, 9:40

Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)

tion and nonfiction titles,
writings and teachings
that have molded authors
through the decades.
Whether you’re inspired
to improve your own writing or simply like to revel
in the art behind your favorite authors’ work, this
tamed-down, reined-in
Palahniuk is insightful.

Bad Boys for Life (R) 11:40, 2:20,

Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)
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— William John
f sor
history profes
professor

Frozen II (PG) (11:30, 2:15, 5:00, 7:40,

Bad Boys for Life (R) (12:45, 3:50,

By Keri Brenner
kbrenner@marinij.com
@KeriWorks
on Twitter
By
Richard Halstead
rhalstead@marinij.com
A recall effort
Marnie Glickman,
@HalsteadRichard
on targeting
Twitter
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Ford v Ferrari (PG-13) (11:50, 3:20,

1917 (R) (10:50, 1:40, 4:30, 7:20, 10:10)

over Dixie
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uproarfee
flood
called off
increase
School trustee
Board
clearswas
3%targeted
hike
during name change battle
for watershed drainage
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Recall bid
‘WE WENT WILD’ County
MOON LANDING — 50 YEARS LATER

man Trilogy (NR) 11:00
Parasite (R) 8:30

memoir comes in chapters
he calls “Postcards From
the Tour” — glimpses of
run-ins with crazed fans
and critics at book signings, or anecdotes about
time spent with notable
people in his career. Each
Postcard reinforces the
message just discussed.
And something you
won’t get anywhere else:
the author’s personal
must-read lists of both fic-

3:30, 4:45, 5:50, 7:05, 8:15, 9:35
Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)
10:30, 1:25, 4:20, 7:10
Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)

The Turning (PG-13) 12:00, 2:30, 5:00,

9:45

7:30, 9:50

Bad Boys for Life (R) 11:30, 2:20, 5:10,

The Gentlemen (R) (10:40, 1:30, 4:20,

Knives Out (PG-13) (12:50, 4:00, 7:15,

7:10, 10:05)

10:30)

Weathering With You (PG-13) 3:50,

8:00, 8:55

The Last Full Measure (R) (1:10,

10:00

The Last Full Measure (R) 10:00,

Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)
(12:25, 3:40, 6:50, 9:50)

4:10, 7:10, 10:10)

The Rhythm Section (R) (11:10, 1:55,

The Rhythm Section (R) (11:20, 2:10,

4:45, 7:30, 10:20)

4:55, 7:45, 10:35)

Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker

Spies in Disguise (PG) (11:15, 2:00,

(PG-13) (11:45, 3:05, 6:30, 9:45)

4:50, 7:35, 10:15)

The Turning (PG-13) (12:10, 2:40, 5:10,

The Turning (PG-13) (12:15, 2:45, 5:25,

7:40, 10:15)

8:00, 10:35)

For Hearing
Impaired

6

Wheelchair
Accessible

5

Bargain Shows in ( )

1917 (R) (10:10, 1:00, 4:00, 6:50)
The Gentlemen (R) (10:50, 1:50, 4:50,
7:30)
Jojo Rabbit (PG-13) (11:00, 1:40, 4:20,
7:00)
Knives Out (PG-13) (10:00, 1:10, 4:10,
7:20)
Little Women (PG) (10:15, 1:20, 4:30,
7:40)
Parasite (R) (10:20, 1:30, 4:40, 7:45)

Fantastic Fungi (NR) (12:30, 2:30)
4:30, 6:30, 8:30
The 2020 Oscar Nominated Short
Films: Animation (NR) (12:00, 2:00)
6:15
The 2020 Oscar Nominated Short
Films: Live Action (NR) (4:00) 8:15
The 2020 Oscar Nominated Short
Films: Documentary (NR) 6:00
The Royal Ballet: Coppelia (NR)
12:00

3:20

Bombshell (R) (1:20, 4:40, 8:00)
Little Women (PG) (12:30, 3:30, 6:30)
Showtimes Valid: Sunday, February 2, 2020

Call theater for showtimes
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LAS VEGAS

CIRQUE
ROLLS
THE
DICE
Dark, violent and
multimedia, ‘R.U.N’
upends the troupe’s
aesthetic as it aims for a
new generation of viewer

LEFT: A motorcycle
daredevil performs during
the “REV Chapter”
segment.
PHOTOS BY MATT BEARD
PHOTOGRAPHY

By Christopher Smith >> Southern California News Group

It’s only 2.3 miles from Treasure Island to Luxor walking
the Strip, but the distance between Cirque du Soleil experiences at each place is as vast as easing into a comfy slipper
versus wobbling over jagged glass in a 6-inch stiletto heel.
Since 1993. T.I. has housed “Mystère,” the storied FrenchCanadian troupe’s reinvention of the circus. This was
Cirque’s first show not in a traveling big top tent but in
permanent residence at a Vegas casino.
Meantime, a radically bold rethink of the Cirque concept called “R.U.N” (think “are you in”) is around 3 months
old at Luxor.
My enthusiasm for the company stretches back to its
original 1987 arrival in America, so a recent 48-hour trip
to the desert lent itself to back-to-back viewings of oldest
Cirque and newest Cirque.
And though the walk back in time of “Mystère” was
pleasant and familiar, the pace and content of “R.U.N,”
though innovative, are markedly jarring.
“Mystère” itself has, literally, baby steps. Two of the focal characters are toddlers encountering the world for the
first time. Through Cirque’s blend of acrobatic derringdo (precision set pieces spin above you and trampoline in
front of you) and street-theater high jinks (if you’re lucky,
sometimes these are in your lap), the choreographed swirl
of color, new-age instrumental music and fanciful figures
in all shapes and sizes divert.
This 90-minute, no-intermission show has been performed more than 11,000 times over the years, with an estimated 10 million or so seeing it. But the style and themes
of “Mystère” are also woven into all Cirque’s subsequent
Las Vegas productions. Even the overtly themed shows,
like 1998’s “O,” which emphasizes water, and 2006’s “Love,”
based on the Beatles’ music, tap into the never-neverland
enveloping tempo and benign tone that is Cirque’s overriding mantra and model for continuing success.
Which is what makes Cirque’s new show at Luxor both
ambitious and jolting all at once. “R.U.N” is a 180-degree
pivot, unlike anything Cirque’s faithful have previously experienced.
This has, for the first time, a structured narrative told
through filmed and graphic novel-style illustrated projections as well as live performance. An action movie with plot
twists, “R.U.N” is set in a somewhat dystopian Las Vegas.
It’s organized into nine scenes that feature, in turn, a
wedding that turns into a brawl, stunt men and women
duking it out in intermittent choreographed fight scenes,
falls from various heights, a character set on fire, a contortionist, a sword swallower and characters roaring around
ramps in tight quarters on dirt bikes.
Violence is in, whimsy is out. (One scene has episodes of
torture that put sharp teeth into the recommendation —

ABOVE: Cast members
perform the “Boom
Brawl Chapter” of
the new, dystopian
Cirque du Soleil show
“R.U.N” at the Luxor
Hotel and Casino in
Las Vegas. Cirque does
not recommend the
production for children
younger than 13.

unenforced on the night I saw it, when, a bit disturbingly,
kids as young as 6 or 7 were on hand — of the show being
for “mature audiences 13-year-olds and over.”
The other radical change from other Cirque shows
is the surprising percentage of “R.U.N’s” 75-minute run
time that isn’t live, but filmed. It’s a clever, fluid interaction between performance and stylized, illustrative movie
sequences (even film credits roll early on) that speaks to
Cirque’s determination not simply to trade on its core products yet again.
(An if-you-go tip: Because the filmed components are
projected on side walls as well as the huge screen behind
the stage, for a change the best seats may be some of the
cheaper ones, midway in the rear center orchestra in sections 202-204).
The gamble here is whether the Cirque acolytes will even
try a show clearly not designed to appeal to them and if
the company can generate a next-gen audience for a show
that is antithetical to the core tones and components that
have made Cirque du Soleil so beloved a live, unique phenomenon.
Seeing “R.U.N” at Luxor led me to tap into an intermittent and vague life goal, which is to try to stay at least once
at the Strip’s major properties. This is a rather contradictory aim since the noise/smoking/sprawl of casino hotel
ground floors are never a lure for me.
But those annoyances were banished this time with a
stay at Delano, the all-suite high rise at the Mandalay Bay
complex that easily accesses an indoor and enclosed skyway bridge walk across into Luxor and the “R.U.N” theater.
Delano’s lobby — soothing, sedate and with a classy color
palette of browns, tans, cream and gold — set the tone
for the stay from the outset. The room was airy and modern but not severe in design touches, understated elegance
rather than nouveau hipness being the vibe.
Plus, I scored a high-floor room with a view onto the ongoing construction of Allegiant Stadium, home of the Las
Vegas Raiders, just across the 15 Freeway. During daylight

Across from the Luxor and “R.U.N,” the Delano
is a convenient place to stay. Above is the
expansive lobby of the all-suite high-rise
that is part of the Mandalay Bay complex.
The patio at Rivea, on the 64th floor, right,
offers a view of the skyline.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF DELANO

hours, I was able to monitor and — in my imagination —
supervise the work on the gargantuan property that will
open this fall.
My wife, Sherry, happily skipped an afternoon in the
casino for a getaway from the getaway to the hotel’s Bathhouse Spa. The trip was easy, just an elevator ride down to
the quiet haven of steam rooms and saunas. For her treatment, she selected an aromatherapy massage and appreciated that the therapist was more interested in concentrating on her body’s specific needs, not just supplying a
superficial, generic comfort session. Her back enjoyed it
most of all.
On the 64th floor of Delano is Rivea, a restaurant I have
long hungered for. With exemplary views looking north
along the Strip (outdoor seating capitalizes on those views,
which are best in spring and fall), Alain Ducasse’s only remaining western U.S. outpost is exemplary eating.
Ducasse has amassed more than 20 Michelin stars at 34
restaurants around the world — most in his native France
— and was a pioneer of high-quality French cooking rooted
in combining technique with local ingredients.
The price for this level of dining can be daunting, but his
Las Vegas restaurant, which focuses on Italian as well as
French notes, delivers while somehow keeping to a threedollar sign price point.
After addictive breadsticks, which came with a yum olive/anchovy/secret ingredient dipping sauce that was almost a puree, superlatives started to lose all potency in the
face of a starter of thinly sliced sea bass in a citrus marinade of grapefruit, lemon and orange. It resembled ceviche and was light and fresh tasting.
My wife went big-time on a thick filet seared with a
lovely crust and a topping of foie gras all on a mound of
whipped potatoes. This savory trio of flavor paid off for
her with each bite.
Meantime, my lobster and pasta was a special, and, for
once, a special that actually embodied the word. The generosity of the fresh, shelled lobster meat itself was terrific
enough, and a shaving of black truffle across the pasta and
its cream sauce was less decadent than a supplement to
the lovely shellfish.
Overall, a terrific final experience during a brief trip long
on sensory engagement.
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Spanish towns embrace old festivals
Women
dressed in
traditional
costumes
take part in
the traditional
“Carantonas”
festival in
Acehuche,
Spain. The
Carantonas
involves men
pulling on
animal hides
before they
walk down
streets of
whitewashed
houses
looking like
wild beasts.
Women parade
in colorful
embroidered
shawls and
skirts as music
plays.

By Manu Fernandez
The Associated Press

Spain
has a rich tradition of colorful, and sometimes bizarre, festivals.
The best-known ones are
in the summer, including
running with bulls through
the narrow streets of Pamplona or hundreds of people throwing ripe tomatoes
at each other near Valencia. But some of the more
obscure fiestas are no less
intriguing.
Two small towns in Extremadura, a province west
of Madrid, offer unusual
winter spectacles. One involves men putting on animal hides that make them
look like Chewbacca of the
“Star Wars” series and another involves pelting a harlequin-type figure with raw
turnips.
At the Carantoñas festival in Acehuche, men are
helped to pull on hairy,
bulky costumes and scary
masks before they walk
down the streets of whitewashed houses looking like
wild beasts (“carantoñas”).
Women parade in colorful embroidered shawls
and skirts as music plays.
A priest also attends.
Like many fiestas, the origin of this one is unclear.
Some say it’s a representation of the legend of wild
animals receiving Saint Sebastian following his martyrdom.
The Jarramplas festival,
meanwhile, features a man
in multi-colored garb and a
pointy wooden headgear to
shield himself from turnips.
A crowd of men in the
street pelt the man with the
vegetables from close range
at the fiesta held annually at
Piornal, 200 kilometers (125
miles) west of Madrid, over
two days.
Their target is dressed
similar to a harlequin,
with a hefty wooden face
and head mask painted red,
black and white. Only resACEHUCHE, SPAIN >>

PHOTOS BY MANU
FERNANDEZ — THE
ASSOCIATED PRESS

A child dressed as Jarramplas during the Jarramplas
festival in the tiny southwestern Spanish town of
Piornal, Spain. The Jarramplas festival features a man in
multicolored garb and pointy wooden headgear to shield
himself from turnips. A crowd of men in the street pelt the
man with the vegetables from close range at the fiesta
held annually at Piornal over two days.

People in traditional costumes take part in the traditional “Las Carantonas” festival in
las” are cushioned by gloves
Acehuche, Spain.
and chest shields.
idents of Piornal can play and locals regard it as an decade-long waiting list.
Again, the festival’s orthe role of a “jarramplas,” honor to be chosen from the
These days, the “jarramp- igins are uncertain but

Marin Nonprofits:

Let's talk about free marketing!

G

there’s general belief that a
thief was once hounded out
of the village under a hail of
raw vegetables.

SAMPLE AD

Marin nonprofits may receive free exposure in the
Marin IJ and on marinij.com!
Now accepting ads for March • Deadline is Feb. 15

iving Marin is a partnership of
community-minded North Bay
businesses and institutions that
underwrite advertising space for 501(c)
(3) nonprofits that operate in Marin
County.
Nonprofit organizations that want
their ads to be reviewed for participation
in the program can email camera ready
advertising to ads@givingmarin.com.

Visit givingmarin.com/how
-to-apply for specifications.
for more information, contact:
Liz Saint John Boorstein
liz@givingmarin.com

Beneficiaries

The following nonprofits have
received advertising space courtesy
of the Giving Marin partners:
23 Elephants Theatre Company
Adopt a Family
Age Friendly Solutions
Alzheimer's Association
Ambassadors of Hope and Opportunity
Art Works Downtown
Asian Pacific Heritage Festival
Autistry Studios
Barrel Bag
Bay Area Barns & Trails
Beyond Differences
Big Brothers Big Sisters Bay Area
Black Mountain Circle
Bloom
Blue Star Moms of Marin
Bolinas Museum
Bread & Roses Presents
Buck Institute
California Film Institute/ Mill Valley Film Festival
California Native Plant Society-Marin Chapter
California State PTA
Call of the Sea
Canal Alliance
Canal Welcome Center
Care for Peace

Center for Domestic Peace
Coastal Camp
Community Action Marin
Community Institute for Psychotherapy
Computer & Technology Resource Center
Conservation Corps North Bay
Cool Effect
Covia Community Service
CVNL
Dance Palace
Dedication to Special Education
Dillon Beach Emergency Response Team
Downtown Streets Team
Drawbridge
Earn It Keep It Save It-Sparkpoint
Experience Corps Marin
ExtraFood
Fair Housing Advocates of Northern California
FIRESafe Marin
Friends of China Camp
Godmothers of St. Vincent's School for Boys
Golden Gate Computer Society
Golden Gate Marin Artists
Grace Signs
Guide Dogs for the Blind
Halleck Creek Ranch
HeadsUp San Rafael Public Education Foundation
Hearing Loss Association of America
Homeward Bound of Marin
Hospice by the Bay
Huckleberry Youth Programs
Integrated Community Services
Inverness Garden Club
Jake's Place
Kids Cooking for Life
Larkspur Community Foundation
LAUNCH Five4Five
Legal Aid of Marin
Lifehouse
Lifelong Medical Care
Little Wishes
Love is the Answer
Marin Aquatic Masters
Marin Arts
Marin Athletic Foundation
Marin Audubon Society
Marin CASA
Marin Center for Independent Living
Marin Charitable
Marin Coalition
Marin Community Clinics
Marin Dance Theatre
Marin Environmental Housing Collaborative
Marin Foster Care Association

Marin Girls Chorus
Marin Golden Threads
Marin Homeless Aid
Marin Humane
Marin Interfaith Council
Marin Master Gardeners
Marin Mobile Care
Marin Museum of Contemporary Art
Marin Music Chest
Marin Oaks High School
Marin Open Studios
Marin Professionals
Marin School of the Arts
Marin Society of Artists
Marin Valentine’s Ball
Marin Ventures
Marin Villages
Marine Mammal Center
Matrix Parents Network
Mayflower Chorus
Mill Valley Philharmonic
Milo Foundation
Miwok Stables Center
Mountain Play Association
Mt. Tam Quilt Guild
Museum of the American Indian
Neighborhood Response Group
New Beginnings Law Center
Next Generation Scholars
North Bay Children's Center
North Marin Community Services
Not In Our Town
Novato Community TV
Novato Theater Company
Ocean Riders of Marin
Offerings
O'Hanlon Center for the Arts
Okizu
PEP Housing
Point Blue Conservation Science
Relay for Life
Resilient Neighborhoods
Ritter Center
Ross Valley Players
RotaCare
Rotary Club of Ignacio
Rotary Club of Tiburon Sunset
San Francisco-Marin Food Bank
San Geronimo Valley Community Center
Sausalito Rotary Club
SchoolsRule
Schurig Center for Brain Injury Recovery
Senior Access
She-Can

The Godmothers of St. Vincent’s School for Boys
(formerly The Godmothers of Timothy Murphy School)
Actively supporting the boys of St. Vincent’s through
fundraising, financial contributions, and donations of
their time, talents, and compassion.
The Godmothers mission is to work directly with
the boys who have been entrusted to St. Vincent’s for
academic and therapeutic assistance by funding and
executing activities designed to bring color to their lives
and help lead them to wise and fulfilling futures.
Join as a Junior (ages 21-45), Active, or Supportive
member and meet over 210 Godmothers while helping
the boys living at St. Vincent’s.
CONTACT INFORMATION
www.godmothers.org
The Godmothers of St. Vincent’s School for Boys
1 St. Vincent Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
THIS NONPROFIT MESSAGE IS SPONSORED BY

A PROUD
PARTNER

givingmarin.com

Side by Side
Singers Marin
Slide Ranch
Soroptimist International of Novato
Spahr Center
St. Vincent de Paul Society of Marin
Star Academy
Subversive Music Foundation
Sunny Hills
Syzygy Dance Project
Tam Twirlers
Tamalpa Institute
Tax-Aid
The Planet
The Redwoods
To Celebrate Life Breast Cancer Foundation
Tour of Novato-School Fuel
Trips for Kids
Veterans Housing & Services
West Marin Rotary Club
West Marin Senior Services
Whistlestop
Wildcare
Youth In Arts
Youth Leadership Institute
Youth Poster Contest
YWCA San Francisco & Marin

Thank you to these generous supporters of Giving Marin
These partners are
making a difference
in Marin County by
donating advertising
space and funding to
nonprofit organizations
that provide critical
services to those who
most need it.
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SUPER BOWL LIV: SUNDAY 3:30. TV: FOX

TALENT, MATCHUPS LEAD TO HIGH EXPECTATIONS

PETER AIKEN — GETTY IMAGES

The success of the 49ers in containing Kansas City Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes
could determine the outcome of the game.

MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ — AP PHOTO

San Francisco 49ers defensive end Nick Bosa and the rest of the unit will have their
hands full slowing down speedy Chiefs’ offensive threats.

49ers: Defensive heat, ground

Chiefs: Team counts on destiny,

playmakers and veteran coach

game could be keys to victory

By Dave Skretta
The Associated Press

By Cam Inman
Bay Area News Group

The Kansas City Chiefs have perhaps the best
quarterback in the NFL in Patrick Mahomes, the fastest wide receiver in Tyreek Hill, one of the premier
tight ends in Travis Kelce and one of the elite coaches
in Andy Reid.
They have plenty of other playmakers, too. Damien
Williams has had starring turns at running back,
Sammy Watkins had a monster AFC title game, and a
defense anchored by Frank Clark and Tyrann Mathieu
has been downright stingy.
Those are all compelling reasons for why the Chiefs
could win their first Super Bowl in 50 years on Sunday, but it’s not the biggest one. No, most fans back in
Kansas City are pinning their hopes on something far
less tangible: fate.
The Chiefs overcame a plethora of injuries just to
reach this point, including a potentially serious knee
injury to Mahomes midway through the season. They
won their regular-season finale as the Patriots were
losing to the Dolphins, a stunning set of results that
gave them a first-round playoff bye. They rallied from
a 24-point hole against Houston, avoided top-seeded
Baltimore, then overcame an early 10-point deficit to
beat Tennessee for the conference championship.
“We’ve had some great moments,” Chiefs coach Andy
Reid acknowledged. “I’ve enjoyed some of these other
teams that I’ve been with, too. I’d be slighting the guys
there. I’ve had fun with them. We’re all honored to
be doing this, as you guys are. It’s a small fraternity,

Once the 49ers won their fifth Lombardi Trophy here 25 years ago, so began their quest for a sixth.
They can claim it Sunday on the very same field.
Super Bowl LIV awaits. Only the Kansas City Chiefs
and 60 minutes stand in their way.
Here are six ways for the 49ers to get their sixth
Super Bowl win:

MIAMI >>

CHIEFS >> PAGE 2
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ED ZURGA — AP PHOTO

Kansas City Chiefs head coach Andy Reid holds
trophy after winning the AFC championship against
the Tennessee Titans.

MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ — AP PHOTO

San Francisco 49ers head coach Kyle Shanahan
celebrates after defeating the Green Bay Packers to
win the NFC championship.

1. Pressure Mahomes

Only two players have had multiple playoff games
in which they’ve passed for over 250 yards and three
touchdowns while also rushing for over 50 yards: the
Chiefs’ Patrick Mahomes this postseason and Montana on the 1984 49ers.
Mahomes’ ability to extend plays has 49ers defenders on high alert, and they want to keep him on the
pocket rather than let him throw on the run. “He’s got
an arm talent as good as anybody, Aaron Rodgers (included), in the league,” defensive end Nick Bosa said.
The 49ers didn’t have Bosa nor Dee Ford when Mahomes lit them up for five touchdowns in five series
before halftime of a Week 3 rout last season, the same
game Jimmy Garoppolo injured his knee in a comeback attempt.
Bosa and a finally healthier Ford will bear down
off the edges against offensive tackles Eric Fisher and
Mitchell Shwartz. Mahomes then will use creative
ways and amazing arm angles to try avoiding the interior pressure of DeForest Buckner, Arik Armstead
49ERS >> PAGE 2

How the 49ers turned around the franchise
saying on Sunday night: “Honestly, that first win they had together, it was huge.” Not one
game, nor one player, nor one senA water stain on the red, sational season flipped the 49ers’
locker-room carpet served as an fortunes. Here are top changes
initial landmark for the 49ers’ that paved the way:
turnaround, the one that’s reversed course all the way to Su- 1. Hiring Shanahan, Lynch
per Bowl LIV. On Nov. 12, 2017,
A 2-14 season in 2016 and a fourthe 49ers snapped their 0-9 start year playoff drought prompted
under coach Kyle Shanahan, and the firing of general manager
players dumped a bucket of water Trent Baalke and first-year coach
on him behind closed doors amid Chip Kelly. York not only hired a
their celebratory mosh pit.
first-time head coach in Shana“It validates all the things han, but he gave him a six-year
Kyle’s been selling to them: If we contract, along with Shanahan’s
do this, we’ll start translating hand-picked, first-time general
them to wins,” general manager manager John Lynch.
John Lynch said afterward. “We
“We’re coming here together,”
got a win and that’s great, but we Shanahan said at their February
need to be a lot better.”
2017 introduction. “And it’s going
After winning the NFC Cham- to work together or we’re going
pionship 26 months later, 49ers to lose together, and that’s what
CEO Jed York reflected on when makes it special. You know what
he first saw their culture shift, both our intentions are. There’s
By Cam Inman
and Jerry McDonald
Bay Area News Group

no hidden agendas with any of
us.”
The 49ers’ past, ego-fueled,
leak-filled hierarchies have given
way to a stable, well-running machine. Shanahan is never shy to
credit his assistants and players. Lynch openly appreciates his
front-office execs such as Adam
Peters and Martin Mayhew. The
49ers’ franchise is set up to win
for years – including its sixth
Lombardi Trophy on Sunday.

2. Trading for Garoppolo

The 49ers’ wayward search for
a franchise quarterback came to
an end Oct. 30, 2017, when Bill
Belichick called Shanahan and offered Jimmy Garoppolo for a mere
second-round draft pick. “The
49ers are getting a good player,
BAY AREA NEWS GROUP — JOSE CARLOS FAJARDO
they are getting a good person
49ers’
quarterback
Jimmy
Garoppolo
celebrates a touchdown by
and they’re getting a great teammate and they are getting a good teammate Raheem Mostert during their NFC championship game at
FRANCHISE >> PAGE 3 Levi’s Stadium on Jan. 19.
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Sunday’s local events

NFL

Jackson wins MVP as Ravens take
home 3 awards; Harbaugh top coach

COLLEGE SOFTBALL

Dominican vs. Texas-Tyler: 11:30a.m., Las Vegas

Monday’s local events
BOYS BASKETBALL

Branson at Tam: 7:30p.m., Mill Valley

GIRLS BASKETBALL

Holy Names at Dominican: 7:30p.m., San Rafael
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Holy Names at Dominican: 5:30p.m., San Rafael
BOYS SOCCER

Jesuit at Marin Academy: 3 p.m., San Rafael

On the air Sunday
MEN’S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

10a.m. Georgetown at St. John’s
10a.m. Illinois at Iowa
noon
Utah at UCLA

CBS
FS1
FS1

WOMEN’S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

South Florida at Cincinnati
Duquesne at VCU
Iowa at Michigan
Miami at Pittsburgh
Tennessee at South Carolina
Florida at Kentucky
U.S. vs. Louisville
Iowa State at West Virginia
St. Louis at George Washington
UCLA at Arizona
Notre Dame at Georgia Tech
Rutgers at Minnesota
Stanford at Washington State
Texas A&M at LSU
Arkansas at Missouri

ESPNU
CBSSN
BIGTEN
ACC
ESPN2
SEC
ESPN
ESPNU
CBSSN
PAC12
ACC
ESPN2
PAC12BA
SEC
SEC

GOLF

10a.m. PGA Tour: Phoenix Open
noon
PGA Tour: Phoenix Open

GOLF
CBS

NBA

11a.m.

Pelicans at Rockets

ABC

3:30 p.m. 49ers vs. Chiefs

FOX, NFL 107.7, 680

NHL

9:30 a.m. Penguins at Capitals

NBC

SOCCER

5:55a.m. Premier: Burnley vs. Arsenal
NBCSN
6:30 a.m. Bundesliga: Cologne vs. Freiburg
FS1
8:30 a.m. Premier: Tottenham vs. Man. City
NBCSN
8:50 a.m. Bundesliga: Paderborn vs. Wolfsburg
FS2
11:30 a.m. Serie A: Udinese vs. Inter Milan
ESPNEWS
TENNIS

5a.m. Australian Open: men’s final (replay)
1:30a.m. ATP Pune (early Mon.)

ESPN2
TENNIS

On the air Monday
MEN’S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

North Carolina at Florida State
Norfolk State at N. Carolina Central
Lafayette at Bucknell
Texas at Kansas
Baylor at Kansas State

ESPN
ESPNU
CBSSN
ESPN
ESPN2

WOMEN’S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

3p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.
5p.m.

Chiefs
FROM PAGE 1

NFL

4p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.
6p.m.
6p.m.

Lamar Jackson’s
stunning season not only
earned him The Associated
Press NFL Most Valuable
Player Award, but he won it
unanimously.
That’s right: The secondyear quarterback of the Baltimore Ravens joins Tom
Brady as the only players to
receive every vote for MVP.
Jackson drew all 50 votes
from a nationwide panel of
media members who regularly cover the league. Baltimore’s All-Pro set an NFL
record for yards rushing by
a quarterback (1,206) and
led an offense that compiled
more yards on the ground
(3,296) than any in league
history. The Ravens won
their final 12 games of the
regular season to finish at
14-2, the league’s best mark.
Jackson had a powerful message for kids who
have been told they should
change positions on the field
and who face criticism and
doubters.
“Make those people eat
their words,” he said. “It
feels good when you can
make those people eat their
words because they’re so
negative. How are you going to wake up and be so
negative about somebody
who’s not negative toward
you or don’t do anything

sistant coach honors.
Tennessee’s Ryan Tannehill earned the Comeback Player award by one
vote over Jimmy Garoppolo, who will quarterback the 49ers in Sunday’s
Super Bowl. New Orleans’
Michael Thomas took top
offensive player honors,
while New England’s Stephon Gilmore grabbed the
defensive player award.
Edge r usher Calais
Campbell of the Jacksonville Jaguars won the Walter Payton Man of the Year
Award.
Thomas is only the second wide receiver to win
Offensive Player of the Year.
He is in good company: The
other receiver to take the

Much like the Kansas City
Royals came within a whisper of winning the World Series in 2014, only to get the
job done the following year,
folks back in the snowy Midwest have a feeling that the
Chiefs are simply due.
“In the NFL, you are going to go through adversity,” Mahomes said. “Last
year, obviously the loss hurt,
but having to watch the Super Bowl and not being in
it was something I could
barely even do. For me, I
knew I wanted to be in this
moment. I think that’s what
we preached as a team, we
want to be here. We want to
be in the Super Bowl.”
Of course, there are more
palpable reasons the Chiefs
believe they will triumph
Sunday.
While the 49ers have one
of the NFL’s best defenses,
they have yet to face an offense with the sheer volume of playmakers that Mahomes has at his disposal.
Hill, Kelce and rookie returner Mecole Hardman
were all voted to the Pro
Bowl, Watkins has been a
breakout performer in the

postseason and Williams is
dangerous in the backfield
and out of it.
Take away one. Or two.
Or even three. But good luck
taking away all of them.
“You’ve got to play good
defense. You’ve got to contain the receivers. You’ve got
to do your job,” 49ers cornerback Richard Sherman
said. “You’ve got to limit the
big plays, but it’s easier said
than done, for sure.”
It’s not just the skill positions that give the Chiefs an
offensive edge. Their line,
anchored by All-Pro right
tackle Mitchell Schwartz,
allowed the third-fewest
sacks in the NFL this season and just nine total over
their final eight regularseason games. That means
they are well-equipped to
deal with the ferocious San
Francisco pass rush.
Speaking of defense, the
49ers aren’t the only ones
that can stop a team.
The Chiefs overhauled
that side of the ball under
coordinator Steve Spagnuolo, and a pass defense
that was second-to-last in
the NFL last season was

the eighth-best this season.
The Chiefs were fifth in the
league in interceptions,
Clark and Pro Bowl defensive tackle Chris Jones form
a formidable pass rush, and
Mathieu has proven to be a
game-changer at safety.
The big question mark
this season has been the
Kansas City run defense,
and the 49ers bring to Miami the league’s secondranked rush offense.
But the Chiefs haven’t
allowed a 100-yard rusher
since Week 12, and they effectively shut down Titans
star Derrick Henry’s historic postseason run in the
conference championship
game.
“We’ve got one more
game to go out there and
play with some swagger.
That’s what I was telling
our guys,” Mathieu said.
“I’m kind of the older guy in
the room making sure they
don’t get too loud. We’ve got
one more game and we’ve
got to finish the job. If we
don’t show up in the next
game, it’ll be the same narrative. My job here is to finish the job.”

MIAMI >>

MEN’S BASKETBALL

9a.m.
9a.m.
9a.m.
9a.m.
10a.m.
10a.m.
11a.m.
11a.m.
11a.m.
11a.m.
11a.m.
noon
noon
noon
2p.m.

wrong? Don’t worry about
what they say. Do you. Stay
focused because you want to
be great, and you’re going to
be great. Just do you.”
Brady was also an unanimous MVP in 2010. And
like Brady, Jackson’s special season did not include
a championship.
“I’m still young,” Jackson said. “I’ve still got a lot
of work to do. I’m not really trying to dwell on what
I just did. If I win a Super
Bowl, you’ll probably see a
lot more emotion.”
The Ravens were big
winners at NFL Honors on
Saturday. John Harbaugh
won coaching honors, and
his offensive coordinator,
Greg Roman, took best as-

honor was Hall of Famer
Jerry Rice in 1987 and 1993.
While Rice holds virtually all of the significant
NFL receiving records,
Thomas has one that made
a huge difference with the
voters. Thomas caught a
league-record 149 passes
for 1,725 yards and nine
touchdowns. He also played
five games without regular
quarterback Drew Brees,
yet made 42 catches in
those outings.
“It was just consistency
and following our leader,
Drew Brees. He’s been a
tremendous example for everyone across the league,”
Thomas said. “I don’t take
that for granted. I take
notes on how he prepares.
... Honestly, it’s hard for
me to even pat myself on
the back without patting
the people around me on
the back, because they’ve
helped me tremendously.”
Gilmore is the first cornerback in a decade to win
Defensive Player of the Year.
Considered one of the
game’s best cover cornerbacks, the All-Pro made his
eighth pro season his best
with a career-high six interceptions that tied for the
NFL lead. Gilmore was a
key member of the league’s
stingiest defense in 2019;
New England allowed 225
points in winning an 11th
straight AFC East title.

By Barry Wilner
The Associated Press

Branson at Tam: 6p.m., Mill Valley

Indiana at Purdue
Connecticut at Oregon
Georgia at Mississippi State
Michigan State at Maryland

BIGTEN
ESPN2
SEC
BIGTEN

whether it’s the media or
the players and coaches. I
try to enjoy every day. I’ve
had fun this year.”
It’s not just the confluence
of events that have folks believing in destiny, though.
They point to Reid, one of
the best coaches of his era,
who finally gets a chance to
add a Super Bowl title to his
resume. It was 15 years ago
that his Eagles lost to the Patriots in the only other trip
“Big Red” made to the big
stage.
They point to the Hunt
family that owns the Chiefs.
It was their founder, Lamar,
who coined the term “Super
Bowl,” and his wife Norma
has been to all 54 games
played. Their son, chairman
Clark Hunt, has been instrumental in league affairs.
They point to the players
themselves, most of whom
were part of a team that
came within an offside penalty of reaching the Super
Bowl last season.

DAVID J. PHILLIP — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Baltimore Ravens’ Lamar Jackson speaks after winning the
AP Most Valuable Player award at the NFL Honors football
award show on Saturday in Miami.

49ers

Deebo Samuel, Emmanuel Sanders and Kendrick
Bourne. Most important,
Garoppolo has been money
on third downs, in the red
zone and late in games. He’s
converted on a league-leading 50 percent of his thirddown passes (65 of 130). He
has a 71.1 completion percentage in late and close
games. And he’s thrown 16
red-zone touchdowns while
completing 63 percent of his
throws in those tight quarters.

FROM PAGE 1

NBA

4p.m. Warriors at Wizards
4:30p.m. 76ers at Heat
7:30 p.m.Spurs at Clippers

NBCBA 95.7
NBA
NBA

NHL

4:30p.m. Flyers at Red Wings
7:30 p.m.Women’s: U.S. vs. Canada

NBCSN
NHL

SOCCER

2:50 p.m. Panama vs. Haiti
5:30p.m. U.S. vs. Costa Rica

FS2
FS1

Where the Pros are
NBA

Golden State Warriors: warriors.com
Monday:
Wednesday:
at Washington
at Brooklyn
4 p.m.
4:30p.m.
NBS
NBS, ESPN

Saturday:
vs. L.A. Lakers
5:30p.m.
ABC

NBA G LEAGUE

Santa Cruz Warriors: santacruz.gleague.nba.com
Wednesday:
Friday:
Feb. 9:
at Sioux Falls
at Austin
vs. Salt Lake City
5p.m.
2 p.m.
7p.m.
NBS+
NBS
NBS+
NHL

San Jose Sharks: sjsharks.com
Tuesday:
at Calgary
6p.m.
NBSCA

Thursday:
at Edmonton
6:30p.m.
NBCS

Feb. 10:
vs. Calgary
7:30p.m.
NBSCA

AHL

San Jose Barracuda: sjbarracuda.com
Wednesday:
vs. San Diego
7 p.m.
AHLTV
NFL; SUPER BOWL

Friday:
at Colorado
6:05p.m.
AHLTV

San Francisco 49ers: 49ers.com
Sunday:
vs. K.C.
3:30 p.m.
FOX

Feb. 8:
at Colorado
6:05p.m.
AHLTV

and Solomon Thomas.

2. Sunday Run Club

The 49ers’ two playoffs
wins saw them average
235.5 rushing yards, the
best mark of any team in
the Super Bowl era; their
2012 team ranked fourth
at 218.0 yards.
So, yes, they still will
want to run, not only to
chew the clock and limit
Mahomes’ magic but to
also test a Chiefs rushing
defense that ranked 26th
this season (128.2 yards
per game). Two weeks ago,
the Tennessee Titans tried
that, too, only to see rushing king Derrick Henry
limited to 69 yards.
Raheem Mostert is coming off a franchise-record
220-yard game in which he
also scored four touchdowns
in the 37-20, NFC-capturing
win over Green Bay.
The 49ers have relied
mostly on Mostert this
season, but they also have
Tevin Coleman and Matt
Breida to deploy. Coleman
dislocated his right shoulder last game and, if it’s
merely a pain tolerance issue, look for him to spell
Mostert when needed.

3. Have a block party

For as much deserving
praise as their offensive
scheme gets with its motion and misdirection, all
that only works when their
blocking is in sync and overbearing. That’s why their offensive linemen has been
this season’s under-theradar heroes: Joe Staley,

NHAT V. MEYER — STAFF ARCHIVES

Offensive tackle Joe Staley reacts after a 34-31win over
the Los Angeles Rams on Dec. 21. Staley and the rest of
the offensive linemen have been this season’s under-theradar heroes.
Laken Tomlinson, Ben Garland (Weston Richburg’s injury replacement), Mike Person and Mike McGlinchey.
It’s not just that “broline” that keys the rushing
lanes and protects Garoppolo. Keep an eye on Pro
Bowl fullback Kyle Juszczyk, wide receivers who unselfishly block and the incomparable George Kittle.
Defensive tackle Chris
Jones’ recent calf injury
means the 49ers likely
will focus on neutralizing him, although Jones
did rally with five quarterback hurries in the AFC
Championship. No Chiefs
defensive lineman wants
to make more noise than
Frank Clark, who left the
Seattle Seahawks to take
Ford’s place on the line.
Clark had a sack last game,
Tanoh Kpassagnon had
two, and don’t forget about
veteran Terrell Suggs, who
the 49ers tried to claim off
waivers before the Chiefs
got him.

4. Make passes count

Young threw a Super
Bowl-record six touchdown
passes here on Jan. 29, 1995.
Heck, Garoppolo completed
just six passes total (on eight
attempts) in the 49ers’ NFC
Championship win two
weeks ago.
Thing is, Garoppolo came
out slinging it that game.
He completed his first four
passes for 78 yards on an
initial touchdown drive. He
also threw for the fourthmost yards in 49ers history
(3,978) along with 27 touchdown passes and a quartet
of fourth-quarter comeback
wins.
Kittle, despite just four
catches for 35 yards in the
playoffs, remains the go-to
target, and it’ll be interesting to see how often All-Pro
defensive back Tyrann Mathieu covers him.
Garoppolo isn’t shy about
spreading the ball around,
and his wide receivers have
hit an encouraging groove
the past couple months, with

5. Keep up the pace

This matchup is tailor
made for defensive coordinator Robert Saleh’s “All gas,
no brake” motto. The Chiefs
have speed galore. So do the
49ers. Ready, set, go watch
the 49ers defensive backs try
to keep up with the “Legion
of Zoom,” led by Tyreke Hill,
Mecole Hardman, Sammy
Watkins and Demarcus
Robinson. Their receivers’
average speed of 15.45 mph
with the ball in their hands
ranks fastest in the league,
per NFL NextGen Stats.
Of course, there’s also
Kittle’s counterpart, Travis Kelce, Mahomes’ most
popular target who had 10
catches for 134 yards and
three touchdowns in their
playoff-opening comeback
over Houston.
Quarterbacks have shied
away from Sherman in his
rejuvenated season, so look
for nickel back K’Waun Williams, and Emmanuel Moseley to get tested more by Mahomes, especially if Chiefs
receivers break off routes to
try creating space for their
escapable QB. Safeties Jimmie Ward and Jaquiski
Tartt could be the boomor-bust difference.
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SUPER BOWL LIV ANALYSIS

Prediction: A dramatic finish for 49ers-Chiefs
You want a prediction of what’s going to happen Sunday?
I have one
for you.
In a moment…
But, as we
learned in
school, you
Dieter
Kurtenbach have to show
your work.
This is the
most intriguing Super Bowl
I can recall — there was
so much to parse through.
If you want to know how I
reached my prediction —
which will be 100 percent
correct — let’s get started:
MIAMI >>

THE 49ERS’ BIG QUESTION

Man or zone? That’s the
question that will likely determine the outcome of Super Bowl LIV.
The 49ers’ defensive
identity is zone, and identity is important. They
want to rush four, pressure the quarterback, and
force him to make a hurried decision while seven
players blanket every inch
of the field. It’s a rock-solid
formula when you have a
front-four like the 49ers.
But even with Nick Bosa,
Arik Armstead, DeForest Buckner, and Dee Ford
on the prowl, zone will not
work against Mahomes.
This season, per ESPN,
Mahomes registered a Total QBR of 99.3 against
zone defenses.
That’s 99.3 out of 100.
Mahomes’ scrambling
ability is the best part of
the Chiefs’ run game and
poses a direct problem to
the 49ers. Not only can he
evade a pass rush and extend plays — finding gaps
in the zone — he can also
throw the ball 80 yards
in the air on the run. And
while he’s also hyper-elite
against man-to-man, he’s
not impeccable, which
makes it the ideal look.
The vibe I’m picking up
is that the 49ers will do
more two-high safety looks
in this game. Whether it’s
man-to-man Cover-2 or a
zone Cover-4 is to be determined. But the twohigh look can mimic the
team’s preferred Cover-3
(of which Mahomes is far
and away the best quarterback against in the league),
which aims to keep plays in
front of them.

The Chiefs move Travis
Kelce all over the field —
think of him as a wide receiver more than a tight
end — and one of Kansas
City coach Andy Reid’s favorite spots for him is as a
single receiver opposite a
three-man set.
This creates two matchups that the Chiefs love.
Play zone against it and the
Chiefs will run flood concepts and throw it to the
trips side of the field all
day. Play man-to-man, and
Kelce can overpower a cornerback, run right past a
linebacker, or pull a safety
away from the middle of
the field. The 49ers are going to try to keep the Chiefs
off-balance with different
defensive looks, this threeby-one set allows the Chiefs
to set the tone of the play.
Look for it any time Kansas City needs a big play or
simply wants to get back on
track.
RUN ALL NIGHT >> Teams
usually want to establish the run to start a big
game like Sunday’s — a viable run game opens up the
whole playbook for an offense.
The 49ers will go into
Sunday’s game with the
run game already well established, though. When
you run as often as the Niners did in the NFC playoffs, you don’t have to convince anyone you’re capable
of moving the ball on the

Franchise

linebackers Fred Warner and
Dre Greenlaw, and cornerback Emmanuel Moseley.

FROM PAGE 1

5. Signing arch enemy

>>

quarterback,” the Patriots
coach said. “And Jimmy is
getting a good coach.”
Ain’t that the truth. The
49ers were 1-10 by the time
he got his starting spot, then
he elevated everyone, went
5-0 to cap 2017 and earned
a mega-contract (five years,
$137.5 million). Last season’s
Week 3 ACL tear put Garoppolo and the 49ers’ rise on
pause, and his remarkable
comeback this season has
seen him raise his record as
the 49ers’ starter to 21-5.

3. Adding pass rusher

Before Nick Bosa’s heavenly arrival with the No. 2
draft pick, the 49ers added
another threat from the
edge in Dee Ford, for a second-round pick to the Chiefs.
Benefiting from their ripple
effect are defensive tackles
Arik Armstead and DeForest Buckner, as well as the
secondary. Bosa’s all-around
motor is measured beyond
sacks, but he’s piled up three
in the playoffs after nine in
the regular season. Ford
missed five games due to injury and is predominantly a
situational pass rusher with
6½ sacks. He and Bosa give
the 49ers a previously missing championship ingredient.

4. Drafting Kittle,
others
Drafting someone like
Bosa is the easy part. Sometimes you’ve got to get lucky,
and the 49ers did just that
when they drafted George
Kittle in the 2017 fifth round,
after eight tight ends had
gone off the board. Shanahan quickly realized how
good Kittle was, to the point
where he won first-team AllPro honors this season ahead
of the Chiefs’ Travis Kelce.
Other Super Bowl starters
whom they drafted include
left tackle Mike McGlinchey,
wide receiver Deebo Samuel,
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San Francisco 49ers running backs Raheem Mostert, left, and Tevin Coleman, right,
stretch during practice at the team’s training facility in Santa Clara on Jan. 24.
THE MOST IMPORTANT PLAY
>>

Richard Sherman famously ate a turkey leg at
midfield on Levi’s Stadium
on 2014 Thanksgiving and
finished off the 2013 49ers’
Super Bowl hopes, but the
49ers didn’t hesitate signing
the ex-Seattle Seahawks star
in 2018. Amid his recovery
from Achilles surgery, Sherman self-negotiated an incentive-laden three-year contract that is paying off for all.
He reclaimed Pro Bowl
and All-Pro status this season, and he closed the 49ers’
two playoff wins with interceptions. Beyond that, his
intelligence, confidence and
charisma are vital to the
49ers locker room, as is the
case of last offseason’s freeagent acquisition of Kwon
Alexander.

6. Defensive staff hires

ground.
Kansas City’s defense
has improved as the season has progressed, but improvement doesn’t mean
quality. There are some
solid players on the Chiefs
— Tyrann Mathieu and
Chris Jones are standouts
— but the truth remains
that the 49ers should be
able to move the ball at will
against this unit.
The 49ers are as unpredictable on their downand-distance, run-pass play
splits as any team in the
NFL. Niners head coach
Kyle Shanahan doesn’t care
about balance, he cares
about running the right
play to defeat the opposing defense, as evidenced
by their third-and-8 trap
run touchdown against the
Packers two weeks ago.
The Chiefs are a defense
that will need to sell out in
one direction or another
to actually stop an aspect
of the 49ers’ attack, meaning Kansas City will have
to make the first move Sunday.
From then, it’s off to the
races for the Niners.
If Kansas City stacks
the box (eight men or more
on the defensive line and
linebacker, combined), the
49ers will pass the ball
all game — 50 times in a
row, if the Chiefs don’t adjust. Try to stop the pass
by dropping seven or eight
into coverage, and Shanahan will run the ball like

8. Winning on road

it’s the NFC Championship
Game all over again.
But Kansas City stacks
the box as infrequently as
any team in the NFL. Even
against Derrick Henry and
the one-dimensional Titans
in the AFC Championship
Game, they only stacked
the box 12 percent of the
time. We’ll find out early on
what KC’s game plan is.
This is important, because no coach in the NFL
puts defenses in more conflict than Shanahan. He’s
downright vindictive with
his play calls. With constant motion, positionless eligible receivers, subtle-but-critical formation
tweaks, and play-action
passing looks that are
nearly impossible to detect,
he will force players with
one responsibility to break
it. Players with two responsibilities stand little chance
of doing the right thing.
Expect this to play out
with the Chiefs’ safeties
and linebackers Sunday. All
have two responsibilities in
Kansas City’s zone looks.
Outside of the Honey Badger, there’s not much to fear
for Shanahan, who embarrassed the Packers’ defense
in the NFC Championship
Game. Safety Dan Sorensen
is a liability for Kansas City
— he might be the unlucky
player that Shanahan decides to single out early and
often Sunday. Any of Kansas City’s three linebackers
could be the mark, too. Ma-

thieu, being the only player
the 49ers do need to worry
about over the middle of
the field, might be that
player Shanahan targets.
Either way, expect Shanahan and the 49ers —
who had two weeks to prepare — to be able to move
the ball with ease for most
of the contest. The Chiefs
have an opportunistic defense, and Jones will make
plays on the defensive line
in tandem with Frank
Clark, but turnovers will be
the only thing that can slow
San Francisco down.
PROP BETS I LOVE >> In 2015,
I picked Andre Iguodala
to win NBA Finals MVP
ahead of that series with
the Cavs. The logic was
that everyone on earth
knew that the best player
on the court in that series
was LeBron James — if the
Cavs won, he’d certainly be
the MVP. If the Warriors
won, the man who stopped
James would pick up the
credit.
That worked out.
I still believe in the Iguodala Principle, as MVP is a
narrative award.
For that reason, I love
Nick Bosa to win MVP. If
Mahomes (even-money)
doesn’t thrive in the game,
it’ll likely be Bosa who
stopped him. Add in that
he’s the hometown kid and
it only helps the case. I’ve
seen him with odds as high
as 30-to-1. Tremendous
value there.
I also love Kerry Crowley’s suggestion — safety
Jimmie Ward is a nice longshot bet at 150-to-1. Bosa
brings the pressure, Ward
makes the play on the back
end…
I’m also all over Kyle
Juszczyk to go over 12.5 receiving yards in the game.
Juice is the linchpin of the
49ers’ favorite 21 personnel
looks and Shanahan loves
using the fullback as a bigplay receiver. Much like
with Kelce and certainly
George Kittle, Juszczyk is
a roving mismatch on the
field. Against these Chiefs
linebackers and safeties, I
can’t imagine he doesn’t’
catch a pass for more than
15 yards in this game.
Another fun one: Jimmy
Garoppolo to score a touchdown in this game. You
might think “hey, Dieter,

bold take…” but this prop
has to do with him rushing
for a touchdown or catching one. I think both are viable options, especially at
7-to-1. Garoppolo can run
and he’s an excellent quarterback sneaker. I can see
him being left unaccounted
for on a play-action boot
play near the end zone or
going over the top of the
people at the one-inch line.
And never underestimate
Shanahan’s creativity with
trick plays — nothing will
be held back and Garoppolo would be a viable receiver option.
THE PICK >> I think this
game is a shootout, with
Mahomes playing spectacularly for the vast majority of the contest, but making critical mistakes thanks
to the 49ers’ pass rush and
strong safety play. I think
Ward picks him off once
— on Richard Sherman’s
side — as Mahomes tries to
throw a deep ball over the
veteran cornerback despite
being pressured. He won’t
see Ward jumping over.
The Chiefs will get
theirs, though. Expect four
touchdowns Sunday. The
screen game, in particular, will be outstanding, but
really it will be Mahomes
making throws that no one
else would dare attempt
look routine (they’re not).
The 49ers will get five
touchdowns, though — two
through the air and three
on the ground (with one
from Garoppolo). San Francisco’s advantage will be
negated, though because
they will a fumble in the
game and Garoppolo will
stall a couple drives with
near-picks.
The Chiefs, down six
with three minutes to play,
will drive down the field
and look poised to score the
game-tying touchdown and
kick the game-winning extra point.
That’s where I think
Bosa, power rushing
against Chiefs left tackle
Eric Fisher and already
with three sacks in the
game, hits Mahomes from
behind on a drop-back,
knocking the ball loose.
The 49ers recover and are
able to run the clock out to
win their first Super Bowl
in 25 years.
49ers 40, Chiefs 34

49ERS
Aaron Rodgers
of the Green
Bay Packers is
sacked by Nick
Bosa of the
San Francisco
49ers during
the NFC
Championship
game at Levi’s
Stadium in
Santa Clara.

Winless last season on
the road, the 49ers opened
this season with victories at
Tampa Bay and at Cincinnati. In between was a layover in Youngstown, Ohio,
and Garoppolo called it an
“awesome” way to build
unity by “staying in a Holiday Inn.” The 49ers’ capped
their 7-1 road record at Seattle on Dec. 29. The Super
Bowl is a neutral site, but, get
this: the 49ers are the designated away team.

9. Swinging deals

Acquired a week before
the Oct. 29 trade deadline,
wide receiver Emmanuel
Sanders immediately fit in
and validated the passing
attack. Sanders was 32 and
coming off an Achilles’ injury, but he looked good to
the 49ers during joint practices in August with his thenteam, the Denver Broncos.
Sanders is the most recent in a string of successful trades, both in terms of
dispatching players as well
as acquiring starters such
as guard Tomlinson (Aug.
31, 2017), Garoppolo (Oct.
31, 2017) and Ford (March
13, 2018).

Robert Saleh’s first two
seasons led many to wonder
about his job security, but
the 49ers brass insist their
defensive coordinator was
never on the hot seat, and
he emerged this season as
a legitimate head-coaching
candidate for the Cleveland
Browns. Key additions to the 10. Roster overhaul
2019 staff were defensive line
When cutting players and
coach Kris Kocurek and sec- acquiring new ones, team
ondary coach Joe Woods.
chemistry can get jeopardized, especially if a pop7. Lock up bro-line
ular player is jettisoned.
Identifying offensive line- Tough decisions were made
men was the first step, then amid the roster’s mass exsecuring them to multi-year odus. In Reuben Foster’s
deals was vital for consis- case, the 49ers understandtency, chemistry and pro- ably cut the 2017 first-round
ductivity. Joe Staley, Laken pick on Nov. 26, 2018, after
Tomlinson, Weston Rich- further off-field issues. Not
burg, Mike Person and Mc- even contract extensions
Glinchey comprise a top- were enough to save Jeremy
notch unit. Injuries hit hard Kerley, Daniel Kilgore and
this season.
Vance McDonald from the
Backups Ben Garland, makeover, not with a cavDaniel Brunskill and Justin alry coming via the draft,
Skule filled in admirably, free agency and trades.
with Garland still snapping
The few holdovers who’ve
in place of Richburg. That’s stuck around since 2016:
the “Bro-line” cohesion we Staley, Garrett Celek, Jimsaw when they partied to- mie Ward, Raheem Mostert,
gether at a San Jose Sharks Armstead, Buckner, Ronald
playoff game.
Blair and Kyle Nelson.
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Bosa named top defensive rookie,
Raiders’ Jacobs loses out to Murray
By Jerry McDonald
Bay Area News Group

The honors keep rolling
in for 49ers defensive end
Nick Bosa, who was named
the Associated Press Defensive Rookie of the Year Saturday night in a vote by a
panel of media throughout
the country.
Josh Jacobs, the Raiders
rookie running back, lost
out to Arizona quarterback Kyler Murray as the
NFL’s Offensive Rookie of
the Year.
Bosa, the second overall pick of the 2019 draft
out of Ohio State, had nine
sacks in 16 regular-season
games with 14 starts. He
was credited with 47 tackles, a forced fumble, had an
interception and recovered
two fumbles.
At the NFL Honors
night, Bosa’s father John
accepted the award on behalf of his son.
“Obviously a proud dad.
Nick wanted me to thank
the entire York family, John
Lynch and the front office,
amazing coaches and most
important his wonderful

teammates. Go Niners,”
John Bosa said.
Already named the overall rookie of the year as well
as the defensive rookie of
the year by the Pro Football Writers Association,
Bosa was a key figure on a
49ers defense that will take
on the Kansas City Chiefs
Sunday in Super Bowl LIV
at Hard Rock Stadium in
Miami.
Jacobs, who was also
the PFWA offensive rookie
of the year, set a franchise
rookie rushing record with
1,150 yards and a 4.8 yards
per carry average in 13
games.
A first-round pick out
of Alabama selected with
the No. 24 selection which
came as part of the Khalil
mack deal, Jacobs had four
games of more than 100
yards rushing and after
Week 7 played with a shoulder injury that he said was
a fracture.
Jacobs, with 88.5 yards
rushing per game, trailed
only Tennessee’s Derrick
Henry and the Browns’
Nick Chubb in per game
average.

The missed games apparently hurt with the
A.P. voters, however. Murray, the No. 1 overall pick
out of Oklahoma by Arizona, played all 16 games
and passed for 3,722 yards.
Murray completed 64.4 percent of his passes, threw 20
touchdown passes with 12
interceptions, and also had
544 yards rushing.
The 49ers’ Kyle Shanahan, presumably in the
running for A.P. NFL Coach
of the Year, was beaten out
by Baltimore’s John Harbaugh, whose Ravens were
14-2 in the regular season
and beat the 49ers.
As he entered the NFL
Honors gala, Harbaugh
told reporters he thought
Shanahan deserved the
award.
“Kyle should get it. He
deserves it,” Harbaugh
said. “He’s in the Super
Bowl. He’s done an amazing job there. He’s a great
coach. “I’ve known him a
long time interviewed him
few years back”
Voting for NFL awards
conclude at the end of the
regular season.
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Prosnitz piles
up assists in
Branson victory
Marin Independent Journal

Eliana Prosnitz put up
a stat line more fitting of
a basketball game as she
assisted on five different
goals to power the Branson School girls soccer
team to a 6-0 win against
San Marin on Saturday.
Prosnitz began by setting up Anna Lardner for
a goal in the ninth minute
and kept dishing out assists until Abby Dillon had
a hat trick and Lena Sugrue had also scored.
Branson led 5-0 with
Dillon finding the back of
the net in the 23rd, 48th
and 52nd minutes, all assisted by Prosnitz. Branson capped the scoring
with a sixth goal from
Grace Johnson, assisted
by Emma Allen.
Prosnitz’s prolific day
helped her jump to the
top of the league leaders
with 17 assists, one ahead
of Marin Catholic’s Zoe
Shepherd.
• Sydney Boyd and
Kirsten Whetstone both
had a goal and an assist as Tam picked up a
4-0 win against Drake to
clinch the MCAL regularseason title with 41 points
and a game to play. The
Red-tailed Hawks (14-1-2,
13-0-2) got goals from Carina Kelly and Ellie Ryerson. Thalia Greenberg and
Jordan Cushner also had
assists.
• Grace Bouton and
Maya Rembrandt both
scored twice as Redwood rolled to an 8-1 win
against San Rafael (6-102, 3-9-2). The Giants (132-3, 10-1-3) led 4-1 at the
half with Bouton netting
twice, Rembrandt once
and Avery Jones once.
Rembrandt scored again
to push the lead to 5-1.
Sophia Curtaz. Shannon
Watridge and Brianna
Salvetti added goals to
cap the scoring. Watridge
had three assists and Bouton had a pair of assists.
• Sof ia A ronovsk y
scored an early goal and
Terra Linda’s defense did
the rest, shutting down
Marin Catholic’s highpowered offense for a 1-0
victory. Aronovsky scored
on an assist from Reyna
Vara.

Boys soccer

Sergio Ajquiy-Flores
scored on a free kick with
about seven minutes left
to keep Marin Catholic’s
playoff push alive following a 1-0 victory over firstplace Terra Linda (10-2-3,
10-2-3). The Wildcats (8-51, 7-5-1) pulled to within
three points of fourthplace San Rafael with two
games to play.
• Otto Ryerson had
a goal and an assist as
Tam won to pull level
with Terra Linda atop
the league. The Redtailed Hawks (10-2-3, 102-3) picked up a 3-0 win
against Drake (6-6-3, 4-62). Ryerson scored the
opener on an assist by
Salem Wahab then Noah
Whittaker scored when
Ryerson played him in
behind the defense for a
2-0 halftime lead. Dylan
Brown added a third goal
in stoppage time.
• Alexander Nilsson
and Shawn Clarke scored
to help lift Redwood into
third place with a victory
against San Rafael (9-53, 8-5-1). The Giants (9-43, 8-3-3) got assists from
Billy Gramajo and Adam
WIlson as they moved
two points ahead of San
Rafael with two games to
play.
• Paris Manthoulis
scored a hat trick to pace
Branson to a 5-0 win
against San Marin (1-12,
2-, 1-12-1). Kenyon Graham and Gavin Taub also
scored for the Bulls (3-122, 2-11-1).

Basketball

Last year’s men’s champion and overall winner Corey Raynor oneupped himself at the
Marin County Free Throw
Championships at Drake
High.
Raynor set a new event
record with 85 consecu-
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tive free throws, breaking
the old record of 81 set by
current Novato High senior Jason Carpenter.
Ella Fiore ( Ma nor
School, second grade) and
Julianne Volpe (Marin
Catholic senior) tied for
the best run by a female
this year, each making 15
consecutive shots.
The Drake High boys
picked up the high school
team title, combining to
make 239 shots to Marin
Catholic’s 225. Sachem Ramos, who took the high
school boys title, made 60
in a row for the Pirates.
Fairfax’s Rose Milani
repeated as the champion
among mature women.
O ther w inners included: Toddler: Kyle Burnesco, San Geronomo; Pre
K boys: Bryn Weaver. San
Geronimo; Pre K girls: Julia Lyndey, Missy Mickey’s
Pre School; Kindergarten:
Gus Fiore, Manor School,
Cam Cortez, Mill Valley, a tie; 1st grade:Boys:
John Fahy, Brookside; 2nd
grade boys: Colby Thongnopneua, Wade Thomas;
2nd grade girls: Ella
Fiore, Manor School; 3rd
grade boys, Max Rabin,
Mark Day School; 3rd
grade girls, Tavi Rader,
Hidden Valley; 4th grade
boys, boys: Tristan Chelakov, Mill Valley; 4th grade
girls, Kendall Marshall,
Hoidden Valley; 5th grade
boys, Keaton Thongnopneua, Wade Thomas; 5th
grade girls, Ashlyn Alba,
St Anselm’s; 6th grade
boys: Cole Bester, Kent
Middle School; 7th Grade
boys: Mason Thongnopneua, Whitehill Middle
School, 7th Grade girls:
Molly Gallagher, Hall
Middle School; 8th grade
boys: Tom Nelson, St Anselms; 8th grade girls: Alexandria Stein, Hidden
Valley.

Wrestling

Drake’s Aylo Corshen
beat three NCS-ranked
opponent s, including
pinning the top-seeded
wrestler in his 160-pound
bracket, en route to a
third-place medal at the
Redwood Empire Classic in Ukiah. Corshen, a
three-time MCAL champion, lost in the semifinals to the eventual winner but came back with
two victories to secure a
podium finish. The senior
appears set to make some
noise in the NCS playoffs
this year.

Women’s basketball

Fresno Pacific’s uptempo offense was too
much for Dominican
in a 87-74 defeat. Jerusha Paine paced the Penguins (7-13, 4-10 PacWest)
with 20 points and four
rebounds while Brittney
Cedeno added 16 points,
six rebounds and six assists.

Men’s basketball

Dominican’s secondhalf rally came up short
in a 69-66 loss to Fresno
Pacific. Lazar Djurovic led
the Penguins (4-16, 4-10
PacWest) with 22 points
while Mateen Hirbod
added four 3-pointers off
the bench.

College softball

McKenzie Schumacher
launched her first home
run of the season but it
wasn’t enough to prevent
the Penguins from opening the season 0-4 in Las
Vegas. Schumacher hit
a two-run bomb to put
the Penguins ahead 4-1
against Montana State
Billings, which scored the
last six runs of the game
to rally for a 7-4 victory.
Earlier in the day, Dominican fell 14-3 against
Concordia. Mady Christensen had a pair of hits
for Dominican while Peyton Mott, Alyssa Waltman
and Alyssa Ramirez.

Women’s tennis

Dominican dropped its
season opener at Sonoma
State, 5-2, on Saturday.
Ofelia Lopez Camarena
and Michelle Li each won
matches for the Penguins
(0-1).

Stanford tops No. 11 Oregon
The Associated Press
STANFORD >> Oscar da
Silva scored a career-high
27 points and had 15 rebounds, helping Stanford
rally in the second half to
beat No. 11 Oregon 70-60
on Saturday.
Stanford (16-5, 5-3 Pac12) trailed 44-35 with 14
1/2 minutes left, then held
the Ducks without a basket for the next 10 minutes.
Tyrell Terry hit a go-ahead
3-pointer and the Cardinal
used a 15-1 burst to take a
59-50 lead.
Terry finished with 12
points as Stanford ended a
three-game skid.
Will Richardson scored
17 points for the Ducks
(18-5, 7-3), who fell out of
first place and had their
TONY AVELAR — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
four-game winning streak
Stanford
guard
Daejon
Davis
and
guard
Bryce
Wills
celebrate
after the team’s 70-60
snapped. Payton Pritchard
added 16 points and Chris victory against Oregon on Saturday in Stanford.
Duarte had 14.
Pritchard recorded his a 10-game winning streak. the Blue Devils (18-3, 8-2 this week that he intended
200th career steal, second Florida State remained a Atlantic Coast Conference) to transfer.
all-time in school history. game out of first place in won their third straight af- P ROV I DE NCE 65 , NO. 16
NO. 1 BAYLOR 68, TCU 52 >> the ACC standings.
BUTLER 61 >> Luwane Pipter a two-game skid.
MaCio Teague scored 19 NO. 6 LOUISVILLE 77, NORTH XAVIER 74, NO. 10 SETON kins scored 22 points and
points with five 3-pointers CAROLINA STATE 57 >> Ryan HALL 62 >> Tyrique Jones made six consecutive free
and No. 1 Baylor set a pro- McMahon made seven had 19 points and 18 re- throws in the final minute
gram record with its 18th 3-pointers and scored a bounds, and Xavier opened for Providence.
win in a row, 68-52 over season-high 23 points for a big lead early and ended
The Friars (12-10, 5-4
TCU.
Louisville.
the Pirates’ 10-game win- Big East) snapped a threeTeague made consecuJordan Nwora added 14 ning streak.
game losing streak by beattive 3-pointers in a 36-sec- points for the Cardinals,
Naji Marshall added 19 ing a ranked team for the
ond span to cap a 14-0 run who maintained their hold points and KyKy Tandy had first time since March 19,
in the first half that put on the Atlantic Coast Con- 14 as the Musketeers (14-8, 2018. It was also their first
the Bears (19-1, 8-0 Big 12) ference lead with their 3-6 Big East) beat the Pi- road win over a team in
ahead to stay. He hit two eighth straight win. Lou- rates in every phase of the the AP Top 25 since Feb.
more 3s early in the sec- isville (19-3, 10-1) led by 17 game.
22, 2017.
ond half before TCU made points late in the first half NO. 12 WEST VIRGINIA 66, CINCINNATI 64, NO. 21 HOUSa run.
and responded to an N.C. KANSAS STATE 57 >> Derek TON 62 >> Keith Williams
NO.2GONZAGA83,SANFRAN- State (14-8, 5-6) run mid- Culver had 19 points and 14 scored 10 of his 12 points in
CISCO 79 >> Corey Kispert’s way through the second rebounds to give coach Bob the second half and Cincinthree-point play with 1:33 half by pushing the margin Huggins another milestone nati rallied from a 15-point
left put his team ahead right back out to 15 points. win. Huggins earned his deficit in the second half.
for good and he added a NO. 7 DAYTON 70, FORDHAM 877th career win to move
Williams scored on a
jumper with 34 seconds re- 56 >> Trey Landers matched past Kentucky’s Adolph floater with 2:02 left, givmaining, helping Gonzaga his season high with 18 Rupp into seventh place in ing Cincinnati (14-7, 7-2
extend its winning streak points, Obi Toppin also Division I.
American Athletic Conto 15 games.
had 18 and Dayton got its
The Mountaineers (17-4, ference) its first lead, 61Khalil Shabaaz made a 16th straight win over the 5-3 Big 12) bounced back 59, since the Bearcats led
3-pointer with six seconds Rams.
from a loss at Texas Tech 8-5. Williams followed with
left to make it a two-point
The Flyers (20-2, 9-0 At- on Wednesday, improved two free throws, generatgame in a furious, back- lantic 10) had little prob- to 11-0 at home and ended ing roars from the sellout
and-forth finish — and lem extending their streak a three-game losing streak crowd of 12,189.
NO. 22 LSU 73, MISSISSIPPI 63
that described most of the against the Rams (7-14, to Kansas State.
second half. Admon Gilder 1-8). Dayton hasn’t lost NO. 17 AUBURN 75, NO. 13 KEN- >> Javonte Smart scored 13
made two free throws with to Fordham since Jan. 4, TUCKY 66 >> Samir Doughty of his season-high 21 points
3.6 seconds left to seal the 2005, a 66-56 Rams win at scored 23 points while in the last 16 minutes and
win.
the Rose Hill Gym.
making 14 of 15 free throws LSU extended its winning
NO. 3 KANSAS 78, TEXAS CREIGHTON 76, NO. 8 VILLA- and Auburn finished strong streak to 10 games.
TECH 75 >> Devon Dotson NOVA 61 >> Denzel Mahoney in an NCAA Tournament TULSA 54, NO. 23 WICHITA
STATE 51 >> Elijah Joiner
scored 21 points and Mar- had 21 points and Mitch rematch.
cus Garrett added 15 points Ballock had nine of his 15
Isaac Okoro made a key caught an inbound pass
for Kansas.
points in the second half to 3-pointer and scored 14 with 3.3 seconds left and
The Jayhawks (18-3, help Creighton defeat Vil- points for the Tigers (19-2, raced from one key to
7-1 Big 12) led 76-75 with lanova.
6-2 Southeastern Confer- the next, connecting on a
14 seconds to play before
Ty- S hon A le x a nde r ence), who dominated the 3-pointer as time expired
Ochai A gbaji knocked added 16 points and Mar- final four minutes.
to give Tulsa a victory over
down two free throws. The cus Zegarowski scored 13 WISCONSIN 64, NO. 14 MICH- Wichita State.
Red Raiders were unable to for the Bluejays (17-5, 6-3 IGAN STATE 63 >> Nate Re- NO. 24 PENN STATE 76, NEcome away with a basket to Big East), who have won uvers scored 15 points, BRASKA 64 >> Myles Dread
complete the upset.
four in a row while aveng- D’Mitrik Trice had 14 and scored 14 points, Lamar
NO. 5 FLORIDA STATE 74, VIR- ing a 64-59 home loss to Aleem Ford added 13 to Stevens and Myreon Jones
GINIA TECH 63 >> Devin Vas- the Wildcats on Jan. 7.
help Wisconsin edge Mich- had 13 apiece, and Penn
sell tied an ACC record NO. 9 DUKE 97, SYRACUSE 88 igan State.
State pulled away early in
by shooting 7 for 7 from >> Vernon Carey Jr. had 26
Wisconsin earned the the second half.
3-point range and scored points and a season-high 17 victory despite missing MICHIGAN 69, NO. 25 RUT27 points to lift Florida rebounds for the 10th dou- guard Brad Davison be- GERS 63 >> Brandon Johns
State.
ble-double of his freshman cause of a suspension. Jr. scored a career-high
Vassell helped the Sem- season and Duke beat Syr- The Badgers (13-9, 6-5 Big 20 points and Michigan
inoles (18-3, 8-2) rebound acuse.
Ten) also lost Kobe King, won at Madison Square
from Tuesday night’s loss
Cassius Stanley keyed an the team’s second-leading Ga rden for the 10th
at Virginia that snapped early second-half surge and scorer, when he announced straight time.

NFL

Polamalu, Atwater heading to Hall of Fame
By Eddie Pells
The Associated Press
MIAMI >> He grew his hair
so long, it flowed out of his
helmet and obscured the
name on the back of his
jersey.
Didn’t matter. Everyone
knew where to find Troy
Polamalu on Sundays.
The Steelers great earned
a spot in the Pro Football
Hall of Fame along with
another hard-hitting safety,
Steve Atwater of Denver.
Also voted in Saturday were
receiver Isaac Bruce, running back Edgerrin James
and guard Steve Hutchinson.
Polamalu said he went six
or seven years, maybe longer, without cutting his hair
during the prime of a career
that lasted from 2003-14.
But as much as for the
hair, he earned the nickname “Tasmanian Devil”
for how he changed the way
people thought about the
safety position. Compact
and fleet of foot at 5-foot10 and 200 pounds, Polamalu bolted around the field,
and made plays from practically anywhere. No quarterback, runner or receiver
was safe.
Selected in his first year
of eligibility, Polamalu was
a four-time All-Pro, was
voted to eight Pro Bowls
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Pittsburgh Steelers’ Troy Polamalu follows the action
during the second half of an NFL football game against the
Buffalo Bills in Pittsburgh.
and finished with two Super Bowl rings in three
trips. His rambling, crossthe-field fourth-quarter
pick-six against Joe Flacco
in the 2008 AFC title game
cemented the win and was
a highlight of what might
have been his best season;
he had seven interceptions
that year and the Steelers
won the Super Bowl.
Polamalu will go in the
same year as Pittsburgh
coach Bill Cowher and defensive back Donnie Shell,
each of whom were voted in
as part of the hall’s special
centennial class designed
to celebrate the NFL”s
100th year.
“It’s a huge blessing to go

in with Coach Cowher and
a tremendous honor to go
in with Donnie Shell because the Steelers’ defenses
in the ‘70s laid our foundation,” Polamalu said.
Though game-changing safeties were nothing
new to the league, Polamalu could line up near the
linebackers, or the defensive linemen, or deep in
the backfield, and wreck
a game plan from any of
those spots.
“He’s waking people up
to the impact a safety can
have in today’s game,” another safety, John Lynch,
said in an interview while
Polamalu was in his prime.
Lynch, in Miami this

week for the Super Bowl
as GM of the 49ers, was
also among the 15 finalists whose resumes were
debated and discussed
throughout the day by the
panel of four dozen voters.
But he did not make the
cut. Neither did Tony Boselli, the dominant Jaguars
offensive lineman whose
career lasted only 91 games
because of shoulder injuries. The Jaguars are still
without a player in the hall.
An offensive lineman
did make it, though. It was
Steve Hutchinson, who
played guard for the Seahawks, Vikings and Titans
over a 12-year career. He’d
been a finalist in all three
years since becoming eligible and broke through in
this, a class that didn’t include any slam dunks — or
a single quarterback among
the list of finalists.
“I’ve written the speech
the past few years in
the shower and it’ll really be about the people
who helped me get here,”
Hutchinson said.
Atwater made it — in
his 16th year of eligibility,
no less. — and became the
first home-grown Broncos
defender to join the hall.
(An honor many in Denver
believe should belong to
Orange Crush linebacker
Randy Gradishar.)
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NBA

Green’s vintage performance
lifts Warriors over Cavaliers
By Wes Goldberg
Bay Area News Group

Warriors
head coach Steve Kerr often jokes that forward
Draymond Green is “the
lone survivor.”
In fact, Kerr has plenty
of jokes these days. After
he entered an unusually
crowded room of assembled reporters in Cleveland
he asked, “Why are you all
here? LeBron James isn’t
walking through that door,
Kevin Durant isn’t walking
through that door.”
Indeed, a lot ha s
changed since the Warriors (11-39) and Cavaliers
(13-37) played in fourstraight NBA Finals. With
James leading a title contender in Los Angeles and
the Warriors without Stephen Curry (left hand surgery), Klay Thompson (left
knee surgery) and Durant
(Brooklyn), both teams entered Saturday night with
the worst two records in
the NBA.
But Green turned in a
vintage performance reminiscent of some of his
best Finals games, tying
a career-high with 16 assists in the Warriors’ 131112 win over the Cavaliers
at Rocket Mortage FieldHouse.
With Green leading
the offense, the Warriors
briefly looked like the Warriors of old, assisting on 39
of their 48 made field goals
and limiting themselves to
11 turnovers.
A steady drumbeat of
drives, kicks, and whipped
passes around the perimeter led to the worst-rated
offense in the league making 53.9% overall and 18 of
their 35 shots (51.4%) from
beyond the arc.
In the opening minutes
of the third quarter, Green
found Glenn Robinson III
for a layup that capped a
17-0 run — the Warriors’
longest scoring run of the
season — spanning the end
of the second quarter to
the start of the third.
Golden State outscored
Cleveland 44-19 a third
quarter in which they set
a franchise record with
10 3-pointers made in a
quarter, including making four straight in the fiCLEVELAND >>

James, LAL
LaVine, CHI
Ingram, NOP
Mitchell, UTA
Siakam, TOR
DeRozan, SAS
Wiggins, MIN
Walker, BOS
McCollum, POR
Tatum, BOS

Marin
COLLEGE BASEBALL
Sequoias 11, COM 1

MEN’S BASKETBALL

MEN’S TOP 25
Saturday
1. Baylor (19-1) beat TCU 68-52.
2. Gonzaga (23-1) beat San Francisco 83-79.
3. Kansas (18-3) beat Texas Tech 78-75.
4. San Diego State (23-0) beat Utah State
80-68.
5. Florida State (18-3) beat Virginia Tech
74-63.
6. Louisville (19-3) beat N.C. State 77-57.
7. Dayton (20-2) beat Fordham 70-56.
8. Villanova (17-4) lost to Creighton 76-61.
9. Duke (18-3) beat Syracuse 97-88.
10. Seton Hall (16-5) lost to Xavier 74-62.
11. Oregon (18-5) lost to Stanford 70-60.
12. West Virginia (17-4) beat Kansas State
66-57.
13. Kentucky (16-5) lost to No. 17 Auburn
75-66.
14. Michigan State (16-6) lost to Wisconsin
64-63.
15. Maryland (17-4) did not play.
16. Butler (17-5) lost to Providence 65-61.
17. Auburn (19-2) beat No. 13 Kentucky
75-66.
18. Iowa (15-6) did not play.
19. Illinois (16-5) did not play.
20. Colorado (17-5) beat Southern Cal
78-57.
21. Houston (17-5) lost to Cincinnati 64-62.
22. LSU (17-4) beat Mississippi 73-63.
23. Wichita State (17-3) lost to Tulsa 54-51.
24. Penn State (16-5) beat Nebraska 76-64.
25. Rutgers (16-6) lost to Michigan 69-63.

COLLEGE SOFTBALL
Concordia 14, Dominican 3
Montana State Billings 7, Dominican 4

WOMEN’S TENNIS
Sonoma State 5, Dominican 2

NFL
WILD-CARD PLAYOFFS

Saturday, Jan. 4
Houston 22, Buffalo 19, OT
Tennessee 20, New England 13
Sunday, Jan. 5
Minnesota 26, New Orleans 20, OT
Seattle 17, Philadelphia 9

FAR WEST

DIVISIONAL PLAYOFFS

WARRIORS 131,
CAVALIERS 112

Up Next: Warriors at
Washington
When: Monday, 4p.m.
TV: NBS
nal 1:45 of the period to
take a 27-point lead into
the fourth.
The Warriors entered
Saturday night having lost
15 of their last 16 games,
including the last five
straight. It goes without
saying that it’s been a trying season for Green.
As the schedule begins
to soften (the Warriors
will play two sub-.500
teams next, the Wizards
on Monday and the Nets
on Wednesday), Green
and the Warriors know
they have an opportunity
to earn a few rare wins
before another challenging stretch.
In the second quarter,
Green delivered a hard
foul, smacking Collin Sexton in the chest with his
left hand after the secondyear guard flashed a be-

hind-the-back dribble on
a transition layup attempt.
The message was clear:
Green knew the Warriors
could win this one, and he
wasn’t about to let anyone
on the Cavaliers think otherwise.
Sexton finished with 23
points on 9-for-16 shooting and four assists, while
rookie guard Kevin Porter
Jr. chipped in 19 points.
Forward Kevin Love went
for 14 points, 11 rebounds
and five assists.
In addition to Green
(eight points, 16 assists,
seven rebounds, two steals
and two blocks in 26 minutes), the Warriors were
led by Robinson’s 22 points
on 9-for-13 shooting (3for-5 from 3-point range).
Russell had 19 points
on 6-for-14 shooting (6for-11 from 3-point range),
eight assists and seven rebounds.
Having missed the last
18 games with an abdominal strain, center Kevon
Looney logged two points
and four rebounds in 13
minutes in his first game
since Dec. 23.

Curry re-evaluated, Warriors
hopeful he can play in March
Golden State
Warriors’
Stephen
Curry
watches in
the second
half during a
game against
the Cleveland
Cavaliers on
Saturday in
Cleveland.

By Wes Goldberg
Bay Area News Group
CLEVELAND >>

TONY DEJAK —
THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS

when Steph is around,” Kerr
said. “And he’s given the
young guys a lot of words
of wisdom.”
The Warriors entered the
season hopeful they would
compete to make the playoffs for the eighth-straight
year but, after Curry broke
his hand in a collision with
Suns center Aron Baynes in
the fourth game of the season, Golden State shifted
their expectations.
Since then, they’ve focused on developing a
young roster in hopes of
finding contributors and
rounding out the bench for
next season, when Curry
and Klay Thompson (left
knee surgery) are healthy
and the team expects to
compete in the Western
Conference.
Curry’s return will also
provide the front office with
a larger sample size of his
long-term fit with D’Angelo
Russell. The two point
guards have played only 74
minutes together and strug-

gled to find chemistry in the
backcourt.
Kerr has been encouraged by Russell’s burgeoning ability to play off the
ball — especially along with
Draymond Green — which
could help him co-exist with
Curry.
The Warriors (10-39) are
on pace to win 17 games this
season and currently have
the best odds (14%) to land
the No. 1 pick in May’s draft
lottery, followed by the Cavaliers, Hawks and Knicks —
all at 13-36.
However, if Curry returns in March, he could potentially help Golden State
improve their record and
rise from the bottom of the
standings. But when asked
if they would rest Curry to
maintain favorable odds to
land the No. 1 pick, Kerr denounced the notion.
“The players are going to
play when they’re ready to
play,” Kerr said. “And we’re
going to try to win every
game that we can.”

25.2
25.1
24.9
24.6
23.8
23.0
22.9
22.0
21.6
21.5

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Terra Linda 1, Marin Catholic 0
Tam 4, Drake 0
Redwood 8, San Rafael 1
Branson 6, San Marin 0

THE SCORE

172 1134
239 1279
238 1094
192 1156
148 906
273 1083
137 894
160 926
79 971
143 923

Dominican 87, Fresno Pacific 74

GIRLS SOCCER

TONY DEJAK — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

434
443
374
426
337
401
335
311
387
339

College basketball

Tam 3, Drake 0
Redwood 2, San Rafael 0
Branson 5, San Marin 0
Marin Catholic 1, Terra Linda 0

Cleveland Cavaliers’ Darius Garland drives against Golden
State Warriors’ Draymond Green on Saturday in Cleveland.

45
51
44
47
38
47
39
42
45
43

Fresno Pacific 69, Dominican 66

BOYS SOCCER

NBA

Stephen
Curry underwent his scheduled re-evaluation Saturday
morning and the team, encouraged by his progress,
is hopeful he can return at
some point in March.
Curry, who has missed
most of the season after undergoing surgery for a broken left hand in November,
will be re-evaluated in four
more weeks as he continues
to expand his individual oncourt work each week.
“He’s made some big
strides and we’re a month
away from having another
evaluation,” head coach
Steve Kerr said. “We’re really hopeful that around
that time he’ll be able to
play.”
Curry’s workouts consist
of non-contact work that
includes shooting and dribbling drills and cardio. The
plan is for him to progress
to contact drills over the
next four weeks, including
one-on-one and five-on-five
scrimmages.
Based on this new timetable, Curry could return
to play the Wizards in
San Francisco on March 1,
which would be available for
more than 20 games to end
the season.
In recent weeks, Curry
has been participating in
shooting drills after practices. Working closely with
director of sports medicine and performance, Dr.
Rick Celebrini, he began
strength-training for his
left hand.
Curry has recently been
traveling with the team,
including for their current five-game, East Coast
swing.
“The mood is brighter

Scoreboard

Saturday, Jan. 11
San Francisco 27, Minnesota 10
Tennessee 28, Baltimore 12
Sunday, Jan. 12
Kansas City 51, Houston 31
Green Bay 28, Seattle 23
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS

Sunday, Jan. 19
Kansas City 35, Tennessee 24
San Francisco 37, Green Bay 20
PRO BOWL

Sunday, Jan. 26
At Orlando, Fla.
AFC 38, NFC 33
SUPER BOWL

Sunday, Feb. 2
At Miami Gardens, Fla.
Kansas City vs. San Francisco, 3:30 p.m.
(FOX)

NBA

WOMEN’S TOP 25

WESTERN CONFERENCE
PACIFIC DIVISION

Lakers
Clippers
Phoenix
Sacramento
Golden State

W

L

37
34
20
18
11

11
15
28
31
39

Pct

GB

.771
—
.694 31/2
.417
17
.367 191/2
.220
27

SOUTHWEST DIVISION

Houston
Dallas
Memphis
San Antonio
New Orleans

W

L

30
30
24
22
20

18
19
25
26
29

Pct

GB

.625
—
.612
1/2
.490 61/2
.458
8
.408 101/2

NORTHWEST DIVISION

Denver
Utah
Oklahoma City
Portland
Minnesota

W

L

34
32
30
22
15

15
16
20
27
33

Arizona 66, Washington St. 49
Arizona St. 87, Washington 83
Boise St. 73, Nevada 64
BYU 81, Saint Mary’s 79
California 69, Oregon St. 67
California Baptist 72, Seattle 65
Colorado 78, Southern Cal 57
Colorado St. 95, UNLV 77
E. Washington 59, Sacramento St. 54
Fresno St. 82, New Mexico 77
Gonzaga 83, San Francisco 79
Montana 78, Montana St. 64
New Mexico St. 72, Grand Canyon 52
N. Arizona 77, Idaho 72
N. Colorado 70, Weber St. 52
Oral Roberts 86, Denver 77
Pacific 66, San Diego 58
Pepperdine 68, Loyola Marymount 67
Rio Grande 70, CS Bakersfield 59
San Diego St. 80, Utah St. 68
Santa Clara 85, Portland 61
Stanford 70, Oregon 60
S. Utah 80, Idaho St. 75
UC Davis 66, Cal Poly 51
UC Irvine 91, CS Fullerton 61
UC Santa Barbara 87, Long Beach St. 62
Wyoming 71, San Jose St. 66

Pct

GB

.694
—
.667 11/2
.600 41/2
.449
12
.313 181/2

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Saturday
1. South Carolina (20-1) did not play.
2. Baylor (19-1) did not play.
3. Oregon (19-2) beat Colorado 101-53.
4. UConn (19-1) did not play.
5. Louisville (21-1) did not play.
6. Stanford (19-2) did not play.
7. N.C. State (20-1) did not play.
8. UCLA (18-2) did not play.
9. Mississippi State (19-3) did not play.
10. Oregon State (18-4) beat Utah 77-65.
11. DePaul (19-3) did not play.
12. Gonzaga (22-1) beat BYU 59-44.
13. Kentucky (17-3) did not play.
14. Florida State (18-4) beat Pittsburgh
66-41.
15. Texas A&M (18-3) did not play.
16. Arizona (17-3) did not play.
17. Maryland (17-4) did not play.
18. Iowa (18-3) did not play.
19. Arizona State (16-5) did not play.
20. Indiana (17-5) did not play.
21. South Dakota (20-2) did not play.
22. Tennessee (17-4) did not play.
23. Northwestern (18-3) did not play.
24. Missouri State (17-3) did not play.
25. Arkansas (17-4) did not play.
FAR WEST

ATLANTIC DIVISION

Toronto
Boston
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
New York

W

L

35
33
31
21
14

14
15
19
27
36

Pct

GB

.714
—
.688 11/2
.620 41/2
.438 131/2
.280 211/2

SOUTHEAST DIVISION

Miami
Orlando
Washington
Charlotte
Atlanta

W

L

33
21
17
16
13

15
28
31
33
37

W

L

Pct

GB

.688
—
.429 121/2
.354
16
.327 171/2
.260
21

CENTRAL DIVISION

Pct

GB

Milwaukee
41
7 .854
—
Indiana
31 18 .633 101/2
Chicago
19 32 .373 231/2
Detroit
17 33 .340
25
Cleveland
13 37 .260
29
Friday’s games
Toronto 105, Detroit 92
Brooklyn 133, Chicago 118
Houston 128, Dallas 121
New Orleans 139, Memphis 111
Denver 127, Milwaukee 115
Oklahoma City 111, Phoenix 107
Portland 127, L.A. Lakers 119
Saturday’s games
L.A. Clippers 118, Minnesota 106
Miami 102, Orlando 89
New York 92, Indiana 85
Washington 113, Brooklyn 107
Warriors 131, Cleveland 112
Dallas 123, Atlanta 100
Boston 116, Philadelphia 95
San Antonio 114, Charlotte 90
Lakers 129, Sacramento 113
Utah at Portland, n.
Sunday’s games
Denver at Detroit, 9:30 a.m.
New Orleans at Houston, 11 a.m.
Phoenix at Milwaukee, 11 a.m.
Chicago at Toronto, noon

Warriors 131, Cavaliers 112
WARRIORS (131)

Boise St. 83, Nevada 72
Cal Poly 52, CS Northridge 41
Fresno St. 84, New Mexico 78
Gonzaga 59, BYU 44
Grand Canyon 60, New Mexico St. 49
Hawaii 68, Long Beach St. 44
Idaho St. 73, S. Utah 54
Montana St. 66, Montana 61
N. Arizona 71, Idaho 70
N. Colorado 69, Weber St. 65
Oregon 101, Colorado 53
Oregon St. 77, Utah 65
Pacific 87, Loyola Marymount 70
Pepperdine 73, Saint Mary’s (Cal) 64
Rio Grande 66, CS Bakersfield 52
Sacramento St. 74, E. Washington 67
San Diego 62, Portland 58
San Diego St. 59, Utah St. 51
San Francisco 72, Santa Clara 66
Seattle 83, California Baptist 49
UC Davis 66, UC Santa Barbara 63
UC Irvine 77, UC Riverside 53
UNLV 56, Colorado St. 52
Wyoming 80, San Jose St. 45

NHL
WESTERN CONFERENCE
PACIFIC DIVISION

GP W
Vancouver
Vegas
Edmonton
Calgary
Arizona
Sharks
Anaheim
Los Angeles

52
54
51
52
54
52
51
52

30
27
27
27
26
22
20
19

L OT Pts GF GA
18
20
18
19
21
26
26
28

4
7
6
6
7
4
5
5

CENTRAL DIVISION

GP W
St. Louis
Colorado
Dallas
Chicago
Winnipeg
Nashville
Minnesota

53
50
51
52
53
51
51

31
28
29
25
26
24
23

L OT Pts GF GA
14
16
18
21
23
20
22

8
6
4
6
4
7
6

Green 3-6 0-0 8, Robinson III 9-13 1-2 22,
Chriss 5-11 0-0 10, Lee 8-11 0-0 18, Russell 6-14 1-2 19, Evans 3-3 0-0 6, Looney
0-2 2-2 2, Paschall 5-8 6-6 16, Spellman
4-8 3-3 12, Burks 4-10 4-4 15, Poole 1-4
0-0 3. Totals 48-90 17-19 131.

EASTERN CONFERENCE

CAVALIERS (112)

Boston
Tampa Bay
Toronto
Florida
Montreal
Buffalo
Ottawa
Detroit

Love 5-13 2-2 14, Osman 4-7 0-0 10,
T.Thompson 3-9 0-0 6, Garland 5-15 2-2
15, Sexton 9-16 2-2 23, McKinnie 2-4 0-0
5, Porter Jr. 5-12 6-6 19, Henson 1-3 0-0
2, Nance Jr. 5-10 0-0 12, Bolden 0-0 0-0 0,
Exum 2-6 2-2 6. Totals 41-95 14-14 112.
Golden State
Cleveland

31
32

30
27

44
19

26 — 131
34 — 112

3-Point Goals: Golden State 18-35 (Russell 6-11, Burks 3-5, Robinson III 3-5, Lee
2-4, Green 2-5, Spellman 1-3), Cleveland
16-44 (Sexton 3-5, Garland 3-7, Porter
Jr. 3-9, Osman 2-3, Nance Jr. 2-4, Love
2-9, McKinnie 1-2, Exum 0-4); Fouled
out: None; Rebounds: Golden State 44
(Chriss, Green, Russell 7), Cleveland 46
(Love, T.Thompson 11); Assists: Golden
State 39 (Green 16), Cleveland 26 (Love
5); Total fouls: Golden State 16

LEADERS
Through JANUARY 31
Harden, HOU
Antetokoun MIL
Young, ATL
Lillard, POR
Doncic, DAL
Beal, WAS
Leonard, LAC
Booker, PHX
Davis, LAL
Westbrk, HOU

G

FG

FT Pts

Avg

45
44
44
47
43
40
36
45
40
41

462
488
407
433
408
389
346
418
371
416

472 1604
274 1320
330 1295
332 1381
296 1238
267 1148
223 987
295 1218
282 1069
213 1085

35.6
30.0
29.4
29.4
28.8
28.7
27.4
27.1
26.7
26.5

64 174 155
61 168 162
60 162 159
60 143 155
59 152 148
48 136 174
45 131 160
43 130 164

70 168 150
62 182 149
62 134 129
56 158 163
56 158 164
55 169 171
52 157 172

53
51
52
50
53
52
52
53

31
31
28
28
24
23
18
12

L OT Pts GF GA
10 12 74 177 137
15 5 67 185 145
17 7 63 188 171
17 5 61 183 167
22 7 55 164 162
22 7 53 150 161
24 10 46 142 176
37 4 28 111 204

METROPOLITAN DIVISION

GP W

C

|5

Winnipeg 5, St. Louis 2
Philadelphia 6, Colorado 3
N.Y. Rangers 1, Detroit 0
Dallas 3, New Jersey 2, OT
Toronto 2, Ottawa 1, OT
Vegas 3, Nashville 0
Boston 6, Minnesota 1
Chicago 3, Arizona 2, SO
Edmonton at Calgary, n.
Anaheim at Los Angeles, n.
Tampa Bay at Sharks, n.
Sunday’s games
Pittsburgh at Washington, 9:30 a.m.
Columbus at Montreal, 11 a.m.
Vancouver at Carolina, 11 a.m.

LEADERS
Through JANUARY 31
GP

G

A

Pts

51
51
49
52
48
52
49
50
51
52
50
51

29
27
30
37
27
21
18
30
25
13
23
36

50
50
42
35
43
45
47
34
38
49
37
24

79
77
72
72
70
66
65
64
63
62
60
60

Leon Draisaitl, EDM
Connor McDavid, EDM
N. MacKinnon, COL
David Pastrnak, BOS
Artemi Panarin, NYR
Brad Marchand, BOS
Jonathan Huberd, FLA
Jack Eichel, BUF
Patrick Kane, CHI
John Carlson, WSH
Nikita Kucherov, TB
A. Matthews, TOR

Golf
PGA TOUR
PHOENIX OPEN
Saturday
At TPC Scottsdale
Scottsdale, Ariz.
Purse: $7.3 million
Yardage: 7,261; Par: 71
Third Round
Tony Finau .......................69-66-62—197 -16
Webb Simpson................71-63-64—198 -15
Hudson Swafford ...........66-67-66—199 -14
J.B. Holmes......................64-65-70—199 -14
Xander Schauffele.........67-67-66—200 -13
Adam Long ..................... 66-68-66—200 -13
Scott Piercy ....................67-65-68—200 -13
Mark Hubbard ............... 69-68-64—201 -12
Byeong Hun An ...............65-66-70—201 -12
Nate Lashley ...................66-67-69—202 -11
John Huh ..........................71-66-66—203 -10
Max Homa .......................72-67-64—203 -10
Luke List ..........................70-69-64—203 -10
Tom Hoge......................... 65-71-67—203 -10
Jon Rahm .........................67-68-68—203 -10
Collin Morikawa .............. 69-67-68—204 -9
Bubba Watson ................. 69-66-69—204 -9
Branden Grace ................. 67-67-70—204 -9
Wyndham Clark................ 61-69-74—204 -9
Billy Horschel....................63-68-73—204 -9
Russell Knox...................... 71-67-67—205 -8
Matt Kuchar ......................68-70-67—205 -8
Harris English ...................65-72-68—205 -8
Justin Thomas ................. 68-68-69—205 -8
James Hahn...................... 69-67-69—205 -8
Brandon Hagy.................. 67-69-69—205 -8
Keith Mitchell ...................68-67-70—205 -8
Harry Higgs...................... 70-68-68—206 -7
Sungjae Im ........................66-72-68—206 -7
Gary Woodland.................70-67-69—206 -7
Brian Harman ...................71-68-67—206 -7
Danny Lee......................... 68-69-69—206 -7
Daniel Berger....................69-71-66—206 -7
Patrick Rodgers................ 67-69-70—206 -7
Hideki Matsuyama........... 67-74-65—206 -7
Kevin Tway ........................72-67-68—207 -6
Bud Cauley ........................ 65-72-70—207 -6
Doc Redman...................... 69-67-71—207 -6
Carlos Ortiz.......................71-69-67—207 -6
Rickie Fowler ................... 74-65-69—208 -5

PGA CHAMPIONS
MOROCCO CHAMPIONS
Saturday
At Samanah Golf Club
Marrakech, Morocco
Purse: $2 million
Yardage: 7,369; Par: 72
Final
Brett Quigley ........................69-66-66—201
Stephen Ames ...................... 63-69-70—202
Doug Barron..........................71-66-68—205
Scott Parel ........................... 68-68-69—205
Woody Austin ....................... 69-71-66—206
José María Olazábal ............ 67-68-71—206
Bernhard Langer.................. 67-68-71—206
Rod Pampling........................ 68-68-71—207
Kevin Sutherland..................68-70-69—207
Paul Broadhurst ....................71-70-67—208
Stephen Leaney....................70-68-70—208
Duffy Waldorf.......................72-68-68—208
Darren Clarke ....................... 71-68-70—209
Colin Montgomerie.............. 67-69-73—209
Mark O’Meara....................... 71-68-70—209
Tom Pernice Jr. ..................... 68-71-70—209
Retief Goosen ........................67-73-70—210
Kent Jones ............................. 69-69-72—210
Scott McCarron.....................71-65-74—210
Marco Dawson.......................72-68-71—211
Larry Mize ..............................71-69-71—211
Tommy Tolles........................ 73-70-68—211
Kirk Triplett............................70-67-74—211
Billy Andrade .........................69-72-71—212
Miguel Angel Jiménez ..........70-72-70—212
Sandy Lyle ............................. 71-69-72—212
Roger Chapman.................... 70-68-74—212
Jerry Kelly.............................. 69-70-73—212
Jesper Parnevik.................... 70-69-73—212
Ken Tanigawa ........................68-70-74—212
Brandt Jobe............................69-72-72—213
Tom Lehman ......................... 73-68-72—213
Billy Mayfair.......................... 72-68-73—213
Tim Petrovic.......................... 70-67-76—213
Phillip Price ........................... 73-68-72—213
David McKenzie.....................71-73-70—214
James Kingston .....................72-76-67—215
Jeff Maggert ..........................70-72-73—215
Steve Pate ............................. 73-69-73—215
Esteban Toledo..................... 76-66-73—215
Michael Allen ........................ 74-69-73—216
Ángel Cabrera ...................... 75-69-72—216
Glen Day..................................72-71-73—216
Ken Duke.................................70-71-75—216
Jay Haas..................................70-70-76—216
Dudley Hart............................70-70-76—216
Jerry Smith.............................69-70-77—216
Frank Lickliter II ....................71-73-73—217
Tommy Armour III ................. 71-73-74—218
Bart Bryant ............................ 74-73-71—218
Steve Flesch...........................72-73-73—218
Willie Wood ............................72-75-71—218

Tennis
AUSTRALIAN OPEN
Saturday
At Melbourne Park
Melbourne, Australia
Purse: AUD71,000,000
Surface: Hardcourt outdoor
WOMEN’S SINGLES
CHAMPIONSHIP

Sofia Kenin (14), United States, def.
Garbine Muguruza, Spain, 4-6, 6-2, 6-2.

Odds
PREGAME.COM LINE
NBA
Sunday

ATLANTIC DIVISION

GP W

| SPORTS

L OT Pts GF GA

Washington 52 35 12 5 75 190 154
Pittsburgh
51 32 14 5 69 172 139
N.Y. Islanders 50 29 15 6 64 146 136
Columbus
52 27 16 9 63 139 132
Philadelphia 52 28 17 7 63 167 157
Carolina
51 29 19 3 61 162 136
N.Y. Rangers 50 25 21 4 54 163 161
New Jersey
51 18 24 9 45 137 185
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point for
overtime loss. Top three teams in each
division and two wild cards per conference advance to playoffs.
Friday’s games
Pittsburgh 4, Philadelphia 3, OT
N.Y. Rangers 4, Detroit 2
Washington 5, Ottawa 3
Vegas 4, Carolina 3
Boston 2, Winnipeg 1
Edmonton 4, St. Louis 2
Tampa Bay 4, Anaheim 3
Saturday’s games
Buffalo 2, Columbus 1, OT
Vancouver 4, N.Y. Islanders 3, OT
Montreal 4, Florida 0

Favorite

Line (O/U)

Denver
at Houston
at Milwaukee
at Toronto

2 (2161/2)
at Detroit
51/2 (245) New Orleans
121/2 (233)
Phoenix
101/2 (217)
Chicago

Underdog

College Basketball
Sunday
Line

Underdog

at Pittsburgh
61/2
at Manhattan 21/2
at Nebraska-Omaha
So. Dakota
Quinnipiac
1
at Monmouth 2
at St. John’s
11/2
at Iowa
51/2
at Duquesne
10
at Canisius
9
N. Kentucky
51/2
Wright St.
31/2
at UCLA
3
at St. Peter’s
PK

Favorite

Miami
Iona
2
at Niagara
Rider
Georgetown
Illinois
La Salle
Marist
at Milwaukee
at Green Bay
Utah
Siena

NHL
Sunday
Favorite

Line

at Washington -135/+125
at Montreal
Off
at Carolina
Off

Underdog
Pittsburgh
Columbus
Vancouver

NFL
Super Bowl - Sunday
Favorite

Line (O/U)

Kansas City

11/2 (54)

Underdog
San Francisco
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NHL

Sharks suffer another injury
in loss to Tampa Bay Lightning
By Curtis Pashelka
Bay Area News Group

The Sharks will
need to discover a style of
play and an identity that
works for them as they’re
forced to play the next few
weeks without both Logan
Couture and Tomas Hertl.
It happened in bits and
pieces Saturday. But despite creating a few terrific
scoring chances, particularly in the second period,
and another solid outing
from goalie Aaron Dell, the
Sharks couldn’t avoid their
fifth loss in six games.
The Sharks allowed a Steven Stamkos’ even strength
goal at the 4:04 mark of
the second period, and that
turned out to be all the offense the Tampa Bay Lightning would need in their 3-0
win at SAP Center.
Nikita Kucherov scored
on a nifty individual effort with 2:03 left in regulation time and Ondrej
Palat added an empty-netter with under a minute to
go to round out the scoring.
The Sharks, outshot 13-2
in the first period, woke up
in the second period as they
SAN JOSE >>

JEFFREY T. BARNES — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sabres forward Jack Eichel and goalie Carter Hutton
celebrate a 2-1 overtime victory against the Blue Jackets
on Saturday in Buffalo, N.Y.

Eichel scores in
OT as Sabres
beat Blue Jackets
The Associated Press

BUFFALO, N.Y. >> Jack Eichel
scored 36 seconds into overtime, and the Buffalo Sabres stopped Columbus’ sixgame win streak with a 2-1
victory over the Blue Jackets on Saturday.
Eichel controlled the
puck in making his way up
the ice from his own zone.
He then circled from the left
side to the right circle and
snapped a shot past Matiss
Kivlenieks.
Evan Rodrigues also
scored for Buffalo, which
stopped a three-game
slide. Carter Hutton made
22 saves for his irst win
since a 4-3 overtime victory
against San Jose on Oct. 22.
Ol i ver B jork s t r a nd
scored for Columbus, which
was coming off a nine-day
break. It was his fifth goal
in three games since missing 13 with a rib injury.
CANADIENS 4, PANTHERS 0 >>

Jeff Petry had four assists,
Carey Price made 29 saves
and Montreal snapped Florida’s six-game win streak.
Nick Suzuki, Artturi Lehkonen, Tomas Tatar and
Brendan Gallagher scored
for the Canadiens, who improved to 6-2-0 in their last
eight games.
It was Price’s third shutout of the season and No.
47 of his career. Petry recorded his first career fourpoint game.
Playing their first game
since Jan. 21, the Panthers
were shut out for the first
time this season. Sergei Bobrovsky stopped 31 shots.
Florida center Aleksander Barkov left in the
second period after taking
a hit from Shea Weber along
the end boards.
CANUCKS 4, ISLANDERS 3,

Quinn Hughes scored
twice, including his eighth
of the season 42 seconds
into overtime, and the Canucks earned their fifth
consecutive victory.
J.T. Miller and Tim
Schaller also scored for
Vancouver, and Jacob
Markstrom had 34 saves.
The Pacific Division-leading Canucks improved to
14-3-0 since Dec. 19.
Michael Dal Colle, Jordan Eberle and Brock Nelson scored for the Islanders
in their third consecutive
loss on home ice. Thomas
Greiss made 20 saves in his
third straight start.
Hughes sent a wrist shot
past Greiss for the winning
goal. It was the first career
multigoal game for the
20-year-old defenseman.
JETS 5, BLUES 2 >> Jack Roslovic had two goals and
an assist to lead Winnipeg
over St. Louis.
The Jets snapped a fivegame losing streak and are
12-12-2 at home this season.
Connor Hellebuyck was
outstanding in net for the
Jets, stopping 38 shots. Jordan Binnington made 28
saves for the Central Division-leading Blues.
Andrew Copp, Blake
Wheeler and Patrik Laine
scores for Winnipeg.
Rya n O’ Rei l ly a nd
Brayden Schenn scored for
St. Louis.
OT >>

RANGERS 1, RED WINGS 0 >>

Henrik Lundqvist made 33
saves for his first shutout
of the season and Mika Zibanejad scored in the first
period, giving the Rangers
a win over Detroit.
The Rangers also beat
Detroit at home on Friday
night and have won six of
nine games.
Detroit has lost eight
straight games for the third
time this season and has at
least 15 fewer points than

the rest of the league.
Jonathan Bernier gave
the Red Wings a chance to
compete, stopping 30 shots.
STARS 3, DEVILS 2, OT >> Joe
Pavelski scored 1:39 into
overtime to lift Dallas over
New Jersey.
Mattias Janmark broke
into the Devils zone and
took the initial shot, and
Pavelski knocked the rebound past goalie Louis
Domingue.
Jason Dickinson and
Joel Kiviranta also scored
for Dallas and Ben Bishop
made 29 saves as the Stars
improved to 3-4-0 in their
last seven games.
Kevin Rooney and Nico
Hischier scored for New
Jersey, while Domingue
stopped 28 shots. New Jersey, well out of the playoff chase in the Eastern
Conference, has picked up
points in its last three contests (1-0-2).
MAPLE LEAFS 2, SENATORS 1,

Mitch Marner scored
on a power play at 3:54 of
overtime, leading Toronto
over Ottawa.
Jason Spezza scored in
regulation for Toronto,
which got 24 saves from Michael Hutchinson.
Mark Borowiecki scored
for Ottawa. Craig Anderson
stopped 34 shots.
OT >>

FLYERS 6, AVALANCHE 3 >>

Kevin Hayes and Joel Farabee scored two goals each
and seldom-used reserve
goaltender Alex Lyon made
28 saves to earn his first
win in nearly two years as
Philadelphia beat Colorado.
Sean Couturier assisted
on three of the Flyers goals,
including when he capitalized on a sloppy Colorado
turnover eight minutes
into the third period, stole
a pass, and fed Farabee for
a goal that would eventually
count as the winner, putting the Flyers up 4-2.
Matt Niskanen and Scott
Laughton also scored for
Philadelphia.
BRUINS 6, WILD 1 >> NHL scoring leader David Pastrnak
matched his career high
with his 38th goal, Torey
Krug scored twice and Boston had three power-play
goals in the second period
to surge past Minnesota.
Brad Marchand had a
goal and an assist for the
Bruins, who stayed strong
out of their nine-day break
and improved to 7-2-1 in
their last 10 games. Jaroslav
Halak had 25 saves, holding
the shutout until 5:29 was
left on a shot by Mats Zuccarello. Then the Bruins
tacked on two more goals
after that, by Anders Bjork
and Jake DeBrusk.

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA >>

This, essentially, was where
Sofia Kenin was going to
win or lose the Australian
Open final: She was down
love-40 while serving at
2-all in the third set against
two-time major champion
Garbiñe Muguruza.
Kenin sensed this was the
moment that would matter.
Up in the stands of Rod Laver Arena, so did her father,
Alex, who’s also her coach.
“I knew I had to take my
chance,” Kenin said. “I had
to be brave.”
Sure was. The 21-yearold American won the next
five points, each with a winner — one an ace, the others clean groundstrokes to
cap exchanges of 11 shots or
more — and was on her way
to becoming a Grand Slam
champion.
The 14th-seeded Kenin
won the first major final
of her career Saturday by
coming back to beat a fading Muguruza 4-6, 6-2, 6-2
at Melbourne Park.

Golf
FINAU SHOOTS 9-UNDER 62
TOTAKEPHOENIXOPENLEAD

Tony Finau and Webb
Simpson crashed golf’s biggest party with some backnine fireworks.
Finau shot a 9-under
62 to take a one-stroke
lead over Simpson in the
Waste Management Phoenix Open, making an eagle
on the par-5 13th and then,
switching to a Kobe Bryant
jersey for one hole, a birdie
on TPC Scottsdale’s stadium
par-3 16th.
Simpson had a hole-inone on the par-3 12th in a
64.
>>

Up Next: Sharks at Calgary
When: Tuesday, 6p.m.
TV: NBSCA
ice for a few seconds before
he slowly made his way to
the Sharks’ bench. Kellman
then walked to the dressing room with Sharks head
trainer Ray Tufts, and did
not return for the rest of
the period.
Kellman played one shift
in the second period before
he left the game for good.
The Sharks honored
Marc-Edouard Vlasic with
a ceremony before Saturday’s game. Vlasic played
his 1,000th game with the
franchise Dec. 14 at home
against the Canucks.
Joined by his wife, Martine, and one of their dogs
on one end of the ice, Vlasic
was given a silver stick by
general manager Doug Wilson, a crystal award from
the NHL, a Hydrofoil surfboard by his teammates and
a 1.5 liter bottle of champagne by the Sharks’ trainers and medical staff.

MANCHESTER

UNITED

0, WOLVERHAMPTON 0 >>

Bruno Fernandes was unable to inspire Manchester United to victory on a
promising debut as the English Premier League match
against Wolverhampton
ended 0-0 and without a
widely discussed protest at
Old Trafford.
NORWICH 0, NEWCASTLE 0

Relegation from the English Premier League is looming closer for Norwich after
Sofia Kenin kisses the Daphne Akhurst Memorial Cup after
it missed a chance for three
defeating Garbine Muguruza in the women’s singles final at
valuable points in drawing
the Australian Open in Melbourne, Australia, on Saturday.
with Newcastle 0-0.
Sept. 1.
Teemu Pukki’s 11 goals
Baseball
this season have made him
ROCKIES, STORY FINALIZE Soccer
a hero of Norwich’s strug$27.5M, 2-YEAR DEAL >> The LLANEZ SCORES IN DEBUT, gle against the drop, but the
Colorado Rockies and All- U.S. MEN BEAT COSTA RICA Finn wasted good chances
Star shortstop Trevor Story 1-0 >> Ulysses Llanez scored to score in Newcastle.
finalized a $27.5 million, in his U.S. national team de- EVERTON 3, WATFORD 2 >>
two-year deal Friday, avoid- but near his hometown, and Theo Walcott struck a lasting arbitration.
a young American roster minute winner as 10-man
His agreement leaves 18 opened the Americans’ 2020 Everton came from two
players still headed to ar- schedule with a 1-0 exhibi- goals down to beat Watbitration hearings, which tion victory over Costa Rica. ford 3-2 in the English Prerun from Tuesday through
Llanez, an 18-year-old mier League.
Feb. 21.
native of nearby Lynwood, WEST HAM 3, BRIGHTON 3 >>
Story remains eligible to buried a penalty kick in the West Ham dropped into the
become a free agent follow- corner in the 50th minute, relegation zone in the Preing the 2021 World Series. slotting the ball to the left mier League after squanThe 27-year-old hit 35 hom- of goalkeeper Esteban Al- dering a 3-1 lead to draw
ers and swiped 23 bases last varado, who dove the other 3-3 with Brighton.
SHEFFIELD UNITED 1. CRYSseason.
way.
CUBS FINALIZE 1-YEAR DEAL LEICESTER 2, CHELSEA 2 >> TAL PALACE 0 >> A goalWITH JEFFRESS >> The Chi- Leicester maintained its keeping error gave Shefcago Cubs and reliever Jer- eight-point cushion over field United a 1-0 win over
emy Jeffress finalized an fourth-place Chelsea in the Crystal Palace on Satur$850,000, one-year con- race for Champions League day, continuing a surpristract.
qualification after the teams ingly strong season for the
The 32-year-old Jeffress drew 2-2 in the Premier visitor in the English Prewas one of baseball’s most League, with all the goals mier League.
dominant relievers in 2018, coming in an action-packed BOURNEMOUTH 2, ASTON
VILLA 1 >> Bournemouth
going 8-1 with a 1.29 ERA second half.
and 15 saves in 73 games for LIVERPOOL 4, SOUTHAMP- moved out of the relegaMilwaukee. But the right- TON 0 >> Mohamed Salah tion zone after beating felhander struggled with in- scored twice as Liverpool low struggler Aston Villa
juries last season before he beat Southampton 4-0 to 2-1 in the English Premier
was cut by the Brewers on move 22 points clear at the League.
>>

LEE JIN-MAN — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Lillard scores 51 as Trail Blazers beat Jazz
PORTLAND, ORE. >>

Patrick Kane scored in
the overtime shootout and
ran his points streak to 12
games, and Corey Crawford stopped both shootout
attempts he faced, leading
Chicago in a win over Arizona.
Brandon Saad scored
twice in regulation and the
Blackhawks won their first
game out of the break and
sixth of their last seven.
Kane scored the shootout
winner and assisted on
both Saad goals. Crawford
finished with 40 saves.

LIGHTNING 3, SHARKS 0

top of the English Premier
League.

The Associated Press

son, Nicolas Roy and Reilly
Smith scored, Marc-Andre
Fleury made 19 saves and
Vegas beat Nashville.
The Golden Knights have
won two straight, including
at Carolina on Friday night.
Vegas held Nashville to its
lowest shots on goal total of
the season at 19 and ended
the Predators’ two-game
winning streak.
2 >>

THE SCORE

Kenin tops Muguruza at Australian Open

The Associated Press

BLACKHAWKS 3, COYOTES

Their absences have
forced interim coach Bob
Boughner to juggle his
lines more than usual and
put players in challenging
positions.
For the start of Saturday’s
game, the Sharks had Barclay Goodrow as their top
line center, Joel Kellman as
their third line center and
Dylan Gambrell and Antti
Suomela, with less than
90 games of NHL experience between them, on the
fourth line.
Goodrow has been used
in a variety of roles this season, but never in the middle on the Sharks’ first line.
Kellman has been used almost exclusively as a fourth
line center since his Dec. 19
recall, averaging 9 minutes
and 35 seconds of ice time
per game. The Sharks lost
the services of Kellman for
most of Saturday’s game.
Kellman was chasing after a puck that had been
sent into the Lightning’s
zone when he was hit face
first into the boards by defenseman Kevin Shattenkirk with 6:37 left in the
first period.
Kellman remained on the

NEWS+NOTES

GOLDEN KNIGHTS 3, PREDATORS 0 >> Chandler Stephen-

began to apply more pressure on Lightning goalie
Curtis McElhinney.
But despite 30 shots on
goal, including six high
danger chances in the middle period, the Sharks were
shut out for the third time
this season and finished
their homestand with a
1-2-0 record.
Dell finished with 32
saves as his record fell to
9-10-2 this season. The
Sharks (22-27-4) begin twogame road trip next week,
with games in Calgary on
Tuesday and Edmonton on
Thursday.
Hertl suffered a seasonending knee injury in the
first period of Wednesday’s
game with the Vancouver
Canucks, as he had the anterior cruciate and medial
collateral ligaments torn
in his left knee following a
collision with defenseman
Christopher Tanev.
The Sharks are also without captain Couture, who remains in a walking boot after he fractured a bone in
his ankle Jan. 7. Couture is
progressing, but is not expected back for at least another three weeks.

Damian
Lillard’s hot streak continued with 51 points, including nine 3-pointers, and
12 assists, and the Portland Trail Blazers handed
the Utah Jazz their fourth
straight loss with a 124-107
victory Saturday night.
It was Lillard’s NBA-record sixth straight game
with at least six 3-pointers.
Lillard has scored 40 or
more points in five of his
last six games, averaging
48.8 points over the span.
It was his fourth straight
double-double, a career
best.
CLIPPERS

118,

T I M B E R-

Kawhi Leonard scored 31 points, his
ninth straight game with
at least that many, and the
Los Angeles Clippers beat
the Minnesota Timberwolves 118-106.
Karl-Anthony Towns
countered with 32 points
and 12 rebounds for the
WOLVES 106 >>

ond span that gave Boston
the lead for good as the
Celtics cruised past Philadelphia.
MAVERICKS 123, HAWKS 100

Jalen Brunson scored 27
points in his ninth start of
the season, Dorian FinneySmith added 22 points and
Maxi Kleber 18 as Dallas
beat Atlanta in a game between teams with depleted
rosters.
>>

SPURS 114, HORNETS 90 >>

STEVE DYKES — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Portland Trail Blazers guard Damian Lillard, right, speaks
with referee Kevin Cutler, left, during the first half against
the Utah Jazz in Portland, Ore., Saturday.
Timberwolves, his fourth
consecutive game with 30
or more points, but it wasn’t
enough to keep Minnesota
from losing its 11th in a row,
matching the team’s skid
from December.
WIZARDS 113, NETS 107 >>

Bradley Beal scored 34
points, Thomas Bryant
added 17 points and 10 rebounds and Washington

beat Brooklyn.
The Nets lost Kyrie Irving to a sprained right
knee in the fourth quarter.
He was held to a season-low
11 points, a night after scoring a season-best 54.
CELTICS 116, 76ERS 95 >> Jaylen Brown had 32 points
and nine rebounds, and
Jayson Tatum scored nine
of his 25 points in a 99-sec-

DeMar DeRozan had 24
points and San Antonio
overcame a 19-point deficit
to beat Charlotte in its final
home game before a nearly
month-long road trip.
KNICKS 92, PACERS 85 >> Marcus Morris scored 28 points
to lead New York over Indiana.
HEAT 102, MAGIC, 89 >> Miami
got 24 points from Jimmy
Butler and a big boost from
rookie Tyler Herro. But it
was a big game from center Meyers Leonard that
put the Heat over the top
in a victory over Orlando.
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Today

Wind: NW 12-25 mph

BAY AREA 14-DAY TREND
Normals

Yesterday’s high
Yesterday’s low

62
49

Records

56
43

Past 7 days

Monday

Rather cloudy today with winds
gradually subsiding. Winds northwest
12-25 mph. Clear and chilly tonight.
Winds northwest 8-16 mph. Humidity
74%

56
37

Temperatures
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73 (1976)
28 (1950)

Forecast

80°
70°
60°
50°
40°
30°
20°

56
36

San Rafael through 5 p.m. yesterday

Temperatures
High/low ........................................ 62°/49°
Last year’s high/low .................... 55°/50°
Precipitation
24 hours through 5 p.m. yest. ......... 0.00”
Oct. 1 to date .................................. 17.18”
Last season to date ........................ 20.43”
Normal season to date .................. 20.60”

Mostly sunny

Sun and clouds

Plenty of sunshine

Wind: SE 4-8 mph

Wind: SE 4-8 mph

Tahoe
40/10

Fresno
58/34

San Diego
66/51

0-2: Low

ALLERGY REPORT

Allergy, dust and dander today: Neutral
Pollen levels

Grass .......... Absent Weeds ........ Absent
Trees .............. High Mold ................ Low
Source: National Allergy Bureau

AIR QUALITY FORECAST
City

Today’s air quality

Index

Sacramento ................... Good ............. 50
San Francisco ................ Good ............. 38
San Rafael ..................... Good ............. 42
What it means: 0-50: Good; 51-100: Moderate;
101-150: Unhealthy for sensitive people;
Source: Sparetheair.gov
151+: Unhealthy for all.

SKY WATCH
Sunrise

Sunset

Moonrise

Moonset

Tod. 7:14 am 5:34 pm 11:56 am 1:03 am
Mon. 7:13 am 5:35 pm 12:31 pm 2:03 am
Hours of sunlight ................. 10 hr., 20 min.
Full

Last

New

First

Feb 8

Feb 15

Feb 23

Mar 2

PLANET WATCH

Two hours after sunset, with the waxing gibbous
moon shining very high in the south, the famous
Big Dipper can be seen in the northeast, balancing on the end of its handle. The two pointer stars
at the end of its bowl point to the upper-left to
Polaris, the North Star.
Venus rises at .............................. 9:06 am
Mars rises at ................................ 3:54 am
Jupiter rises at ............................. 5:34 am
Saturn rises at ............................. 6:16 am
Source: Morrison Planetarium

World forecast
Today

City

Pacific Weather

Mon.

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/Lo/W

AFRICA/MIDEAST
Algiers
Baghdad
Beirut
Cairo
Damascus
Jerusalem
Johannesburg
Riyadh
Tel Aviv

72/49/pc
59/36/pc
63/53/pc
66/50/pc
56/40/pc
53/42/pc
87/58/s
70/45/pc
64/48/pc

74/49/pc
60/40/pc
63/53/pc
68/52/pc
59/39/c
56/44/pc
88/60/s
69/47/pc
65/49/pc

ASIA
Bangkok
Beijing
Hanoi
Hong Kong
Islamabad
Kabul
Manila
Mumbai
New Delhi
Seoul
Shanghai
Singapore
Taipei
Tokyo

93/75/s
41/14/sn
72/64/pc
68/62/pc
65/39/pc
40/20/pc
83/70/c
86/70/pc
66/44/pc
41/26/pc
55/42/pc
88/77/t
75/56/s
54/40/s

94/76/pc
38/18/pc
74/59/r
70/61/pc
65/43/pc
34/25/sf
84/69/pc
84/70/pc
67/45/c
37/17/pc
51/40/c
88/78/pc
75/60/s
57/38/pc

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND
Auckland
78/67/c
Melbourne
74/55/pc
Sydney
90/74/t

79/66/s
63/51/pc
87/65/pc

CANADA
Calgary
Edmonton
Montreal
Ottawa
Toronto
Vancouver
Winnipeg

30/12/pc
23/-2/pc
28/23/c
31/24/c
37/35/sn
42/30/pc
32/7/c

20/3/sn
14/-3/pc
37/25/c
37/21/c
42/30/pc
41/30/s
12/-7/pc

CARIBBEAN
Barbados
Havana
Nassau
San Juan

84/75/s
73/53/s
74/60/pc
87/73/s

85/76/s
80/58/pc
76/64/s
86/74/pc

CALIFORNIA CITIES
Today

Mon.

City

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/Lo/W

Anaheim
Auburn
Bakersﬁeld
Barstow
Bishop
Calistoga
Chico
Cloverdale
Columbia
Crescent City
Death Valley
Eureka
Fresno
Gilroy
Grass Valley
Hollister
Lakeport
Los Angeles
Long Beach
Mammoth Lakes
Modesto
Morro Bay
Mt. Shasta
Needles
Nevada City
Palm Springs
Paso Robles
Redding
Riverside
Sacramento
San Bernardino
San Diego
San Jose
San Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
S. Lake Tahoe
Stockton
Truckee
Ukiah

71/43/sh
49/29/c
61/32/pc
76/38/pc
65/30/pc
55/32/pc
56/34/pc
52/32/pc
52/27/pc
46/34/sh
81/48/pc
49/37/sh
58/34/pc
55/35/pc
46/28/pc
55/30/pc
49/29/pc
70/45/sh
66/47/sh
43/7/sn
58/36/pc
60/39/pc
38/22/sn
78/46/s
45/24/c
80/48/s
58/30/pc
55/34/pc
74/39/sh
56/36/c
74/39/sh
66/51/sh
55/34/pc
62/35/pc
69/40/pc
56/38/pc
40/10/sn
58/35/pc
34/8/sn
52/29/pc

63/40/pc
49/29/s
51/27/s
52/28/s
44/15/s
54/32/pc
53/32/pc
53/28/pc
48/25/s
47/34/c
59/41/s
50/34/c
52/29/s
54/30/s
45/28/pc
53/24/s
49/27/pc
59/39/s
62/38/pc
21/1/s
54/31/s
54/35/s
35/19/pc
56/36/pc
42/25/pc
61/40/pc
53/22/s
54/36/pc
56/29/pc
55/34/s
55/35/pc
60/41/pc
55/32/s
58/31/s
63/34/s
55/37/s
25/6/s
56/31/s
27/7/s
51/25/pc

City

EUROPE
Amsterdam
Athens
Berlin
Brussels
Budapest
Copenhagen
Dublin
Frankfurt
Geneva
Helsinki
Istanbul
Lisbon
London
Madrid
Moscow
Munich
Oslo
Paris
Prague
Rome
Stockholm
Vienna
Warsaw
Zurich

Today

Mon.

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/Lo/W

52/47/r
62/49/pc
47/41/r
56/48/r
54/46/pc
45/36/c
51/39/r
57/46/r
53/49/r
40/30/r
58/50/s
66/50/pc
55/48/c
59/42/pc
36/33/c
54/48/r
39/22/s
60/52/r
49/45/r
61/49/pc
41/29/pc
55/46/r
48/37/r
56/54/r

50/41/r
62/49/pc
49/36/r
51/39/r
51/42/r
42/38/r
46/36/pc
54/38/r
60/40/pc
33/19/pc
58/51/c
67/49/s
50/39/c
65/41/pc
35/24/c
51/38/r
33/25/pc
55/40/r
49/36/r
63/46/pc
35/23/s
50/43/r
42/37/r
59/35/r

LATIN AMERICA
Asuncion
Bogota
Buenos Aires
Caracas
La Paz
Lima
Panama City
Rio
Santiago

90/73/t
70/47/c
86/74/s
85/71/s
56/42/t
81/71/c
87/68/t
83/76/t
90/58/s

92/76/t
71/42/pc
87/74/s
84/73/s
55/42/t
80/71/c
88/67/pc
81/74/r
88/57/s

MEXICO
Acapulco
Cabo S.L.
Cancun
Guadalajara
La Paz
Mazatlan
Mexico City

85/74/pc
70/62/sh
76/65/s
73/53/c
72/59/sh
78/65/r
72/51/pc

85/75/pc
74/59/sh
79/71/s
63/50/r
76/56/sh
76/64/r
70/52/pc

Fairfield
59/35

Pacific Forecast

A powerful storm sliding southward will
bring some rain and mountain snow to
much of the west. In addition to the precipitation, strong winds will develop as a result
of the storm.

Today’s noon forecast

TIDES

Inverness, Tomales Bay

Jet Stre

Time

High

Time

5:41 a.m.
7:36 p.m.

5.0
3.3

1:29 p.m.
none

Point Reyes

Low

1.2
none

Time

High

Time

Low

4:33 a.m.
6:25 p.m.

5.3
3.3

12:04 p.m.
10:30 p.m.

1.4
2.8

Sausalito
Time

High

Time

Low

5:22 a.m.
7:17 p.m.

5.2
3.4

12:35 p.m.
11:38 p.m.

1.3
2.8

Time

High

Time

Low

5:12 a.m.
7:07 p.m.

5.3
3.5

12:21 p.m.
11:24 p.m.

1.4
2.6

Time

Low

Golden Gate

Bodega Harbor
Time

High

4:34 a.m.
6:29 p.m.

5.1
3.3

Point Arena

am

3-5: Moderate

Water temperature

Nicasio
Vallejo
54/37
Novato
57/35
Inverness
53°
Point Reyes
56/36
55°
54/38
Lighthouse
Benicia
Woodacre
57/35
53/40
54/37
Hercules
Olema
56/37
Martinez
Pleasant Hill
Point Reyes 54/38
San Rafael
57/36
58/35
San
Station
Pittsburg
56/37
Anselmo
Richmond
58/37
55/37
Corte
56/38
55/39
Madera
Bolinas
Walnut Creek
53/42
56/38
Lafayette 57/35
Berkeley
56/35
Stinson Mill Valley Tiburon
56/38
Beach
54/41
55/39
Orinda
53/42
57/35
Sausalito
Alameda
55°
Moraga
55/40
56/38
Oakland 57/34
57/40
San
Francisco
San Leandro
55/41
56/38
Castro V.
55°
55/37
Daly City
54/41
San Lorenzo Hayward
55/36
55/36
Needles
SFO
78/46
55/40
Union City
Pacifica
55/33
54/42
San Mateo
55/40
Fremont
Palo Alto
55/34
55/34

8-10: Very high

(The higher the
number, the faster
skin damage will
occur.)

65°

Napa
57/33

Sonoma
57/34

Petaluma
56/34

Tomales
54/33

Dillon Beach
52/41

11+: Extreme
6-7: High

Today’s
High/low forecast

Vacaville
58/38

Rohnert
Park
55/32

Bodega Bay
52/41

TODAY’S UV INDEX
Highest at 10 a.m.

City name
75/43

Sebastopol
54/32

Santa Barbara
69/40 Los Angeles
70/45

Temperatures
High/low ........................................ 67°/43°
Last year’s high/low .................... 56°/51°
Precipitation
24 hours through 5 p.m. yest. ......... 0.00”
Oct. 1 to date .................................. 14.49”
Last season to date ........................ 18.52”
Normal season to date .................. 20.60”

How to read this map

Santa Rosa
55/30

Yosemite
53/18

Novato through 5 p.m. yesterday

60
42

Wind: N 6-12 mph

Ukiah
52/29

Monterey
56/38

59
39

Mostly sunny

Eureka
49/37

Sacramento
56/36

Thursday

Windsor
54/31

North Coast: Clouds limiting sun today.
Windy; a couple of showers in the north.
Yosemite: Winds becoming strong today; a
little snow at times, accumulating a coating
to an inch.
Central Valley: Mostly cloudy today with
a shower in spots; breezy. Clear tonight.
Partly sunny tomorrow and Tuesday.
Big Sur: Partly sunny and increasingly
windy today. Clear, brisk and chilly tonight.
Mostly sunny tomorrow.
Tahoe: Winds becoming strong today.
Southern California: Windy in the mountains today; misty in the west. Sunny in the
deserts.

Temperatures
High/low ........................................ 65°/45°
Last year’s high/low .................... 56°/50°
Precipitation
24 hours through 5 p.m. yest. ......... 0.00”
Oct. 1 to date .................................. 22.27”
Last season to date ........................ 22.23”
Normal season to date .................. 28.09”

2

57
37

California today

Kentﬁeld through 5 p.m. yesterday

Wednesday

Wind: N 7-14 mph

Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa

ALMANAC

Tuesday

12:05 p.m.
11:08 p.m.

Weather Trivia™
Q: On average, what is the snowiest
month across the U.S.?
A: February

|

8

Weather History

5 p.m. Saturday

Gusty winds surged through the Great
Lakes region and into western Pennsylvania on Feb. 2, 1983. It was so windy
that Punxsutawney Phil had a hard time
holding on to his shadow.

1.4
2.8

Time

High

Time

Low

4:44 a.m.
6:24 p.m.

5.3
3.4

12:08 p.m.
10:41 p.m.

1.4
2.6

Forecasts and graphics provided by
AccuWeather, Inc. ©2020

National forecast

Today
Mon.
Today
Mon.
City
Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
City
Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
Akron OH
47/34/pc
53/47/pc
Des Moines
43/27/s
34/18/pc
Albany NY
39/31/pc
45/30/pc
Detroit
46/32/pc
43/34/pc
Albuquerque
59/34/s
57/29/pc
El Paso
65/45/pc
66/43/s
Anchorage
12/10/sn
23/19/sn
Fairbanks
-2/-4/c
14/5/sn
Atlanta
63/43/s
71/55/pc
Fargo
37/18/pc
19/-3/c
Atlantic City
46/42/pc
56/45/s
Flagstaff
53/29/s
33/6/sn
Austin
78/55/pc
73/63/c
Grand Rapids
45/30/pc
43/31/pc
Baltimore
49/38/pc
61/47/pc
Great Falls
35/13/sn
30/11/c
Billings
39/19/sn
30/8/sf
Greensboro
60/42/s
69/52/s
Birmingham
65/45/s
70/58/c
Hartford
42/31/pc
50/31/s
Bismarck
37/17/pc
24/5/c
Honolulu
81/69/pc
82/67/pc
Boise
38/23/sf
37/16/s
Houston
75/56/s
73/67/t
Boston
43/34/pc
50/36/s
Indianapolis
57/37/s
57/50/pc
Brownsville
76/63/pc
76/69/sh
Jackson MS
70/48/s
70/60/c
Buffalo
39/34/sf
42/33/pc
Jacksonville
66/41/s
74/46/pc
Burlington VT
34/25/pc
41/25/sn
Juneau
25/16/sn
33/31/sn
Casper WY
43/16/c
19/3/sn
Kansas City
61/42/s
57/28/pc
Charleston SC
63/43/s
72/50/pc
Las Vegas
73/41/pc
49/34/pc
Charlotte
62/40/s
71/54/pc
Little Rock
70/50/pc
64/58/sh
Cheyenne
63/16/pc
20/4/c
Louisville
62/46/s
64/55/c
Chicago
49/31/pc
42/32/c
Memphis
67/51/s
66/60/c
Cincinnati
57/40/s
59/51/pc
Miami
71/49/s
74/63/pc
Cleveland
47/35/pc
51/46/pc
Milwaukee
47/31/pc
39/29/c
Colorado Sprs
70/29/s
35/10/sn
Minneapolis
41/22/pc
31/12/pc
Columbia SC
63/42/s
73/52/pc
Myrtle Beach
60/46/s
67/53/s
Concord NH
39/23/pc
45/26/s
Nashville
65/47/s
67/57/c
Dallas
76/55/pc
67/58/pc
New Orleans
70/53/pc
71/63/pc
Denver
71/24/pc
27/10/sn
New York City
45/40/pc
55/43/s
Shown are today’s noon positions of weather systems and precipitation. Temperature bands are highs for the day.

Billings
39/19

New York
45/40

Chicago
49/31

Washington
52/42

Kansas City
61/42

Los Angeles
70/45

Anchorage
12/10
Juneau
25/16
Honolulu
81/69
Hilo
78/66

Toronto
37/35
Detroit
46/32

Denver
71/24

Mon.
Hi/Lo/W
67/52/s
69/35/s
33/18/pc
74/51/pc
57/43/s
60/34/pc
54/47/pc
44/28/s
44/31/pc
50/35/s
70/54/s
25/12/sn
34/14/pc
61/43/pc
28/15/sn
73/61/c
86/74/pc
51/22/pc
43/33/c
69/62/r
30/11/c
35/19/s
71/53/pc
62/31/pc
64/52/pc

Montreal
28/23

Minneapolis
41/22

San Francisco
55/41

Today
Hi/Lo/W
56/46/s
73/49/s
51/28/s
66/45/s
45/39/c
78/52/s
47/35/pc
39/25/pc
46/33/sh
43/32/pc
60/43/s
45/18/pc
48/20/sf
64/42/s
52/25/c
75/55/pc
87/73/s
54/29/s
46/34/c
75/53/pc
43/25/s
38/20/pc
63/48/s
77/54/s
52/42/pc

Weather(W): s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy,
c-cloudy, sh-showers, t-thunderstorms,
r-rain, sf-snow flurries, sn-snow, i-ice

Winnipeg
32/7

Seattle
46/34

Fairbanks
-2/-4

City
Norfolk
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Orlando
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland ME
Portland OR
Providence
Raleigh
Rapid City
Reno
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Antonio
San Juan PR
Santa Fe
Seattle
Shreveport
Sioux Falls SD
Spokane
Tampa
Tucson
Wash DC

Atlanta
63/43

El Paso
65/45
Houston
75/56

Miami
71/49

Monterrey
72/56

NATIONAL
Yesterday for the 48 contiguous states.

Yorba Linda, CA ......................................... 88°
Antero Reservoir, CO ............................... -10°

Marin IJ Special Sections Schedule 2020
February

Readers' Choice

March

May

June

Summer Camps

North Bay Woman

Senior Living

Publishes Feb. 23 | Deadlines Feb. 5

Publishes March 15 | Deadlines Feb. 26

Publishes May 10 | Deadlines April 10

Publishes June 7 | Deadlines May 20

Tabloid-Marin's top businesses, people and

Tabloid-The must-do section for any camp

Magazine-Real Women, Real Stories.

Tabloid-Features stories with tips and

events are saluted in a section devoted to the

with listings kids' opportunities throughout

Fascinating interviews, Fashion,

guidance from local experts, informational

places that are the favorites of readers.

the North Bay for summer.

10 Questions, Business. Celebrating

content and a categorized business

women in the Bay Area.

resource guide.

Reach 250,000+ readers in print and online!

Contact your Marin IJ account representative or call 415-382-7275

D1

REAL ESTATE

Nadine & Camara

(415) 203-7050 & (415) 902-7183

SauSalito
coming Soon
COMING SOON
2
bed, 2.5Single
bath family
great water
Sausalito
home 3views.
bed/ 3 bath
$1,295,000
$1.5M.

»

Sunday, February 2, 2020 » MORE AT FACEBOOK.COM/MARINIJFAN AND TWITTER.COM/MARINIJ

Highs, lows

Marin home sales
Marin home sales will appear each Sunday in
the Independent Journal.
The following information on homes that sold
recently in Marin was provided by Cal REsource.
The IJ cannot guarantee the accuracy of the
information, which is based on county property
transactions.

Belvedere Tiburon
Address

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

82 Neds Way

$1,450,000

3/3

1759

2002

Corte Madera
Address

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

16 Staghound Psgex

$1,300,000

3/2

1559

1959

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

$940,000

3/3

1786

1965

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

$577,000

2/1.5

952

1969

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

Fairfax
Address
30 Valley Road

Greenbrae
Address
265 Via Casitas

WWW.GOOGLE.COM/MAPS

This house at 16Staghound Passage in Corte Madera sold recently for $1,300,000.

Kentfield
Address

Sale price

39 Corte Placida

$1,575,000

4/3

2470

1962

59 Berens Drive

$2,300,000

3/1.5

1706

1954

205 Laurel Grove Ave.

$3,500,000

3/3

3863

1978

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

Mill Valley
Address
6 Chaucer Court
361 Woodside Ave

$200,000

3/2.5

1356

1974

$2,025,000

3/3.5

1933

1990

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

Novato
Address
11 Park Crest Court #B

$420,000

2/1.5

1252

1976

62 Rosewood Drive

$450,000

3/2.5

1406

1989

108 Oliva Court #B

$525,000

3/1.5

1288

1974

2 Larkspur Lane

$705,000

3/2.5

1777

1979

39 Little Creek Lane

$708,500

3/3

1724

1990

1264 Lynwood Drive

$750,000

3/2

1400

1955

104 Bahama Reef

$1,047,000

3/2

1776

1977

10 Goldfinch Court

$1,100,000

3/2

2047

1979

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

Address

Ross
Address

Sale price

marinij.com

WWW.GOOGLE.COM/MAPS

This house at 59Berens Drive in Kentfield sold recently for $2,300,000.

Sausalito

San Rafael
Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

Address

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

98 Laurel Grove Ave.

$4,650,000

4/3.5

3776

1900

66 Dockside Circle

$520,000

2/1

952

1985

218 Headlands Court

$884,000

2/2.5

1225

1981

26 Woodside Way

$4,850,000

4/2.5

3429

2018

41 Brentwood Drive

$905,000

3/2

1539

1963

12 W. Harbor Drive

$955,000

3/2.5

1718

1979

1912 Grand Ave.

$908,000

3/1

1422

1909

Tiburon

San Anselmo
Address

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

16 Ivy Lane

$1,100,000

3/2.5

2040

88 Sidney Court

$1,150,000

5/3

2355

1965

Year
built

663 Cedarberry Lane

$1,240,000

3/2

1506

1957

705 Montecillo Road

$1,260,000

4/2

1786

1955

Address

Sale price

B/B

Sq.
feet

Year
built

1993

93 Terrace Ave.

$1,465,000

4/3.5

2408

1997

59 Eastview Ave.

$1,725,000

3/2

1419

1915

BELVEDERE TIBURON
Total sales: 1
High: $1,450,000
Per sq. ft.: $824.33
CORTE MADERA
Total sales: 1
High: $1,300,000
Per sq. ft.: $833.87
FAIRFAX
Total sales: 1
High: $940,000
Per sq. ft.: $526.32
KENTFIELD
Total sales: 3
Low: $1,575,000
High: $3,500,000
Median: $2,300,000
Avg.: $2,458,333
Per sq. ft.: $963.96
MILL VALLEY
Total sales: 2
Low: $200,000
High: $2,025,000
Median: $1,112,500
Avg.: $1,112,500
Per sq. ft.: $597.54
NOVATO
Total sales: 8
Low: $420,000
High: $1,100,000
Median: $706,750
Avg.: $713,187
Per sq. ft.: $441.68
ROSS
Total sales: 2
Low: $4,650,000
High: $4,850,000
Median: $4,750,000
Avg.: $4,750,000
Per sq. ft.: $1322.93
SAN RAFAEL
Total sales: 7
Low: $520,000
High: $1,465,000
Median: $1,150,000
Avg.: $1,064,000
Per sq. ft.: $628.34
SAUSALITO
Total sales: 2
Low: $884,000
High: $955,000
Median: $919,500
Avg.: $919,500
Per sq. ft.: $638.76
TIBURON
Total sales: 1
High: $1,725,000
Per sq. ft.: $1215.64

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

Digital Rendering

Land | ±14,558 sq. ft. lot | Plan for 10 Residential, 2 Commercial Units

$1,750,000

131 Liberty Street
Petaluma

Contact for Information
Superb Downtown Location

America stands
on the truth.

Mixed-use development condominium project with plan approval. The residential units are 5 onebedroom units with offices, and 5 two-bedroom units, 4 with offices. 2 commercial units, one retail,
one office. Lot size is ±14,558 square feet. Ideal project for a developer, contractor or investor.

Dubie
Breen

415.640.4927
d.breen@ggsir.com
DubieBreen.com
Lic.# 01079071

The truth stands
with your support.

SOLD

5

BEDS

3

BATHS

$1,465,000

1

1/2 BA

7 Hollyleaf Way
Novato

Just Sold in 2020
Your Pointe Marin Dream Home
Exquisite home located on a tranquil cul-de-sac. Tastefully remodeled with hardwood ﬂoors throughout,
updated kitchen with new appliances, new island with quartzite countertop, updated bathrooms, plantation
shutters and much more. One bedroom and one full bath on the main level.
7Hollyleaf.com

Kathy
Schlegel

415.699.7406

Kathy@KathySchlegel.com
KathySchlegel.com
Lic.# 01089137

2
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OPEN HOMES

REALESTATE |

MARINIJ.COM

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2020

Deadline for Open Home Directory is Friday at 11:30 a.m. To have your home included in the Open Home Directory, call Lynne Halgren at 415-382-7218 or email realestate@marinij.com. For additional
open home information visit marinij.com/openhomes. If you have an account number you can go to http://marinij.com/openhomesinput and input your listing. Follow Open Homes on Twitter@marinij_homes.

oPen Sat. & SUn. 10 am - 5 Pm

ATTENTION REALTORS, mORTgAgE
bROkERS, ANd hOmE SpEcIALISTS!

neW reLeaSe! one &
tWo Story HomeS

PREMIUM PHOTO ADS
AVAILABLE!

3 - 4 Bedrooms / 2.5 - 3.5 Baths,
First Floor Master Suite In All Plans
Casita Included In 2 Plans.

Showcase your property or service in
one of a limited number of premium ads
within our Open Homes directory
and map pages. Ads run in both
Saturday and Sunday’s IJ.
Call Monday to claim your spot.

Priced from

$650,069

Model Homes - 5756 Kassandra Pl, Rohnert Park

LYNNE hALgREN | Marin Independent Journal | Real Estate Specialist

Sycamore at UniverSity DiStrict by SignatUre HomeS

415-382-7218 or lhalgren@marinij.com

707-703-1594 | sighomes.com
$4,449,000

GREENBRAE
$1,895,000 386 N Almenar Drive
5Bd/3Ba 386NorthAlmenar.com

40 Rancheria Rd

Sa/Su 12-2

6Bd/4.5Ba Famed architect William Wurster designed home, beautifully
updated on 2/3 acre in the flats of Kent Woodland
Compass | Trina Lavigna | 415-450-8006

Sa 1 - 4 Su 11 - 3

Compass | Barr Haney #01478074 | 415.847.7347

KENTFIELD

Put your address here!

SAN RAFAEL

SAUSALITO

MILL VALLEY

WOODACRE

TIBURON

First Sunday Open Superbowl Special!

multi-family dwelling, grand home, both private and secluded

Compass | Wayka Bartolacelli 415.860.4687 | DRE 00924665
Vanguard Marin | Howard Wynn | 415-828-9966
Sa 2 - 4 Su 12:30 - 2: $1,100,000
2118 5th Avenue
742 Via Casitas
18 Neds Way
$715,000
Sa 2-4 Su 1-3 $1,500,000
Sa 2-4 Su 1-3 $3,895,000 2 Tamalpais Ave.
Su 12-2
2Bd/1Ba 15 mins to SF & 5 mins to ferry. Smashing views, esp from 4Bd/3.5Ba Must see. Private & sunny w/stunning views close to town. 3Bd/2Ba H Street to 5th. Charming in Sun Valley.
3Bd/3Ba Exclusive adult community. Views of Lagoon, interior
Exquisite contemporary design. 2Tamalpais.com

Golden Gate SIR | Karen Schneider | 415.572.6969
240 Hillside Avenue
$2,499,000
Su 12 - 3
4Bd/3.5Ba Magnificent large custom home above Kentfield. Panoramic

views among majestic redwoods. Tropical Pool Setting

elevator, access from garage. 1 occupant must be 62+.

Golden Gate SIR | Howard Wynn | 415.828.9966

PT. RICHMOND

BHHS Drysdale | Jeff Paul | (415) 990-4663
216 S Ridgewood Rd
$3,900,000
Sa/Su 11-1 $980,000
6Bd/4.5Ba Recently remodeled home in highly desirable Kent
3Bd/2.5Ba

504 Bridge View Court

Su 1:30-4:30

Resort-style living, eat-in kitchen, hot tub, ideal for
commuting, SF & Bay views. DRE 1960333 & 1947142

Woodlands w/excellent flr plan & indoor/outdoor access.

Compass | Donna Goldman | 415-509-2427

Flat yard, stunning views, luxurious master suite

Compass | Beth Brody 415.987.2384 | DRE 00657511
13 Picadilly Court
18 Laurel Lane
$499,000
Sa/Su 1-4 $3,750,000
Sa 2-4 Su 11-1
2Bd/2Ba Pool, ground floor, end unit, private patio, close 4Bd/3.5Ba Architecture Extraordinaire! A rare contemporary
modern home to capture your imagination!
to trans.
Bayview Residential | Behzad Zandinejad | 415.793.0015
Coldwell Banker | Diane Greer MS | 415-246-1222
2 Tamalpais AveSa 2-4 Su 12:30-2:30 $529,500
24 Ivy Lane
34 Surrey Lane
$3,895,000
$799,000
Su 12:30 - 3:
Su 1 - 3
2Bd/2Ba Light and Bright upper end-unit in the Terra Linda Meadows.
4Bd/3.5Ba Must see! Private, sunny, stunning views near village.
3Bd/2Ba **PRICE REDUCTION** A fabulous opportunity for a
Exquisite contemp design/finishes. 2Tamalpais.com

beautiful master bedroom. Fresh & bright.

155 Rock Hill Road
$4,995,000
Su 2 - 4
4Bd/4.5Ba Tuscan treasure in the heart of Tiburon. 4,120 sf on .4 acre.

Red Oak Realty | Rudy Gonzales & Seth Franklin | 510-919-9777

Golden Gate SIR | John Adlam | 415-515-4779
Golden Gate SIR | Barbara Major | 415-999-9706
195 Riviera Dr. Sa 2 - 4 Su 12 - 3 $1,595,000
$1,679,000
251 Trinidad Drive
Su 1 - 4
3Bd/2Ba legant, down-to-studs remodel 1-Story home 2Bd/2Ba Townhome with SF Bay & marina views!
on golf course.
www.251trinidad.com

Compass | Liz McCarthy | 415.250.4929

Engel & Volkers | Dan Fitting | 415.328.2212

Marin IJ’s
OPEN HOMES

Compass | Wright-Mulligan Team, Lic #01495932/01980953 | 415.601.5520

$3,295,000

4780 Paradise Drive

Sa 2-4 Su 1-3

Marin IJ’s OPEN HOMES 6Bd/5Ba Classic Waterfront Home overlooking private
Marin’s most complete
Open Homes guide!

Beach! Perfect for kayaking!
Engel & Volkers | Britt Engel | 415.601.0077

Marin’s most
complete
Open Homes guide!

OPEN HOMES

Marin’s most complete Open Homes guide!
New and improved–
both in print and online
Marin IJ home buyers: find everything you need
to locate your perfect home in Marin –
Saturday and Sunday and all weekend at

E
L

marinij.com/openhomes.

A
S

P
M

• Complete print and online listings
• Online driving directions
• Cellphone delivery
• Searchable map online
• View property photos online
• One-click shopping to find your perfect home!

marinij.com

Realtors: 415-382-7218 for more information
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“Just go online
to marinij.com and
place an ad.

Your ad will be in
print AND online!”

Buy and view ads in print and 24/7 online!
415-382-7242 | marinij.com

sell

your
$35

15 lines/30 days................................

Homes Autos Stuff

JOBS - print & online.

REAL ESTATE For Sale –
For Rent

AUTOMOTIVE Ads in today’s Classifieds
in print and online.

MERCHANDISE - Stuff
you need or need to sell
in today’s Classifieds.

Homes and property for sale
and for rent.

Autos, aircraft, motorcycles, parts,
auto financing, services, trailers.

General merchandise, electronic,
garage sales, sporting goods.

Career training services,
employment services,
job opportunities.

5 lines/2 days
(Includes Directory)......................

$19.00

Publication Day....Deadline

5 lines/3 days
(Includes Directory)......................

$25.00

Monday...................................................Friday 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday................................................Monday 4:00 p.m.

$29

One vehicle per ad. *If your vehicle doesn’t sell
after 30 days, lower the price by at least 5% and
receive an additional 30 days free!

Friday..................................................Thursday 4:00 p.m.
Saturday..................................................Friday 4:00 p.m.
Sunday....................................................Friday 4:00 p.m.
Open Home listings...................................Friday 12 noon

All special offers private party only. Prepayment
required. Merchandise ads: $5,000 maximum.

Real Estate
Services

Real Estate
Services

*Prepayment required. Please include
contact phone number.

415-883-8633

Advertise Your DBA with the IJ!
Marin IJ Legal Dept. 415-382-7335

Call for information

Tiburon
■

Mill Valley
■

Novato

To subscribe

415-883-8633
online @ marinij.com

San Rafael

■

• Home & Garden

■

West Marin
■

Kentfield
■

Ross
■

Greenbrae

A message brought to you by the
marinij.com

San Rafael ■ Novato ■ Mill Valley

■

Fairfax ■ Sausalito ■ San Anselmo

■

4000 Civic Center Drive
Suite 301
San Rafael, CA 94903

• Generations

Sausalito

NAME STATEMENTS

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS

• Business • Relating

■

Marin
Independent
Journal

• Food and Drink

Fairfax

SALON CHAIR
$50.
415-897-2548

MAILING
ADDRESS

• Real Estate

■

Furniture,
Appliances
Wanted

*Prepayment is
required. Please
include your
contact phone
number & $10.00
per additional
business name
and/or partner.

• Entertainment • Proﬁles

Tiburon

Mt. Tamalpais Cemetery crypt for sale.
Most desirable location, eye-level
overlooking the Valley. Significant
discount available from cemetery list price
of $25,750. Offered at $23,000. Contact via
email: johndrews@comcast.net.

• Sports • Lifestyles

■

Cemetery
Plots & Crypts

• Top National Stories

Mill Valley

Cemetery
Plots & Crypts

• In Depth Local News

■

Furniture,
tickets
garage
sales.

Novato

Furniture,
tickets
garage
sales.

It’s all
about
Marin

■

Merchandise

San Rafael

Merchandise

Se habla español
Noí tiếng Việt Nam, xin goi (415) 847-2747

■

Harvest Savings and Wealth Technologies,
Inc. seeks Senior Software Engineer
to help build out the Company’s
queue/service-oriented architecture
(SOA). Multiple positions open. Work
location: Larkspur, CA. Related degree
and/or experience and/or skills required.
To apply, mail resume & cover letter to
Sherry Wangenheim, 60 E Sir Francis Drake
Blvd., Ste. 200, Larkspur, CA 94939,
and reference job title.

West Marin

Computers

CALL FAIR HOUSING ADVOCATES
OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
(415) 457-5025
TDD: (800) 735-2922
www.fairhousingnorcal.org

■

Computers

Advertise
Your DBA
Statement
with the IJ!
Mail your ﬁled
copy & $70.00*
publication fee
to Marin IJ
Legal Depart.
4000 Civic
Center Drive,
Ste. 301,
San Rafael, CA
94903
or call
(415) 382-7335
for more
information.

Kentfield

Job offers,
employment
agencies,
jobs
wanted.

FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME
STATEMENTS

■

Job offers,
employment
agencies,
jobs
wanted.

2001 Cadillac Seville
SLS. Very low miles,
63,000, loaded
w/equipment, pearl
white, same owner
past 12 years. Clean
Carfax. $6,850.
415-309-0532

Greenbrae

Employment

Help keep Marin vibrant and support
your local neighborhood retailers.

■

Employment

Shop Locally!

Larkspur

2BR/1.5 BA Condo in
Novato for lease, w/
washer & dryer.
$2400/mo. Call Don
at 415-883-7964.

Automobiles

SHOP MARIN

■

415-883-8633

San Rafael ■ Novato ■ Mill Valley ■ Tiburon ■ Fairfax ■ Sausalito ■ San Anselmo

■

Cars, trucks,
motorcycles,
SUVs,
aircraft,
boats.

classiﬁeds.
To subscribe call

Mail in your check Tto our office, or come in person, pay by credit card, check, or cash
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday-Friday.

Go online to marinij.com to place an ad today!

sports and

Condo &
Townhouse
Unfurnished

Easy ways to pay: Use your Discover, Mastercard, American Express or Visa.

Corte Madera

Local news,

Transportation

classify all ads.

■

Apartments,
homes,
shared
housing.

It’s all
about
Marin

your ad runs, and the number of days your ad runs. There is a
three line minimum with approx. 18 characters per line. Call for
pricing. Limited abbreviations available. Maximum 5 ads per
month. We reserve the right to edit or reject and properly

■

Rentals

Hours: Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Larkspur

4 lines/30 days.............................

Saturday & Sunday...............................Friday, 2:45 p.m.

Sausalito

GUARANTEED!*

Wednesday...........................................Tuesday 4:00 p.m.
Thursday.........................................Wednesday 4:00 p.m.

Friday...............................................Thursday, 2:45 p.m.

Classified Rates: Private party classified rates

are based on the number of lines in your ad, the days of the week

■

Autos

Sell It Fast

Garage Sale Directory

Corte Madera

Garage Sale

Jobs

■

Pets

SO

■

stuff
now

FOR SLADLE
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MEMBERSHIP
REWARDS

Your subscription
includes so much more!
Go beyond the pages of The Marin Independent
Journal with Membership Rewards, a premium
beneﬁts program for our subscribers.

1. Activate 2. Discover 3. Enjoy
It’s complimentary.
Create your account
by visiting myaccount.
marinij.com

Explore exclusive
beneﬁts all over the
Bay Area, download
e-cookbooks and read
premium editions.

Register for events,
claim offers and
connect with other
Marin Independent
Journal subscribers.

Our Latest Rewards
er in
t
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Join the conversation with our
Bay Area News Group Membership Rewards
Exclusive Facebook Group:

facebook.com/mercurynews
then look under groups!

